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1 Introduction

The improved capabilities of wireless sensors have raised the interest in Wireless

Sensor Network (WSN) solutions. The higher demand results in lower hardware

prices which further increases the number of applications that become econom-

ically feasible. Sensor applications, like home automation, have the potential to

change our everyday life while others will not be recognizeddirectly. Habitat and

agricultural monitoring were one of the first applications which were investigated

during the early stages of WSNs. Nowadays, sensor networks for environmental

observation and forecasting have become more and more important since recent

natural disasters, e.g. earthquakes, tsunamis and floods, have shown that these

networks could help to mitigate the impact of these disasters since they provide

a sophisticated solution to forewarn the population. Structural health monitoring

is the most popular application for sensor networks in the industry. Sensor nodes

are used in this field of application to monitor, e.g. pressure, temperature or stress

and strain, in order to estimate the remaining lifetime of the monitored structure.

In recent years, sensor nodes are equipped with high data rate wireless inter-

faces which enable the nodes to transmit multimedia content. A network which

is made up of these high speed nodes, is often referred to as Wireless Multimedia

Sensor Network (WMSN). WMSNs close the gap between typical WSNs with

their limited hardware resources and ad hoc networks. As a consequence of the

highly varying hardware limitations and application requirements, communica-

tion protocols which are designed for WSNs have to be very flexible and adaptive

to provide a high performance in different application scenarios.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Contribution

The focus of this work lies on the communication issues of Medium Access Con-

trol (MAC) and routing protocols in the context of WSNs. The communication

challenges in these networks mainly result from high node density, low band-

width, low energy constraints and the hardware limitationsin terms of memory,

computational power and sensing capabilities of low-powertransceivers. For this

reason, the structure of WSNs is always kept as simple as possible to minimize

the impact of communication issues. Thus, the majority of WSNs apply a simple

one hop star topology since multi-hop communication has high demands on the

routing protocol since it increases the bandwidth requirements of the network.

Moreover, medium access becomes a challenging problem due to the fact that

low-power transceivers are very limited in their sensing capabilities.

The first contribution is represented by the Backoff Preamble-based MAC Pro-

tocol with Sequential Contention Resolution (BPS-MAC) which is designed to

overcome the limitations of low-power transceivers. Two communication issues,

namely the Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) delay and the turnaround time,

are directly addressed by the protocol. The CCA delay represents the period of

time which is required by the transceiver to detect a busy radio channel while the

turnaround time specifies the period of time which is required to switch between

receive and transmit mode.

Standard Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) protocols donot achieve

high performance in terms of packet loss if the traffic is highly correlated due to

the fact that the transceiver is not able to sense the medium during the switching

phase. Therefore, a node may start to transmit data while another node is already

transmitting since it has sensed an idle medium right beforeit started to switch

its transceiver from receive to transmit mode.

The BPS-MAC protocol uses a new sequential preamble-based medium access

strategy which can be adapted to the hardware capabilities of the transceivers. The

protocol achieves a very low packet loss rate even in wireless networks with high

node density and event-driven traffic without the need of synchronization. This

2



1.1 Contribution

makes the protocol attractive to applications such as structural health monitoring,

where event suppression is not an option. Moreover, acknowledgments or com-

plex retransmission strategies become almost unnecessarysince the sequential

preamble-based contention resolution mechanism minimizes the collision proba-

bility. However, packets can still be lost as a consequence of interference or other

issues which affect signal propagation.

The second contribution consists of a new routing protocol which is able to

quickly detect topology changes without generating a largeamount of overhead.

The key characteristics of the Statistic-Based Routing (SBR) protocol are high

end-to-end reliability (in fixed and mobile networks), loadbalancing capabili-

ties, a smooth continuous routing metric, quick adaptationto changing network

conditions, low processing and memory requirements, low overhead, support of

unidirectional links and simplicity. The protocol can establish routes in a hybrid

or a proactive mode and uses an adaptive continuous routing metric which makes

it very flexible in terms of scalability while maintaining stable routes. The hybrid

mode is optimized for low-power WSNs since routes are only established on de-

mand. The difference of the hybrid mode to reactive routing strategies is that rout-

ing messages are periodically transmitted to maintain already established routes.

However, the protocol stops the transmission of routing messages if no data pack-

ets are transmitted for a certain time period in order to minimize the routing over-

head and the energy consumption. The proactive mode is designed for high data

rate networks which have less energy constraints. In this mode, the protocol peri-

odically transmits routing messages to establish routes ina proactive way even in

the absence of data traffic. Thus, nodes in the network can immediately transmit

data since the route to the destination is already established in advance.

In addition, a new delay-based routing message forwarding strategy is intro-

duced. The forwarding strategy is part of SBR but can also be applied to many

routing protocols in order to modify the established topology. The strategy can

be used, e.g. in mobile networks, to decrease the packet lossby deferring rout-

ing messages with respect to the neighbor change rate. Thus,nodes with a stable

neighborhood forward messages faster than nodes within a fast changing neigh-

3



1 Introduction

borhood. As a result, routes are established through nodes with correlated move-

ment which results in fewer topology changes due to higher link durations.

1.2 Outline

The structure of this thesis and the relations between different sections are illus-

trated in Fig. 1.1. The diagram points out that the focus of the thesis lies on three

topics in order to describe and to analyze the most relevant communication issues

of MAC and routing protocols for WSNs. At the beginning of each chapter, back-

ground information is given and related work is discussed. Moreover, the com-

munication challenges and their corresponding solutions in the context of WSNs

are emphasized.The identified challenges and solutions arerepresented by the

building blocks in the left column. The building blocks in the center column refer

to methodologies and derived mechanisms which are either based-on or inspired

by existing solutions. Communication protocols, mechanisms and tools which

were developed as part of the thesis are represented by the building blocks in the

right column. Thus, these building blocks reflect the scientific contribution of this

thesis. Arrows between two building blocks indicate that the described content is

closely related. The numbers in parentheses represent the section number of the

building block.

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, differ-

ent wireless communication issues are discussed from the perspective of WSNs

which have specific characteristics similar to other wireless networks. MAC pro-

tocols apply different kinds of strategies to access the medium in an efficient way.

Therefore, taxonomy of MAC protocols with respect to the used medium access

strategy is given. In addition, the protocols make use of a large number of dif-

ferent algorithms for contention resolution to minimize the collision probability.

For this reason, a selection of popular MAC protocols which apply different ac-

cess and contention strategies is introduced.The efficiency of MAC protocols for

WSNs is not only affected by low bandwidth. The turnaround time and the CCA

delay of low-power transceivers are identified as performance limitation factors.

4



1.2 Outline

Both factors are mainly responsible for the low efficiency ofthe wireless com-

munication in sensor networks in terms of packet loss due to the fact that they

limit the capabilities of a node to sense the medium which leads to collisions

especially in dense networks with event-driven traffic. These communication is-

sues are addressed by the BPS-MAC protocol which we developed to minimize

the packet loss in asynchronous WSNs for Structural Health Monitoring applica-

tions. The protocol takes advantage of a new sequential contention resolution al-

gorithm which is based on a slotted preamble transmission. The preamble-based

medium access strategy of the protocol and its sequential contention resolution

are analyzed and described.

Chapter 3 addresses the topic of routing in WSNs. Routing protocols which

are designed for WSNs are optimized for a large number of sensor network spe-

cific issues, like high node density and limited hardware resources. The protocols

use different mechanisms to establish new routes and to detect topology changes.

These mechanisms are discussed in more detail since they areoften used to clas-

sify the protocols. In addition, a survey of a selection of popular routing protocols,

which covers almost the whole spectrum of the presented routing taxonomy, is

given. Furthermore, the most essential routing tasks, likeforwarding, processing,

maintaining a valid topology and dissemination of information, are discussed.

The network topology is one of the key performance issues in WSNs since a

non-optimized topology can lead to a shorter lifetime due toa partitioning of the

network as a result of unbalanced energy consumption. This kind of performance

issue was neglected in the early stages of digital communication where routes

were only optimized according to the number of hops. Nowadays, routing met-

rics often consider more complex link characteristics, like available bandwidth,

interference, energy consumption, delay, packet loss or other characteristics of

interest. For this reason, the characteristics of popular routing metrics are com-

pared and discussed since they affect the topology in a network.

Some routing protocols apply very interesting mechanisms to establish and

maintain routes in a flexible manner, even in the presence of afast changing

topology as a consequence of mobility or unreliable data links. These mecha-
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1 Introduction

nisms inspired us to develop the SBR protocol which combinesseveral mecha-

nisms in order to achieve high performance in a large number of different scenar-

ios. The protocol and a new delay-based routing message forwarding strategy are

introduced and evaluated.

Chapter 4 focuses on the simulated performance evaluation of routing proto-

cols in WSNs. The implementation of routing protocols is time consuming since

many protocols come with a huge set of functions which increases their complex-

ity. In addition, the performance of the protocols is influenced by a large number

of factors, like the node density, the number of nodes, the signal propagation,

the underlying MAC protocol, the data rate of the wireless interface, the sensing

capabilities of the transceiver and the mobility of the sensor nodes. Moreover,

the utilization of the medium and the characteristics of thetraffic pattern have to

be considered due to the fact that both factors influence the route establishment

process as well as the dissemination of routing information. It is clear that the

re-implementation of models for every simulation is not a viable option.

A modular framework was developed to evaluate and compare the perfor-

mance of the BPS-MAC protocol and the SBR protocol with othercommuni-

cation protocols. The modular framework can be easily extended by other sim-

ulations in order to create a co-simulation. Co-simulations are usually built of

several simulation tools which are synchronized with each other. Each simula-

tion tool can be executed on a different computer which speeds up the simulation

since it may profit from higher computational power. Furthermore, it is possible

to connect the simulated virtual network with a real network. This kind of sim-

ulation is called hardware-in-the-loop simulation. The idea is to connect appli-

cations from the real network through a virtual network which delays and drops

packets according to the simulated network conditions. Thus, hardware-in-the-

loop simulations enable the user of an application to get direct feedback on the

perceived quality of the virtual network. However, hardware-in-the-loop simula-

tion can only be applied to simulated networks which can be run in real-time.

Otherwise, the system is not able to delay packets exactly ascalculated by the

simulator. The combination of the extended modular framework and the video

6



1.2 Outline

evaluation tool EvalVid allows us to optimize the performance of routing proto-

cols in terms of Quality of Experience (QoE) which reflects the perceived quality

of an application.

Finally, Chapter 5 concludes this thesis.
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Figure 1.1:Organization and Contribution of this Thesis8



2 Medium Access Control in

Wireless Sensor Networks

MAC protocols for WSNs often have to deal with a large number of specific chal-

lenges. First of all, the protocols have to be optimized in respect to computational

power and energy consumption. Furthermore, the limited data rate and the long

power-up times of low-power transceivers have to be taken into account. Besides

the hardware limitations, the characteristics of WSNs haveto be considered by

the protocol. Communication in WSNs is often unreliable [13–16] due to the

low transmission power and the design of the chip antennas [17, 18] which also

limits the transmission range in a significant way. Moreover, the traffic in sensor

networks is mainly event-driven and thus highly correlatedin nature [19]. The

combination of highly correlated traffic and limited sensing capabilities of the

low-power transceivers makes medium access a challenging task. Sensor nodes

are usually built of low cost hardware to minimize the costs of WSNs which are

often expensive due to the high number of nodes. The high nodedensity inten-

sifies the problem of medium access in WSNs even further. A solution to this

problem is represented by protocols which try to synchronize the sensor nodes

in order to schedule the medium access of the nodes. Nonetheless, the synchro-

nization of a large number of nodes is a performance criticaltask, too. As a result

of the high clock drift of the micro controllers, frequent resynchronization is re-

quired which consumes a lot of computational power and energy.

Sensor nodes are typically battery powered which makes energy consumption

the primary goal of MAC protocols that are designed for WSNs.Therefore, the

transceiver of a sensor node is switched off as often as possible to prolong its

9



2 Medium Access Control in Wireless Sensor Networks

lifetime.Note that the transceiver is usually the part of a node which consumes far

most of the energy. Furthermore, the latest generation of low-power transceivers,

e.g. the CC2420 [20] and the CC2520 [21], consumes even more energy in the

receive mode than in the transmit mode.

The impact of sleep scheduling becomes clear by taking a lookat the lifetime

of a node that is not allowed to switch off its radio. In this case, a running state-

of-the-art sensor node, like the TmoteSky [22] from Moteiv Corporation that uses

the MSP430 [23] micro controller and the CC2420 [20] transceiver from Texas

Instruments, will drain a pair of two AA batteries (3000mAh)in approximately

100 hours [24]. Such a short lifetime is only acceptable in a very small number

of scenarios. Due to the fact that sensor nodes are mainly used for long term

monitoring such as surveillance applications and structural health monitoring,

a long lifetime of the sensor nodes is inevitable. In addition, sensor nodes are

often placed in areas which are hardly accessible. Thus, thefrequent change of

batteries is not an option. The discussed example shows thatpower management

is a must for WSNs. However, sleep scheduling always represents a trade-off

between latency and throughput. For that reason, the scheduling has to be tuned

such that the requirements of the target application are still achieved.

2.1 Aspects of Communication

Besides the introduced aspects of energy consumption six aspects of wireless

communication can be specified which are mainly responsiblefor the limitation

of the lifetime and the performance of the sensor nodes. In the following, these

communication aspects are discussed in detail. Furthermore, a short description

of state-of-art solutions and their impact on the network isgiven.

Idle Listening

Idle listening represents the most obvious way to waste energy. The term idle

listening or idle listening overhead is used for describingthe time that a node

listens unnecessarily to the medium. It represents the major waste of energy in

10



2.1 Aspects of Communication

WSNs since the majority of low-power transceivers consume most of their en-

ergy resources while listening to the medium. Typical traffic patterns in WSNs

are mainly event-driven [19]. This means that sensor nodes wait for a certain

event, e.g. pressure loss, stress, strain, or intruder detection, until they start to

generate and transmit data packets. Almost no communication is required dur-

ing the time between the events. On the one hand, the overall traffic load is very

low which makes permanent listening to the medium not necessary. On the other

hand, the events are usually restricted to a certain area. Asa consequence, only a

small number of nodes will recognize a local event. Moreover, the events occur at

some indefinite future points in time which makes plan ahead scheduling almost

impossible. Thus, all nodes in the network have to sense the medium from time

to time in order to be able to forward the event-driven data traffic. For that reason,

intelligent mechanisms and strategies are required to minimize the idle listening

as much as possible.

Overhearing

Overhearing describes the reception of an incoming packet which is not dedi-

cated and not of use for this particular sensor node. Overhearing may become a

serious problem in wireless networks with a high node density [25]. Here, the

event-driven traffic plays again a major role. In general, a large number of nodes

recognizes and responds to the same event due to the redundancy caused by the

high node density in WSNs. Overhearing often occurs when a large number of

nodes transmit their sensed values at the same time.

There are three strategies which are mainly followed by MAC protocols to

reduce the energy waste caused by overhearing. One possibility is to (locally)

aggregate the data traffic [26–28] in order to prevent the forwarding of redundant

information. However, this solution requires more intelligent sensor nodes which

are able to evaluate and aggregate incoming data traffic. Another way to reduce

the impact of overhearing is represented by probability-based event response and

forwarding mechanisms [29, 30]. Thus, nodes only transmit their sensed values

with a predefined probability. These kind of mechanisms can be used to reduce
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the number of packets containing redundant information if the number of nodes

that will likely sense and respond to a certain event is knownin advance. The

third strategy minimizes the overhearing by using an event response and data for-

warding metric. The metrics used are often based on the reception of redundant

data, e.g. a node only responds to an event if less than a predefined number of

nodes have responded to the same event [31].

Collisions

Collisions represent the worst-case for communication in WSNs since packets

may have to be retransmitted over several hops which increases the energy con-

sumption and the utilization of the medium. In some cases it is possible to recover

a collided packet. There is a big chance to recover one of the collided packets if

the transmissions were only partially overlapping and the difference of the signal

strength is higher than 3 dBm [32]. Different strategies canbe followed in order

to avoid or to minimize the collision probability.

The most well-known mechanism is CSMA which is used in current Eth-

ernet [33]. Nodes sense the medium before they start their data transmission.

Nonetheless, CSMA neglects the time that low-power transceivers require to

switch between sensing and transmission. The transceiver is not able to recognize

a busy channel during the switching phase. As a consequence,two or more pack-

ets will collide if their corresponding nodes have started their data transmission

within an interval which is shorter than the switching time.Another disadvantage

of CSMA is that it is very energy consuming which makes it onlya practical

solution in combination with optimized sleep scheduling.

In addition, the hidden-node problem, which is discussed indetail in Sub-

section 2.3.1, plays a major role in WSNs due to the high node density and

the asymmetric transmission area of typical chip antennas [17, 18, 34]. A solu-

tion to the hidden-node problem is given by the Ready-To-Send (RTS) / Clear-

To-Send (CTS) handshake mechanism which is used e.g. by the IEEE 802.11

standard [35]. The basic idea can be described as follows. The sender and the

receiver send out a message in order to inform their neighborhood about their
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intention to exchange data in the near future. Thus, nodes that receive either the

RTS or the CTS message do not transmit any data until the communication has

finished. However, the limited sensing capabilities of state-of-the-art low-power

transceivers also limit the efficiency of the RTS/CTS handshake mechanism since

neighbor nodes can miss one of the handshake messages.

Many protocols try to retransmit packets if they are not successfully received

within a certain interval. In this case, the protocols assume a packet loss and thus

request a retransmission. From the perspective of the used protocol it is not clear

whether the packet was lost due to a collision or simply delayed as a consequence

of temporary congestion. Note that a high number of collisions and a high delay

are typical signs in WSNs for temporary congestion. Thus, the retransmission

of packets may actually degrade the overall network performance since the traf-

fic load is even further increased. In worst-case scenarios,the retransmission of

packets will increase the delay and the packet loss such thatmore retransmissions

are triggered. This behavior can lead to a total collapse of the network [24] due

to the increased traffic load.

Clustering and synchronization are further strategies to minimize the collision

probability. Clustering can be used to scale large sensor networks and to aggre-

gate data which might reduce the overall traffic load. Synchronization provides

the basis to allow collision-free medium access scheduling. Furthermore, the syn-

chronization may also reduce the energy consumption if the nodes support sleep

scheduling. Nevertheless, synchronization is a challenging task since micro con-

trollers are very limited in their computational power and have a high clock drift.

Therefore, resynchronization has to be done frequently which increases in turn

the traffic load and the energy consumption. Due to these facts, the synchroniza-

tion and medium access scheduling are often applied in heterogeneous networks

where more powerful and less energy-constraint nodes coverthese tasks. An-

other constraint is given by the complexity of the tasks which makes pre-planned

scheduling necessary. For that reason, clustering and synchronization can only

be implemented in an efficient way if the network characteristics, e.g. the traffic

pattern, the node density, and the energy-constraints, areknown in advance.
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Traffic Fluctuation

Traffic Fluctuation results from the event-based communication pattern in WSNs.

Peak loads are the consequence of the highly correlated traffic which drives the

network into temporary congestion. The high number of competing nodes may

lead to packet loss or very high delay depending on the used contention resolu-

tion mechanism. The usage of a long contention window only disseminates the

traffic load to some extend due to the fact that the delay of packets is increased.

As a consequence of the additional delay, the MAC protocol may trigger retrans-

missions which further increase the traffic load and the delay such that even more

retransmissions are triggered. For this reason, contention resolution mechanisms

for WSNs have to be configured very carefully.

TDMA-based MAC protocols are able to compensate traffic fluctuation as long

as the peak traffic load does not exceed the available bandwidth. Thus, the MAC

protocol can perform overprovisioning in order to deal withpeaks of the traf-

fic load. Nevertheless, the disadvantage of overprovisioning becomes obvious in

dense wireless networks with a high traffic load where nodes have to spend most

of their time in the idle listening mode which results in a higher energy con-

sumption. Moreover, bandwidth has to be reallocated if the topology of network

changes which makes overprovisioning only applicable in wireless networks with

a low node density and a stable topology.

Synchronization and priority-based medium access represent feasible solu-

tions to deal with the problem of high traffic load variation.However, both solu-

tions have high demands on the hardware (micro controller and transceiver) and

are thus not an option for every sensor platform.

Protocol Overhead

Protocol Overhead should not be neglected in WSNs since it greatly affects the

scalability and the performance. The amount of protocol overhead is often larger

in WSNs than the application data, due to the small payload that is transmitted

by the sensor nodes. This is in contrast to other types of wireless networks like

mesh and ad-hoc networks where the data rate and the payload are much higher.
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A popular strategy to minimize the protocol overhead is to (locally) aggregate the

data [26, 27, 36] before a packet is transmitted in order to reduce the number of

required MAC headers. Data aggregation often leads to an increase of the delay

since packets are accumulated and buffered in a waiting queue before they are

transmitted. Nevertheless, data aggregation may also decrease the delay which is

an effect often neglected by protocol designers. Due to the fact that nodes have

to compete less often for the medium access the protocol overhead is reduced

which results in a lower delay in most cases. The protocol overhead can become

the dominating and limiting performance factor depending on the peak traffic

load and the traffic pattern.

In the case that more powerful sensor nodes are available, itis possible to ag-

gregate incoming data on the one hand, and to filter duplicatedata on the other

hand. The filtering of duplicate data reduces the energy consumption, the traf-

fic load and the delay. Thus, the filtering of duplicate packets should always be

done if possible. Data aggregation and packet filtering mechanisms can be imple-

mented in an efficient way in protocols which already supportthe clustering of

nodes [36] since these protocols already provide the neededinfrastructure.

Over-emitting

Over-emitting represents another aspect of wireless communication which in-

creases the energy consumption in WSNs. It describes the event when a node

is transmitting a packet to another node which is currently not listening to the

radio channel. The impact of over-emitting scales with the node density in the

network. However, over-emitting may reduce the lifetime ofa WSN in a signif-

icant way if the MAC protocol is based on wake-up functions. Alarge number

of MAC protocols uses preambles or busy signals to indicate afuture data trans-

mission. Thus, nodes wake up and stay awake for a certain period of time in

order to sense the medium. Therefore, over-emitting can increase the duty-cycle

of a node which shortens its lifetime. Moreover, over-emitting increases the uti-

lization of the medium. As a result of the higher utilization, the medium access

of other nodes is delayed such that they have to listen for a longer period to
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the medium. Over-emitting can be reduced by synchronizing the nodes in the

network [37]. Nonetheless, synchronization is a complex task which requires a

significant amount of bandwidth and computational power dueto the frequent ex-

change of synchronization messages. Thus, the designer of MAC protocols have

to decide whether the advantages of the synchronization outweighs the required

network resources. Another way to reduce over-emitting in duty-cycled networks

is represented by sleep schedule exchange [38]. Sleep schedule exchange is a

very practical solution in wireless networks with low or medium node density

where nodes do not frequently change their sleep scheduling.

2.2 Taxonomy of MAC Protocols

MAC protocols can be classified according to many different performance met-

rics, e.g. energy consumption, scalability, delay, packetloss or throughput.

Nonetheless, the performance of the protocols strongly depends on the hardware

limitations and the sensing capabilities of the transceiver. Therefore, the MAC

protocols are classified in the following according to theirused medium access

mechanism.

2.2.1 Random Access

In the early age of wireless communication, transceivers were very limited in

their functionality. Thus, the first MAC protocol ALOHA [39]follows the most

simple approach where every node is allowed to transmit in a pure random-access

manner. The ALOHA protocol was developed by Norman Abramsonin 1970 for

the ALOHAnet [40] in order to allow packet-based wireless communication. It is

clear that this strategy will result in a high collision probability which limits the

maximum achievable throughput depending on the traffic pattern. The second

generation of MAC protocols took advantage from the reducedswitching time

between receive mode and sending mode of the transceivers. The short switching

time opened the way for CSMA-based protocols in the wirelesscommunication
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domain. These protocols have in common that they allow to access the medium

at any time provided that the transceiver has sensed a free channel. This type of

MAC protocols is in the following referred to as random access protocols.

2.2.2 Slotted Access

Sensor networks consist of a large number of nodes which compete for the

medium access. Thus, the radio channel represents a resource which is shared

by all competing nodes. Many MAC protocols partition the capacity of the chan-

nel into smaller units in order to support fairness. The partitioning is often done

in the time domain which results in a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)

scheme. However, other access schemes like Frequency Division Multiple Access

(FDMA) and Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) are also considerable for

WSNs. However, TDMA represents the most common solution dueto simplicity

reasons. There are two groups of protocols that take advantage from partition-

ing in the time domain. The first group divides the time into intervals which are

referred to as slots. Each node is only allowed to access the medium at the be-

ginning a time slot. Therefore, this group of protocols builds the group of slotted

access protocols.

2.2.3 Frame-based Access

Frame-based MAC protocols go one step further such that theydivide the time

into frames containing a fix number of slots. The advantage ofthe frame-based

access lies in the optimization of the communication in terms of throughput, de-

lay, and energy efficiency. In general, the frames start witha short preamble field

which allows new sensor nodes to synchronize with the network. Moreover, many

protocols use a contention period where nodes can request the access to a slot in

one of the next frames. The contention period is then typically followed by an ac-

cess map which allows nodes to go to sleep if they are not part of a transmission.

However, frame-based protocols often require a central node with high perfor-

mance which covers the tasks of an access point and is responsible for efficient
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scheduling. Thus, there are high demands on the access pointin respect to en-

ergy consumption and computational power. The scheduling becomes even more

complicated if the nodes transmit with variable data rate orhave to communicate

with the access point over several hops.

2.2.4 Hybrid Access

Hybrid access MAC protocols attempt to take advantage of thesimplicity of the

random access and the efficiency of slotted and frame-based access. The proto-

cols transmit a request for a certain slot during a short unsynchronized contention

period. The data is then transmitted in the corresponding reserved slot which in-

creases the efficiency of the protocol. Due to the scheduled access, these type of

protocols are capable to adapt themselves quickly to changes in the traffic load.

All nodes which want to transmit a packet have to send a request during the short

contention period which results in a high collision probability of requests in case

of event-driven traffic in dense wireless networks.

The performance of hybrid access protocols can be improved if the nodes have

some knowledge regarding their future bandwidth requirements. Typical WSN

applications like structural health monitoring only need to exchange data during

short mission critical time periods, e.g. during the start and the landing phase

of a plane. Moreover, nodes do not transmit any data unless the sensed values

exceed a predefined threshold. If the values exceed the threshold, the application

layer of the nodes generates data packets periodically for acertain interval which

represents a constant bit rate traffic. Thus, the nodes are aware of their future

bandwidth requirements during the next seconds.

This knowledge can be used to increase the performance of hybrid access pro-

tocols by following one of the two presented strategies. Nodes can aggregate

several data packets before sending a request in order to reduce the number of

requests in the case that the sensed data is not time critical. As a consequence of

the smaller number of requests, the collision probability decreases which might

also decrease the medium access delay. The second strategy requires more intel-
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ligent sensor nodes or a central node which is responsible for the scheduling on

the air interface. Some MAC protocols, like the IEEE 802.16 [41] standard, sup-

port a feature called bandwidth requests which enables nodes to request a certain

amount of data over a short time interval. Thus, the nodes areable to reserve sev-

eral slots with a single bandwidth request. This mechanism is called “aggregated

bandwidth request” and is mainly responsible for the high performance of the

IEEE 802.16 MAC protocol.

2.2.5 Polling

The most popular protocol which uses polling as medium access strategy is Blue-

tooth [42]. It is used by wide range of everyday devices, likeheadsets, mobile

phones, cameras, keyboards, printers, and game controllers, for short range con-

nectivity.

The medium access mechanisms which were described in the previous subsec-

tions require either time synchronization or have to rely onthe CSMA capabili-

ties of the transceiver in order to schedule the medium access. The polling access

strategy does not require synchronization nor a high performance transceiver. A

node in the network is only allowed to transmit on the radio channel if it has

received the permission to transmit from the master node. Thus, the master node

has to transmit an access message to a slave node to allow the slave node to access

the medium.

Different kinds of polling strategies exist to optimize themedium access. How-

ever, all polling strategies suffer from two major drawbacks. The first one is rep-

resented by the high power consumption of the master node which has a high

duty-cycle as a consequence of the frequent polling messagetransmission. In ad-

dition, the slave nodes have to listen to requests which are dedicated for other

nodes which increases their own power consumption. It is clear that this strategy

only achieves a high performance in terms of medium access delay if the node

density is low. Otherwise, a large period of time is requiredto query every sin-

gle slave node. The third drawback of the conventional polling strategy is that it
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requires a single-hop network since all nodes must be in transmission range of

the master to gain the medium access. Nevertheless, the advantage of simplicity

makes polling a very practical solution for short range wireless networks.

2.2.6 Token-Passing

A complete different idea is followed by MAC protocols whichmake use of the

token-passing mechanism. The basic idea is that a node is only allowed to access

the medium if it is the current owner of the token. The token isa unique message

which is passed from one node to another after the transmission of one or more

data packets. The idea of token-passing was mainly used in wired networks. The

most popular protocol which is using the token-passing mechanism is the Token-

Ring standard IEEE 802.5 [43]. It is also possible to apply the mechanism to

a wireless network which enables the nodes to build a logicalring as shown in

Fig. 2.1. Due to the shared characteristic of the radio channel, the token-passing

mechanism requires primitives for joining and leaving a logical ring. The protocol

Node 2
Node 3

Node 4

Node 5

Node 6

Node 7

Logical Ring

Token Passing

Token

Token Owner

Figure 2.1:Logical Ring Example
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also has to provide mechanisms which recover the network in the case that the

token is lost or duplicated. Protocols which are based on token-passing achieve a

high throughput if the traffic load is evenly distributed in the network due to the

fact that the nodes usually gain ownership of the token according to the round

robin principle. The disadvantage of the token mechanism from the perspective

of a WSN is that the duty-cycle of the nodes corresponds to thetoken-passing

frequency. The token-passing frequency and the token hold time have a large

impact on the medium access delay, especially where the nodedensity is high.

2.3 A Survey on MAC Protocols

The number of MAC protocols is still increasing very fast since most of them are

optimized for a certain scenario or application. In the previous sections, the differ-

ent aspects of communication were discussed and the protocols were classified

according to their used medium access scheme. Moreover, theproblems of the

different access schemes were highlighted and some solutions were introduced.

The focus of this section lies on a more detailed descriptionof a selection of pop-

ular MAC protocols which apply different medium access schemes and energy

saving strategies. The introduced protocols provide a basis for the majority of

MAC protocols which are designed for WSNs. In the following,the advantages

and the drawbacks of each protocol will be discussed.

2.3.1 CSMA

CSMA is the most popular MAC protocol. It was originally designed for wired

networks but was soon recognized as a practical solution forunsynchronized

wireless networks. The basic idea of the protocol is to sensethe medium be-

fore transmitting any traffic on the shared medium. There exist a large number

of variations of the protocol. Moreover, the majority of MACprotocols apply a

modified version of CSMA in order to schedule the medium access. The different

types of CSMA are described in the following paragraphs of this subsection.
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p-persistent CSMA

The p-persistent CSMA protocol is almost similar to the 1-persistent CSMA type.

The difference between the two types lies in the fact that thenodes only start their

transmission with the probability p if the medium becomes idle. The medium ac-

cess is delayed by one slot duration with a probability of(1−p). In the next time

slot the node restarts its medium access procedure. If the medium becomes busy

it follows the same procedure as the 1-persistent CSMA protocol and waits a uni-

form distributed number of slots. Otherwise, it starts its transmission with a prob-

ability p. The p-persistent CSMA protocol version achievesa high performance

in dense networks. However, the transmission probability has to be adapted to the

number of competing nodes in order to optimize the throughput and the medium

access delay.

1-persistent CSMA

A node senses the medium if it wants to transmit any data. In the case that

the medium is busy, the node keeps on sensing the medium untilit becomes

idle. Then the node starts its data transmission with a probability one. The node

switches its transceiver to receive mode after the end of itstransmission in order

to sense the medium. If the node senses a busy medium after thetransmission,

it assumes a collision and waits a random period of time before it restarts the

medium access procedure.

non-persistent CSMA

Nodes which use the non-persistent CSMA protocol sense the medium and im-

mediately start their data transmission, similar to the 1-persistent CSMA pro-

tocol, if the medium becomes idle. The difference to 1-persistent CSMA-based

protocols is that non-persistent CSMA based protocols waita random period of

time if the medium is busy instead of sensing the medium continuously. After

waiting a random period, the nodes restart the medium accessprocedure. The

random waiting period helps to spread the traffic load which decreases the num-

ber of collisions.
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CSMA-CD

The CSMA-Collision Detection protocol became very popularwith the outcome

of the IEEE 802.3 [33] standard. The basic idea of the protocol is to add mecha-

nisms which allow the detection of collisions. These mechanisms differ depend-

ing on the underlying physical layer and the characteristics of the medium. Dur-

ing the early years of the Ethernet protocol, nodes were mainly connected with

hubs over half duplex wired links. Thus, the minimum packet size was defined

according to the signal propagation delayτ and the transmission delaytx. A node

is able to detect a collision with a transmission of another node, if the medium

is busy after it has finished its own transmission. In order toallow recognizing a

collision, the minimum packet size has to be chosen such thatthe transmission

delay is longer than twice the signal propagation delay plusthe minimum sensing

time of the receiver. A drawback of the CSMA-CD protocol is that it can only be

applied to wired networks or one hop wireless networks due tothe hidden-node

problem. The hidden-node and the exposed-node problem willbe described in

the following paragraph since the CSMA-CA protocol provides several mecha-

nisms to mitigate the impact of both problems.

CSMA-CA

It soon became clear that the CSMA protocol had to be extendedto meet the re-

quirements of wireless networks. Wireless networks differfrom wired networks

due to the fact that nodes are not able to sense the channel during the transmis-

sion. Therefore, the CSMA-CD protocol cannot be applied in apractical way

since wireless transceivers require a large period of time to switch between re-

ceive and transmit mode. Moreover, the hidden-node problemillustrated in Fig.

2.2 has to be addressed in wireless networks.

The hidden-node problem is caused by the limited transmission and sensing

range of wireless transceivers. Fig. 2.2 shows a string topology of four nodes A,

B, C, and D. The nodes are placed such that they are only able tocommunicate

with their direct neighbors. Thus, node A may only interferewith node B while

node B may interfere with node A and node C. Let us assume that node A trans-
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Figure 2.2:Hidden-Node Problem

mits data to node B. Furthermore, node C wants to transmit data to node B, as

well. For this reason, it senses the medium and recognizes a free radio channel

since it is not able to detect the transmission from node A. Node C will then start

its transmission due to the fact that it assumes the medium tobe idle. As a result,

the transmissions of node A and node C will collide at node B since none of them

is aware of the potential competitor.

In addition, the limited transmission and sensing range leads to another prob-

lem called exposed-node problem which decreases the overall throughput in wire-

less networks. Fig. 2.3 shows a typical example scenario of the exposed-node

problem. Again, the nodes are placed in a string topology andtheir transmission

and sensing range is limited such that they can only communicate with their di-

rect neighbors. In this scenario, node B continuously transmits to node A. Node

C recognizes a certain event and wants to forward the information to node D.

Thus, node C switches its transceiver to receive mode and senses the medium.

Node C senses a busy medium due to the transmission of node B. Therefore,

node C would wait until the medium becomes idle before starting its own trans-

mission. However, the transmission of node C would not interfere with node A

since it is out of transmission and interference range of node A. Moreover, the

transmission of node B would not interfere with the transmission of node C to
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Figure 2.3:Exposed-Node Problem

node D either. This situation, which limits the overall throughput in a wireless

network, is called exposed-node problem. Nonetheless, it is possible to mitigate

the problem by using the following collision-avoidance mechanism.

The collision-avoidance mechanism is supplemented by a Request-To-Send

(RTS) - Clear-To-Send (CTS) handshake. If a node wants to send a packet, it

senses the medium before it transmits the RTS message. The RTS message serves

two different functions. The first one is to inform the neighbor nodes of the trans-

mitter about the wish to transmit one or more data packets in the near future.

The second purpose is to inform the destination node about the transmission.

The destination node responds with a CTS message. Thus, the neighbors of the

destination node are aware of the transmission if they have received the CTS

message. In addition, the originating node can now be sure that the destination

node is ready to receive the transmission. The RTS-CTS handshake solves the

hidden-node problem in many cases. However, the handshake cannot guarantee

collision-free medium access due to asymmetric links and different transmission

ranges of the nodes. Furthermore, the RTS-CTS handshake canonly solve the

exposed-node problem if the nodes are synchronized. A node may assume that

it is an exposed-node in the case that it hears a RTS message from one of its

neighbors but does not receive the corresponding CTS message. Nevertheless, the
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problem may occur that the sender of the RTS message will not receive the cor-

responding CTS or acknowledgment if the falsely assumed exposed-node starts

its own transmission.

CSMA-CR

The CSMA-Collision Resolution protocol follows a different approach which

can only be applied to wired networks. Nonetheless, it is possible to modify its

medium access mechanism such that it offers interesting possibilities for wire-

less networks, as well. The basic idea of CSMA-CR is to use bitarbitration. Bit

arbitration requires a medium which has a dominant and a recessive state. Fur-

thermore, the nodes in the network have to be able to transmitand receive at the

same time.

The collision resolution mechanism is applied by the Controller Area Network

(CAN)-BUS [44] which uses an arbitration on message priority medium access

scheme. All nodes that want to transmit a message access the bus at the same

time after the synchronization bit. The synchronization bit indicates the start of

a new frame. The second field is an arbitration field which contains the address

of the destination or the originator. Due to the fact that thenodes are connected

to the bus via a wired-AND fashion, the nodes are able to pull down the signal

on the bus. Thus, a bus level of zero is dominant. A transmitting node compares

the state of the bus with its own transmission. The node stopsits transmission if

it recognizes a difference between the bus level and its transmitted signal. As a

result, the message will be send which is dedicated or originated by the node with

the highest priority.

CSMA-PS

The traffic load in WSNs is low compared to other wireless networks since nodes

sleep most of the time to reduce their energy consumption. For this reason, nodes

switch off their transceivers as often as possible since thetransceiver usually is

the most power-consuming part of a sensor node. Moreover, sensor nodes are

often unsynchronized due to the high clock drift of the microcontrollers. The
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CSMA-Preamble Sampling [45, 46] protocol was introduced byEl-Hoiydi in

2002. The nodes in the network periodically activate their transceiver in order

to listen to the medium for a short time interval. If a node senses a busy chan-

nel, it stays awake until the current data transmission has finished. Otherwise, the

node switches off its transceiver and waits for the next wake-up interval. There-

fore, a node transmits a preamble before its data transmission. The duration of

the preamble has to be longer than the wake-up time interval to be sure that the

destination node is listening to the medium. A medium accessexample of the

CSMA-PS protocol with acknowledgments is shown in Fig. 2.4.

Figure 2.4:Medium Access Example - CSMA-PS with Acknowledgment

Acknowledgments are still required and strongly recommended for reliable

data exchange due to the fact that hidden-nodes may still interfere the communi-

cation. Furthermore, neighbor nodes could also disturb thecurrent transmission if

they start their own transmission during the gap between thereception of the last

data packet and the transmission of the acknowledgment. Theminimum gap du-

ration is represented by the turnaround time of the transceiver. The idea of CSMA

with preamble sampling is adopted by a large number of protocols to prolong the

lifetime of WSNs. Nonetheless, the performance of CSMA-PS based protocols

is strongly affected by the network characteristics, the hardware limitations, and

the traffic pattern. Especially, the duty-cycle and the turnaround time have a large

impact on the performance of the protocol.
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2.3.2 S-MAC

The Sensor-MAC (S-MAC) [38] was introduced by Ye et al. in 2002. It is one of

the first protocols that takes advantage from sleep schedules and is specifically

designed for the wireless communication of sensor nodes. The primary goal of

the protocol is to trade-off energy consumption versus latency while maintaining

simplicity. The authors identified idle listening, packet collision, overhearing, and

control overhead as the four major sources of energy consumption. They try to

optimize their protocol by using periodic listening, sleepscheduling, virtual clus-

tering, collision and overhearing avoidance. Moreover, the authors make some

assumptions regarding the communication in WSNs. First of all, they assume

that nodes can take advantage in terms of energy consumptionfrom short-range

multi-hop communication. Furthermore, it is assumed that nodes are randomly

placed and have to be able to configure themselves without theneed of previous

configuration or additional nodes with less energy-constraints and a higher com-

putational power.

Sleep Scheduling and Synchronization
Each node maintains a sleep schedule table of its neighbor nodes. Before a node

joins the network, it needs to choose its own sleep schedule and has to exchange it

with its neighbors in order to allow synchronized communication. Thus, the node

listens to the medium for a certain interval which has to be longer than the actual

duty-cycle of the nodes in the network. In the case that the joining node does not

receive any schedule message of one of its neighbors, it chooses a random sleep

time and broadcasts a synchronization message with its chosen schedule. This

synchronization message holds the duration t in seconds when the node will go

to sleep. The joining node covers the function of a synchronizer due to the fact

that it has not received any schedule message by other nodes.If a joining node

receives schedule information during the joining process,it adapts the schedule

and rebroadcasts this schedule after a small random delaytd. The rebroadcasted

message is modified such that the time in the message is set to the difference be-
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tween the received time t and the chosen random delaytd. Nodes which adapt the

scheduling of another node are referred to as followers. Depending on the con-

figuration of the S-MAC protocol nodes may adapt several sleep schedules such

that they are awake several times during a duty-cycle. However, the authors of

the protocol propose different mechanisms - which are not discussed in this work

- to deal with the problem of multiple sleep schedules. The nodes in the network

have to periodically exchange synchronization messages with their neighbors in

order to stay synchronized. Synchronization messages are exchanged every tens

of seconds which is quite sufficient since the protocol only requires loose syn-

chronization.

Medium Access

The authors propose to adapt the RTS/CTS handshake medium access mecha-

nism of the IEEE 802.11 protocol to minimize the collision probability due to

the hidden-node problem. Therefore, the traffic in the WSN can be divided into

two types of traffic. On the one hand, the nodes have to transmit synchroniza-

tion messages which are of high importance to the performance of the protocol.

On the other hand, nodes transmit RTS/CTS messages and data traffic. Thus,

S-MAC divides the listening period into two intervals as shown in Fig. 2.5. The

SYNC Interval RTS Interval

Send data if CTS received

CS

Receiver

Node 1

Node 2

Node 3

SYNC

CS

RTS

RTS

CS

SYNC

CS Send data if CTS received

Sleep

Time

Figure 2.5:S-MAC - Medium Access
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figure shows the medium access of three different nodes. Node1 only wants to

exchange its periodic synchronization message with the receiver. For this reason,

it starts to sense the medium during the synchronization interval of the destina-

tion node. The node starts to transmit its synchronization message after a short

backoff if the medium is idle. Furthermore, Node 1 may switchoff its transceiver

after the synchronization interval due to the fact that it has no packets to transmit.

Node 2 intends to send data to the receiver. It listens to the medium during the

synchronization interval in order to learn about the scheduling of new nodes or

to update its sleep scheduling table of the known neighbor nodes. Then, it starts

to transmit an RTS message in the second interval which is dedicated for RTS

/ CTS messages and data packets. As mentioned earlier in thissubsection, the

access to the medium during the RTS interval follows almost the same proce-

dure as the IEEE 802.11 standard. Node 3 wants to perform two activities. First,

the node wants to broadcast its sleep scheduling. Thus, it senses the medium

and transmits its synchronization message during the synchronization interval. In

addition, Node 3 has one or more packets ready for transmission. Therefore, it

switches its receiver back to rx mode after the transmissionof the synchroniza-

tion message. After the transmission of the synchronization message, it follows

the same procedure as Node 2 in order to transmit the data packets.

Data Transmission
The S-MAC protocol is based on random access. For this reason, multiple nodes

may want to send data to a receiver within one RTS interval. The RTS / CTS

mechanism is slightly adopted to address the hidden-node problem in an en-

ergy efficient way. The protocol attaches a duration field to each packet such

that other competing nodes are aware of the remaining duration of the transmis-

sion. This feature improves the energy efficiency since the other competing nodes

may switch off their transceiver during the transmission. Moreover, S-MAC frag-

ments large packets into smaller ones. In addition, each packet is acknowledged

by the receiver. The acknowledgment also covers the function of a CTS message

to minimize collisions caused by the hidden-node problem. Thus, smaller pack-
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ets minimize the collision probability due to the more frequent transmission of

acknowledgments.

2.3.3 Sift

Sift [31] is a medium access protocol that is designed for WSNs with a high

node density and event-driven traffic. The protocol uses random access and is

based on the non-persistent CSMA protocol with a fix size contention window.

Most random access protocols use a uniformly distributed backoff to reduce the

peak utilization of event-driven traffic which is mainly responsible for collisions

in WSNs. The basic idea of Sift is to use a non-uniform backoffdistribution in

order to sift a winner of the contention resolution if a largenumber of nodes

try to access the medium at the same time. Thus, the protocol divides the time

after a transmission into contention slots. Each node whichwants to access the

medium chooses a random interval between one and a maximum number of slots.

A node starts its transmission if the medium was idle during the chosen number

of contention slots. In the case that a node senses a busy channel during the

backoff, it aborts its medium access procedure and waits forthe end of the current

transmission.

Collisions may only occur if two or more nodes chose the same number of

contention slots. Fig. 2.6 shows a simplified example of the medium access pro-

cedure with acknowledgments in which nodes 1 to 4 compete forthe medium

access in order to transmit to node 0. The short lines which follow each acknowl-

edgment represent the number of contention slots which are chosen by the nodes

that want to transmit data. Note that the slot duration is setaccording to the hard-

ware limitations of the transceiver in order to minimize thecollision probability

caused by the turnaround time and the CCA delay. Thus, collisions only occur if

two or more node select the same number of contention slots.

It is clear that the collision probability increases with the number of compet-

ing nodes. For this reason, Sift uses a non-uniform distribution which can be

optimized in respect to the number of competing nodes and theavailable number
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Figure 2.6:Sift - Medium Access

of contention slots. The contention slots are selected according to the truncated

increasing geometric distribution shown in Eqn. 2.1

pr =
(1− α)αCW

1− αCW
· α−r

for r = 1, ..., CW. (2.1)

Variable r represents the selected slot number whilepr is the probability of

choosing a backoff duration of r slots. The congestion window which indicates

the maximum number of backoff slots is represented by parameter CW. The slot

selection probability increases exponentially with r if the parameterα is chosen

between 0 and 1. Therefore, the later slots are selected witha higher probability.

As a result, the number of nodes which compete for the medium access during the

first backoff slots is small which reduces the collision probability in a significant

way. Fig. 2.7 shows the backoff distribution of the Sift protocol for a contention

window of 32 slots depending on the parameterα. The graphs in the figure indi-

cate that the skewness of the backoff distribution can be modified by varying the

parameterα. The skewness of the distribution has to be chosen accordingto the

number of competing nodes. Moreover, Sift achieves a high success probability

of its contention resolution even in the case that the numberof competing nodes
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Figure 2.7:Sift - Backoff Distribution

is underestimated since the majority of competing nodes will choose a high slot

number. Thus, the number of nodes that compete for the mediumaccess during

the first slots remains small as a consequence of the skewnessof the backoff dis-

tribution. However, the collision probability becomes very high if the number of

competing nodes is underestimated since most of them will choose a high con-

tention slot number.

For this reason, Jamieson et al. recommend to limit the number of nodes which

respond to a certain event. They discuss an event suppression mechanism that

only allows a predefined number of nodes to respond to a singleevent. Nodes

only try to respond to the event if less than the predefined number of nodes has

transmitted a corresponding message. Thus, the number of nodes which try to

access the medium at the same time in case of an event remains high such that

the Sift protocol achieves a high success probability of itscontention resolution.
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2.3.4 Wise-MAC

The Wireless Sensor MAC (Wise-MAC) [47] protocol was developed by the

Swiss Center for Electronics and Microtechnology as part ofthe WiseNET plat-

form [48]. The protocol is optimized for energy efficiency inlow traffic WSNs.

The medium access is based on synchronized preamble sampling. In addition, the

protocol is designed for infrastructure communication where more powerful and

less energy-constraint nodes cover the task of base stations.

Nodes that are energy-constraint only communicate directly with the base sta-

tion. In the following, these nodes are referred to as subscribers or subscriber

nodes. If a subscriber node wants to transmit a packet to another node, it sends

the packet to the base station. The base station transmits the packet to the desti-

nation node if the destination node is registered at this base station. Otherwise,

the packet is forwarded to the corresponding base station where the destination

node is registered.

In infrastructure networks, different MAC protocols and different radio chan-

nels can be used for the downlink and for the uplink since a base station will not

switch off its transceiver in contrast to the subscriber nodes. Therefore, the down-

link - from the base station to the subscriber nodes - represents the challenging

part in low-power infrastructure WSNs due to the asynchronous sleep schedul-

ing of the subscriber nodes. Wise-MAC is designed to optimize the downlink in

terms of energy consumption and delay. It is based on preamble sampling like

many other MAC protocols [45, 46]. However, the difference to other protocols

lies in the fact that the base station learns the sampling schedule of its neighbor

nodes. Thus, the idle listening time of the subscribers can be reduced if the base

station starts to transmit the wake-up preamble in respect to the wake-up period

of the corresponding subscriber. The medium access of the Wise-MAC protocol

is shown in Fig. 2.8.

Subscriber nodes sense the medium with a wake-up period ofTW . If a base

station wants to transmit data to one of its subscriber nodes, it starts to transmit

the wake-up preamble right before the wake-up period of the subscriber node.
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The transmission of a data frame is started as soon as the basestation is assured

that the subscriber is listening. Note that a frame may contain one or more data

packets. The frame starts with the address of the subscriber. Thus, other sub-

scribers can switch off their transceivers in order to avoididle listening caused

by overlapping wake-up intervals. The address field is followed by a data field

which holds one data packet. Each frame ends with a frame pending bit to signal-

ize to the subscriber station whether the base station has additional data frames

pending for it. As a result, the energy efficiency of the protocol is increased since

the subscriber is able to switch off its transceiver as soon as possible. The sub-

scriber node responds with an acknowledgment to the base station in the case

that the base station has indicated that no additional frames are pending. The

acknowledgment of the subscriber contains the informationabout the remaining

time until the subscriber senses the medium again. This information is then used

by the base station to keep its sampling scheduling information table up-to-date.

The base station also stores the time when the acknowledgment was received in

order to take the clock drift of the oscillator of the micro controller into account.
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2.3.5 X-MAC

The X-MAC [49] protocol is designed for asynchronous low-power duty-cycled

WSNs. It uses strobed preambles to achieve a better performance than ordinary

Low-Power-Listening (LPL) based protocols. The short strobed preambles are

used instead of a single large preamble. Moreover, the shortpreambles contain

the address of the destination. Thus, a destination node mayrecognize its own

address immediately and transmit an acknowledgment in the next gap after the

preamble which reduces the medium access delay since the originator does not

need to transmit all short preambles. Fig. 2.9 shows the difference between the

medium access of LPL and X-MAC.
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Figure 2.9:X-MAC - Medium Access

The advantage of X-MAC over LPL is that the destination node can respond

immediately instead of listening to the whole preamble. Theoriginating node
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stops the preamble transmission and starts its data transmission after receiving

the early acknowledgment from the destination node during one of the gaps.

As a result, the medium access delay is reduced by approximately 50% even in

the case that there is no contention on the radio channel. Thedifference may be-

come larger depending on the preamble duration, the traffic load, and the packet

size. The efficiency of the protocol depends on the CCA delay and the switching

time of the transceiver between rx and tx mode since these hardware limitations

are responsible for the length of the short preamble and the duration of the gaps.

In addition, the medium access delay is strongly affected bythe hardware limita-

tions due to the fact that they also limit the length of the duty-cycle.

The protocol takes advantage from data sniffing. A destination node stays

awake a short time after it has received a data transmission.Therefore, it can

respond quickly with an early acknowledgment if another node wants to send

packets to it. This feature may look unimportant at first glance. However, traffic

patterns in WSNs are typically data-centric and event-driven. For this reason, data

sniffing significantly affects the performance of the X-MAC protocol. Moreover,

the acknowledgment covers the function of a CTS message if received by a node

which is not the originator of the preamble. Thus, it reducesthe collision prob-

ability in multi-hop networks caused by the hidden-node problem. The protocol

is able to improve its energy efficiency depending on the traffic load since a node

switches off its transceiver if it receives a preamble or an acknowledgment which

is not dedicated for it. As a result, the corresponding node safes energy which

prolongs its lifetime.

2.4 Communication Issues of Low-Power

Transceivers

Typical state-of-the-art low-power transceivers have specific characteristics

which affect the performance of WSNs. They are able to transmit data between 32

kB/s and 256 kB/s which limits the possibilities of MAC protocols to exchange
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information since the number of nodes and the node density are usually very high

in WSNs. Therefore, the majority of the MAC protocols which are designed for

WSNs rely solely on the sensing capability of the transceiver in order to support

random access by using the carrier sense functionality of the chip. The sensing

capabilities of low-power transceivers are very limited, especially in the case that

small chip antennas are used [50]. As a consequence of the limited sensing ca-

pabilities, the packet loss rate in WSNs is very high compared to other wireless

networks like IEEE 802.11.

Two communication issues are mainly responsible for the lowperformance of

MAC protocols in WSNs.The first issue is represented by the interval that low-

power transceivers require to switch between receiving andtransmitting and vice

versa. Thus, the switching time which is in the following referred to as turnaround

time, specifies the time between the arrival of a packet and the beginning of the

corresponding response [51]. During this time interval thetransceiver is not able

to detect the start of other transmissions.

The second issue is called CCA delay. The CCA delay specifies the interval

that a transceiver requires to detect a busy medium providedthat the transceiver

is already in receive mode. A transceiver is not able to reliably detect the trans-

mission of another node if the transmission has been startedwithin an interval

that is shorter than the CCA delay. A closer look is taken on the impact of the

turnaround time and the CCA delay on the MAC performance in the following

two subsections.

2.4.1 Impact of the Turnaround Time

The turnaround time of transceivers has a direct impact on the efficiency of MAC

protocols. However, the impact on the performance depends on the medium

access procedure which is used by the MAC protocol. The importance of the

turnaround time was first addressed in [52] by Pablo Brenner.In this work, he

evaluated the wireless access method and physical specification of the IEEE

802.11 standard. The same topic is discussed in more detail by Johnson et al. [51]
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and Diepstraten [53] who describe the effect on the performance caused by sev-

eral switching aspects. Diepstraten outlines the impact that the turnaround time

has on the protocol overhead. The overhead increases especially in the case that

a quick mutual exchange of messages, e.g. RTS-CTS messages,data packets

and acknowledgments, between the transmitter and the receiver is required. The

impact of the turnaround time on a medium access procedure with RTS-CTS

handshake and acknowledgment is illustrated in Fig. 2.10. The figure shows the
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tCS

Figure 2.10:Impact of the Turnaround Time on the Medium Access Procedure

whole data exchange process starting with the recognition of a certain event by

the sender. First, the sender has to sense the medium for duration of tcs. The

transceiver turnaround time is represented bytt and the signal propagation delay

between the sender and the receiver is represented byts. Moreover, we assume

that the RTS message, the CTS message and the acknowledgmentare of the same

size - 8 Byte - in order to simplify the following overhead estimation.The dura-

tion which is required to send one of these messages is represented bytm. The

packet transmission time is in the following referred to astd. Thus, we can cal-

culate the period of time T which is required by a node to exchange a data packet

depending on the CCA delay and the turnaround time accordingto Eqn. 2.2.

T = tcs + 4tt + 4ts + 3tm + td (2.2)

Eqn. 2.2 can be further simplified if we assume that the turnaround time has
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the same duration as the period of time which is required to sense the medium

tcs. Note that this assumption does only apply to the CC2420 [20]since the latest

generation of low-power transceivers, like the CC1100E [54], require a shorter

period of time to switch between receive mode and transmit mode.

Nonetheless, it represents an acceptable approximation for many popular low-

power transceivers. The transmission range of wireless sensor nodes is typically

very short due to the low transmission power and the characteristics of the small

chip antennas. For this reason,ts is much smaller thantt andtm which allows us

to removets from the equation. Thus, Eqn. 2.2 can be approximated by Eqn.2.3

T = 5tt + 3tm + td. (2.3)

Fig. 2.11 presents the maximum utilization of the medium access procedure

shown in Fig. 2.10 depending on the turnaround time and the packet size provided

that the transceiver achieves a data rate of 256 kb/s. The figure illustrates the great

impact of the turnaround time and the packet size on the performance on the uti-

lization of the medium. The utilization of the medium may even drop below 20 %

if the packet size is smaller than 64 byte and the turnaround time is larger than

128µs. Furthermore, the figure points out that the turnaround timereduces the

utilization of the medium by almost 30 % if typical low-powertransceivers try to

access the medium according to a RTS-CTS based medium accessprocedure with

acknowledgments. The impact of the turnaround time increases with the data rate

of the transceiver as indicated by the results of Fig. 2.12. As a consequence, the

turnaround time might become the performance limitation factor for next genera-

tion low-power wireless transceivers. In addition, the turnaround time affects the

length of the backoff slot duration since the length of a slotshould be equal to

the total of the CCA delay, the turnaround time, the transceiver power-up time,

and the maximum medium propagation delay. Moreover, Brenner [52] and Diep-

straten [53] conclude that the turnaround parameter of the IEEE 802.11 physical

layer should be stressed as much as possible even if this would limit the number of

transceivers which can be used. Note that transceivers witha shorter turnaround
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Figure 2.11:Utilization of the Medium - RTS-CTS based Medium Access Proce-
dure with Acknowledgments using a Transceiver with a Maximum
Data Rate of 256 kb/s

time have to use the same slot duration as those with a longer turnaround time in

order to be backward compatible.

2.4.2 The Problem of Clear Channel Assessment Delay

CCA is a logical function which returns the current state of the wireless medium.

It is provided by almost any low-power transceiver for WSNs in order to sup-

port CSMA functionality to the MAC layer. However, the transceivers require

a certain period of time depending on their current state to reliably determine

the state of the medium. Moreover, the time that a transceiver requires to switch

from receive to transmit mode represents a vulnerable period for MAC protocols

which rely on the CSMA functionality since transceivers arenot able to detect
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Figure 2.12:Utilization of the Medium - RTS-CTS based Medium Access Proce-
dure with Acknowledgments using a Transceiver with a Maximum
Data Rate of 1Mb/s

any transmissions that start during the switching period [55,56].

The CCA delay becomes the dominating performance limitation factor [32]

for low-power transceivers which have a relatively high CCAdelay compared to

IEEE 802.11 transceivers. Typical low-power transceivers, like the CC2400 [20]

and the CC2520 [21] (Texas Instruments) or the AT86RF231 [57] (ATMEL),

have to listen to the medium for a duration of 8 symbol periodsto reliably detect

an ongoing transmission. The chips average the Received Signal Strength Indi-

cation (RSSI) over the last 8 symbols in order to decide whether the channel is

assumed to be busy or idle.

Technical aspects, like the CCA delay of low-power transceivers which have

a large influence on the performance of wireless communication in sensor net-
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works, are usually neglected. The problem of CCA delay is only addressed

by a small number of papers since standard models from network simulators,

e.g. ns-2 [58] or OPNET [59], simplify the physical layer by assuming optimal

transceivers which do not need any time to sense the radio channel or to switch

between rx and tx mode. The impact of CCA delay on IEEE 802.15.4 [37] net-

works is described by Kiryushin et al. [32]. The focus of their work lies on real

world performance of WSNs and describes the impact of different kinds of com-

munication aspects. Bertocco et al. [60] have shown that theperformance of a

wireless network can be improved by minimizing the CCA threshold. Never-

theless, the minimization of the threshold requires great knowledge of the radio

channel, e.g interference and background noise, since a toosmall threshold will

result in false positives which will significantly decreasethe throughput. Thus,

nodes will not transmit any data due to the fact that they falsely assume the chan-

nel to be busy. The latest generation of low-power transceivers supports different

kinds of CCA methods. An intelligent cross-layer approach which takes advan-

tage from different CCA methods is introduced by Ramachandran and Roy [50].

Their idea is to dynamically adapt the CCA method and parameters depending

on the current channel conditions and the upper layer parameters.

2.5 Backoff Preamble-based MAC Protocol with

Sequential Contention Resolution

The BPS-MAC protocol is optimized for reliability in scenarios with a high node

density and highly correlated event-driven data traffic. Itdoes not require syn-

chronization or a large amount of memory which makes the protocol most ap-

plicable for sensor nodes with low computational power and limited transceiver

sensing capabilities.

In random access MAC protocols all nodes compete for the medium access. A

collision occurs if two or more sensor nodes try to access themedium within a

time interval which is shorter than the CCA delay of the used transceiver. Backoff
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algorithms are only able to reduce the probability that two or more nodes access

the medium at the same time by spreading the traffic load. Nevertheless, a node

can never know whether another node is starting its transmission during the next

CCA time interval due to the fact that it cannot listen to the air interface while

switching from rx to tx mode.

The BPS-MAC protocol follows a different approach in order to deal with

the problem of CCA delay. The basic idea of the protocol is to send a backoff

preamble with variable length before transmitting the data. The length of the

preamble has to be a multiple of the CCA delay to maximize the reliability of the

protocol. Furthermore, the protocol uses a slotted contention resolution due the

fact that the backoff preamble is a multiple of the CCA delay.In the case that two

nodes send a preamble with different length, the node with the shorter preamble

is able to detect the occupation of the medium by the other node.

2.5.1 Single-Sequence Medium Access Procedure

First, a closer look is taken on the single-sequence contention resolution which

represents the contention resolution as used by the standard Backoff Preamble-

based MAC Protocol (BP-MAC) protocol which we have introduced in [2]. In

the following, the term slot is used instead of CCA delay duration since it is

more related to the context of contention resolution. Moreover, the term colli-

sion probability represents the probability that two or more nodes start their data

transmission simultaneously after a backoff transmissionwhich represents an un-

successful contention resolution.

A node senses the medium for a duration of 3 backoff slots if itwants to trans-

mit a packet. The transceiver is switched from rx to tx in the case that the medium

is free for 3 consecutive slots in order to transmit the backoff preamble. The du-

ration of the preamble is chosen according to a uniform distribution between one

and a maximum backoff window. The preamble covers the function of a reserva-

tion signal. Thus, a longer preamble increases the probability of gaining medium

access.
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The node senses the medium after the transmission of the preamble. If the

medium is busy after the transmission, the node waits between two and maximum

backoff window number of slots until it restarts the access procedure described

above. Otherwise, the node is allowed to access the medium. Thus, it switches its

transceiver from rx to tx mode, which takes a duration of an additional backoff

slot. As a consequence, the medium is idle for two slots afterthe transmission

of a backoff preamble. For this reason, a node senses the medium for 3 slots in

order to be sure that there is no ongoing contention resolution. The contention

resolution in case of synchronous medium access is shown in Fig. 2.13.

Figure 2.13:Contention Resolution - Synchronous Access

A slot is marked with the letter S if the transceiver of a node is able to sense

medium for the whole slot duration. In the case that a sensingnode recognizes

a busy medium in the current slot, the slot is marked with a B. Numbers are

used to indicate the corresponding backoff slot of the transmitted preamble. The

letter R is used to illustrate that a node switches its transceiver from transmit to

receive mode. The slot duration has to be chosen such that a node is able switch

the transceiver mode and to detect a busy medium within a single slot duration.

The letter T indicates that a node switches its transceiver from rx to tx mode. It is

assumed that the node is not able to detect a busy medium during this time slot.
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Collisions may still occur, as mentioned earlier in this section. However, col-

lisions only occur if two or more nodes start to access the medium within one

slot and choose the same backoff preamble duration. An example of a collision

is shown in Fig. 2.14.

Figure 2.14:Contention Resolution - Collision

The figure indicates that the collision probability can be reduced if a longer

backoff preamble is used provided that the number of competing nodes is inde-

pendent from the backoff duration which is typically not thecase.

2.5.2 Multiple-Sequence Medium Access Procedure

The single-sequence medium access procedure can be improved if multiple short

backoff preambles are used instead of a single long preamble. However, the CCA

delay and the turnaround time of the transceiver have to be taken into account

if multiple backoff sequences are used. The proposed sequential contention res-

olution procedure requires a gap of two backoff slots between two consecutive

sequences as shown in Fig. 2.15 and Fig. 2.16. The gap is needed in order to

switch the transceiver from tx to rx and to sense the medium.
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Figure 2.15:Sequential Contention Resolution - Synchronous Access

Figure 2.16:Sequential Contention Resolution - Collision

In the following, the medium access process of the BPS-MAC protocol shown

in Fig. 2.17 is described in more detail. Higher layer packets are put into the wait-

ing queue if a backoff is already pending. In the case that no backoff is pending

the medium access process is started. The protocol initializes a sequence counter

and an access counter. Note that the access counter is used tocount the number of

free consecutive backoff preamble slots while the sequencecounter represents the

number of transmitted backoff preambles. Furthermore, theaccess counter starts

with an initial value of zero in contrast to the sequence counter which starts with

an initial value of one. After the initialization of the counters is completed, the

protocol switches the transceiver to receive mode and starts to sense the medium.

If the medium is busy, the node waits between zero and EBW slots before the

medium is sensed again. In addition, the access counter is set back to zero. The

transceiver might be switched off during the waiting perioddepending on the
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Figure 2.17:Flow Diagram of the Medium Access of the BPS-MAC Protocol
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energy-constraints of the node. The access counter is increased by one if the

medium is idle and checks whether the counter is equal to 3 which indicates that

the medium has been idle for duration of 3 consecutive backoff slots. If the value

of the access counter is smaller than 3, the protocol waits one backoff slot until it

follows the procedure described above. The protocol calculates the preamble du-

ration depending on the sequence counter and starts to send the backoff preamble

after the medium has been idle for duration of 3 backoff slots. This mechanism

allows the modification of each backoff sequence, e.g. a different EBW size or

a different backoff distribution. Then it switches the transceiver back to receive

mode, which requires the duration of one backoff slot. If thenode senses a busy

channel after the preamble transmission, it resets the access and the sequence

counter and waits between 0 and EBW slots before it senses themedium again

in order to restart the access process. In the case that the medium is idle after the

backoff transmission, the node checks whether the sequencecounter has reached

the maximum number of backoff sequences S. If the value is smaller than S, the

counter is increased by one and the preamble process is started again. The node is

allowed to start its data transmission if the medium is idle after the transmission

of S backoff preambles.

2.5.3 Single-Sequence - Analysis of the Contention
Resolution

The probability that two or more nodes access the medium within one slot du-

ration depends on the traffic load and the traffic characteristics. For this reason,

every scenario has to be analyzed individually if the reliability of a WSN has

to be calculated in advance. Nevertheless, it is possible tocalculate the collision

probability if the number of nodes which transmit synchronously and the maxi-

mum backoff preamble duration is known. Thus, the achievable reliability can be

calculated for worst-case scenarios if we assume that all nodes in the WSN start

the medium access procedure at the same time.

First of all, we have to specify a collision from probabilitycalculus point of
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view. A collision of two or more transmissions occurs if two or more nodes select

the same number of backoff slots provided that they have selected the highest

number of slots in this contention resolution phase.

We have shown in [2] that the number of nodes which are part of acollision in

a certain backoff preamble sequence can be calculated as follows. Letm be the

number of nodes which access the medium at the same time whilethe maximum

number of backoff slots isn. The number of nodes which are part of a collision is

c which corresponds to the value of the discrete random variable C. The proba-

bility that the contention is resolved is given byP (C = 1). Moreover,b(i) is the

probability that a node transmits a backoff preamble with a duration ofi slots.

Thus, we can formulate the probability mass function of random variable C

according to Eqn. 2.4

P (n,m, c) =







































m!

c!(m− c)!

n−1
∑

i=1

b(i+ 1)c
(

i
∑
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b(k)

)m−c

1 ≤ c < m

n
∑
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b(i)c c = m

0 otherwise.

(2.4)

Eqn. 2.4 can be simplified to Eqn. 2.5 if we assume that the nodes select each

backoff slot with a probability ofb(i) = 1

n
according to a uniform distribution.

P (n,m, c) =
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c!(m− c)!
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1
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)m n−1
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m−c 1 ≤ c < m
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1
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c = m

0 otherwise

(2.5)

The probability that the transmissions of two or more nodes are part of a collision
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Figure 2.18:Collision Probability for Simultaneous Medium Access depending
on the Number of Competing Nodes and the Number of Backoff
Slots

during a single backoff sequence can be calculated according to Eqn. 2.7 by using

the completeness axiom from Eqn. 2.6

∞
∑

c=1

b(c) = 1, (2.6)

P (n,m,C > 2) = 1− P (n,m,C = 1) = 1−
n−1
∑

i=1

m · im−1

nm
. (2.7)

Fig. 2.18 shows the results of Eqn. 2.7 in order to give a better impression of the

impact that the backoff duration and the number of synchronously transmitting

nodes have on the collision probability. The results show that the single-sequence
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contention resolution is able to reduce the collision probability in a significant

way depending on the number of available backoff slots. However, we should

keep in mind that the contention resolution reduces the possible overall through-

put since no data can be transmitted during the preamble transmission. Thus, the

utilization of the air interface and the traffic pattern haveto be taken into account

when choosing the maximum number of backoff slots.

If the signal strength of two simultaneous transmitting nodes differs by more

than 3 dBm [32], the packet with the higher signal strength isreceived correctly

while the other packet is lost due to bit errors. Nevertheless, we focus on the

worst-case scenario in which both packets are disturbed such that the bit errors

cannot be corrected. In order to calculate the mean packet loss rate a new discrete

random variable T is introduced which represents the numberof lost packets

during one contention resolution period. The random variable T is calculated as

described in Eqn. 2.8

P (T = t) =



































m!

t!(m− t)!

(

1

n

)m n−1
∑

i=1

i
m−t 2 ≤ t < m

(

1

n

)m−1

t = m

0 otherwise.

(2.8)

Thus, we are able to calculate the mean of the packet loss due to collisions

during the contention resolution according to Eqn. 2.9

E[T ] =
m−1
∑

t=2

t
m!

t!(m− t)!

(

1

n

)m n−1
∑

i=1

i
m−t +m

(

1

n

)m−1

=
m

n
. (2.9)
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2.5.4 Multiple-Sequence - Analysis of the Contention
Resolution

The fact that the mean of the number of lost packets during a single contention

phase is described by the fraction of n and m encouraged us to think about a

new sequential backoff resolution called BPS-MAC which is described and an-

alyzed in the following paragraphs of this subsection. Short consecutive backoff

preambles are able to reduce the number of competing nodes step by step. There-

fore, just a small number of nodes will compete for the mediumaccess in the last

backoff preamble sequence. The overhead increases with thenumber of backoff

sequences. For this reason, the duration of backoff sequences can only be short-

ened to some extend, which becomes obvious by taking a look atthe proposed

sequential contention resolution procedure shown in Fig. 2.15 and Fig. 2.16.

Competing nodes switch their transceivers to rx after the transmission of the

first backoff preamble. If they sense a busy channel, the nodes abort their current

medium access process and wait between zero and EBW slots before sensing the

medium again. In the case of an idle channel, the nodes switchtheir transceivers

back to tx and transmit the next backoff preamble. Thus, collisions may only

occur if two or more nodes start their medium access procedure within one CCA

delay interval and choose the same number of backoff slots inevery backoff

sequence. The maximum duration of each backoff preamble sequence and the

number of sequences defines the maximum medium access delay for a single

contention resolution.

Let y be the medium access delay in number of backoff slots and s thenumber

of sequences. The EBW of sequencei is denoted asni. Furthermore, it is as-

sumed that a node senses the medium for 3 slots before it switches its transceiver

to tx mode - which requires an additional duration of one slot- in order to start

the backoff preamble transmission. The maximum medium access delay can be

calculated according to Eqn. 2.10 provided that the gap between two consecutive
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preambles is two slots.

y ≤ 4 +

s
∑

i=1

ni + 2s (2.10)

The minimum medium access delay is achieved if a node choosesthe first backoff

slot in every backoff sequence while no other node is competing for the medium

access. The lower bound of the medium access delay is given byEqn. 2.11

y ≥ 4 + 3s. (2.11)

Many applications for WSNs need guarantees in terms of maximum medium

access delay since the generated data is often mission-critical. In the following it

is assumed that a certain number of nodes have to transmit a small amount of data

if they recognize an event. Thus, the maximum allowed mediumaccess delay in

number of backoff slots can be calculated assuming that the amount of data per

node, the transmission rate, and the maximum number of nodesresponding to

an event are known in advance. The BPS-MAC protocol can be easily optimized

for a particular application in the case that the maximum allowed medium access

delay is known. First, the boundaries of the number of backoff sequences have

to be specified according to the maximum allowed delay. The boundaries of the

number of backoff sequences can be calculated according to Eqn. 2.12 provided

that the smallest allowed value of the EBW is two slots.

1 ≤ s ≤ y

4
− 1, s ∈ N (2.12)

The next question which has to be answered is that of defining the length of

each individual backoff sequence. Letn be the number of available slots for the

preamble transmission for a predefined number of backoff sequencess. Thus,n

can be calculated according to Eqn. 2.13

n =
s
∑

i=1

ni. (2.13)
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Figure 2.19:Uniform Distribution - Probability of Successful Contention Reso-
lution depending on the Number of Competing Nodes

By taking a look at Eqn. 2.9 it becomes clear that the durationof the backoff

sequencesni have to be chosen such that
∏

s

i=1
ni is maximized. Therefore, the

duration of each backoff sequence should be chosen as short as possible in or-

der to maximize the product. However, the number of available backoff slotsn

depends on the number of backoff sequences if an upper limit for the maximum

allowed medium access delayy is given. The highest probability of a successful

contention resolution is achieved if n is a multiple of four.Due to the gap between

two consecutive backoff sequences, a length of 4 slots represents the best trade-

off between overhead and success probability. In the following it is assumed that

n is always a multiple of 4.

Fig. 2.19 shows the probability of successful contention resolution as a func-

tion of the number of competing nodes and the number of backoff sequences. The
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results shown in Fig. 2.19 are very promising, especially inthe case that three or

more backoff sequences are available. However, in some cases it is only possible

to use up to two sequences in order to maintain within given boundaries of the

medium access delay.

2.5.5 Backoff Optimization

The collision probability can be minimized even in the case in which only a

small number of short backoff sequences can be used due to medium access

delay boundaries. A solution for this optimization problemis given by Tay et

al. [61] which evaluated the performance of non-uniform distributions for slotted

contention resolution. They introduced an algorithm whichcalculates the opti-

mum distribution for a given number of backoff slots provided that the number

of competing nodes is known in advance. However, their optimized solution only

achieves a high success probability if the number of competitors does not dif-

fer much from the assumed number of competitors. Thus, they recommend to

use a truncated geometric distribution which is less affected by the number of

competitors.

Fig. 2.20 shows the probability of successful contention resolution for a sin-

gle backoff sequence with maximum backoff duration of four slots depending

on the used distribution from Table 2.1 and the number of competitors. The re-

sults of Fig. 2.20 suggest that the uniform distribution represents the best choice

if only two nodes compete for the medium access. Nonetheless, the probability

of successful contention resolution decreases rapidly with the increasing num-

ber of competitors. Therefore, the uniform distribution isnot the first choice for

networks with high node density and correlated traffic. The truncated geomet-

ric distribution can be optimized for a fix number of competitors. However, the

optimization of the distribution for more than three nodes is not really practical

since the performance degrades significantly if the number of competing nodes is

overestimated. This behavior becomes clear by taking a lookat the different dis-
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Table 2.1:Distributions - Backoff Slot Selection
Distribution / Probability Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot4
Optimimized_3 0.534 0.217 0.148 0.101
Optimimized_8 0.766 0.086 0.078 0.070
Optimimized_16 0.884 0.040 0.039 0.037
Uniform 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250

tributions shown in Table 2.1. The optimized distributionsachieve a high success

probability of the contention resolution due to their skewness. As a consequence

of the skewness, the majority of the competing nodes choose one of the first slots

while the minority of the nodes compete in the rest of the available slots. This

explains the high success probability of the optimized distributions even in the

case that the number of competitors is underestimated. Nevertheless, the skew-

ness reduces the success probability if the number of nodes is smaller than the

number for which the distribution is optimized. The number of competing nodes
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Figure 2.20:Probability of Successful Contention Resolution for a fourSlot
Backoff Procedure depending on the Number of Competing Nodes
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Figure 2.21:Optimized_3 - Probability of Successful Contention Resolution de-
pending on the Number of Competing Nodes and the Number of
Backoff Sequences

always decreases from a maximum - which depends on the node density and the

traffic pattern - to one. Therefore, an optimized distribution for three competing

nodes represents the best choice for most scenarios. Recallthat an underestima-

tion of the number of competitors only has a small impact on the packet loss in

contrast to an overestimation which increases the collision probability in a signif-

icant way. The success probability of the Optimized_3 distribution for an EBW

of four depending on the number of competing nodes and the number of backoff

sequences is shown in Fig. 2.21.

The results of Fig. 2.21 point out that the success probability for the Opti-

mized_3 distribution for the first two backoff sequences is much higher compared

to the uniform distribution shown in Fig. 2.19. However, thedifference becomes
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smaller with an increasing number of backoff sequences. Theuniform distribu-

tion even represents a slightly better solution if the number of sequences exceeds

four and the number of competing nodes is less than 32. This behavior is the

consequence of the stepwise reduction of the number of competing nodes. The

probability that only two nodes compete in a single backoff sequence increases

with an increasing number of backoff sequences. Due to the fact that the uniform

distribution is the optimum distribution for the case of twocompeting nodes, its

performance increases more with the number of backoff sequences than the per-

formance of the Optimized_3 distribution.

Now that the impact of the backoff distribution on the successful contention

resolution is discussed, a closer look is taken on the average number of collisions

per backoff. A distribution may achieve a higher success probability than another

distribution but it may have a higher packet loss if the average number of nodes

which are part of a collision is higher. Thus, the question is, how many nodes are

part of a collision in case of an unsuccessful contention resolution. Moreover, the

impact of the backoff distribution and the number of backoffsequences on the

collision probability has to be evaluated.

Let c0 be the number of nodes which compete for the medium access in the

first backoff preamble sequence andci the number of nodes that collide in the ith

sequence. Moreover,ni represents the number of backoff slots in the ith back-

off sequence while s represents the number of backoff sequences. The function

p(var1, var2, var3) is an extension of Eqn. 2.4 whereas the parameters n, m, and

c are freely configurable. Variablevar1 corresponds to the maximum number of

backoff slots n while variablevar2 represents the number of competing nodes

m. The number of nodes c which are part of a collision is indicated byvar3.

Thus, the average number of nodes which are part of a collision after s backoff
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sequences can be calculated according to Eqn. 2.14 by using Eqn. 1

E[C, 1] =

c0
∑

c1=2

c1p(n1, c0, c1),

E[C, 2] =

c0
∑

c1=2

c1
∑

c2=2

c2p(n1, c0, c1)p(n2, c1, c2),

...
...

...

E[C, s] =

c0
∑

c1=2

· · ·
c
s−1
∑

cs=2

csp(n1, c0, c1) · · · p(ns, cs−1, cs).

(2.14)

Figures 2.22-2.25 show the average number of collisions perbackoff for the

optimized truncated geometric distributions for 3 and 8 competing nodes as well

as for the uniform distribution depending on the number of 4 slot backoff se-

quences. Furthermore, the Opt3_Uniform graphs represent the results of a hybrid

approach where the Optimized_3 distribution from Table 2.1is used in the first

sequence while the uniform distribution is used for the consecutive sequences.

The first thing which can be mentioned for the results of the single backoff

sequence shown in Fig. 2.22 is that the average number of collisions per backoff

increases linearly with the number of competing nodes for the uniform distribu-

tion. The uniform distribution only offers the best performance for two competing

nodes while the Optimized_3 distribution represents the best solution for three to

10 competing nodes. If the number of competing nodes exceeds10 the Opti-

mized_8 distribution shows a better performance. It is interesting to notice that

the Optimized_8 distribution does not achieve the lowest packet loss for 8 com-

peting nodes though its success probability is optimal for 8competing nodes. The

answer is given by the Optimized_8 distribution function. Due to the high proba-

bility of the first slot there is a noticeable probability that all nodes choose the first

backoff slot in one sequence. Therefore, the average numberof collisions is in-

creased in a significant way. Fig. 2.23 shows that the averagenumber of collisions
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Figure 2.22:Single Backoff Sequence Contention Resolution - Average Number
of Nodes which are Part of a Collision depending on the Backoff
Distribution

can be approximately quartered if the BPS-MAC protocol usestwo consecutive

backoff preambles to resolve the contention. This effect can be recognized for the

uniform, Optimized_3 and Opt3_Uniform distributions. Theperformance of the

Optimized_8 distribution does not represent a good solution for scenarios with

less then 32 competing nodes. As a consequence of its heavy-tailed characteris-

tic, the probability is high that less then 10 nodes compete for the medium access

in the second backoff preamble sequence. Thus, there is a bigchance that the

remaining competitors collide in one of the first slots in thesecond sequence.

If the BPS-MAC protocol uses 3 consecutive backoff preamblesequences the

performance of the Optimized_8 distribution degrades evenmore which is shown

by the results of Fig. 2.24. The highest reliability for scenarios with more than

three competitors is achieved by the Opt3_Uniform approach. The Optimized_3

distribution reduces the number of competing nodes in the first sequence such

that uniform distribution becomes the best choice for the consecutive backoff

sequences. For applications with low or medium data rates and less constraints
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Figure 2.23:Two Backoff Sequences Contention Resolution - Average Number
of Nodes which are Part of a Collision depending on the Backoff
Distribution

regarding the delay, it may be a considerable choice to use four or more consec-

utive backoff preamble sequences. The Opt3_Uniform approach should be used

for these scenarios which is indicated by the results of Fig.2.25.

2.5.6 Simulative Performance Comparison of the CSMA
and the BPS-MAC Protocol

In this subsection the reliability and the delay of the CSMA and the BPS-MAC

protocol are simulated under different conditions, e.g. the number of competing

nodes, the utilization of the air interface, and the traffic pattern. Due to the fact

that the BPS-MAC protocol is designed for WSNs, the focus lies on networks

with data-centric traffic pattern and highly correlated traffic. The simulated sce-

narios distinguish in the traffic load and the number of traffic sources in order to

get a better picture of the performance of the BPS-MAC protocol.

In all scenarios, the sensor nodes are in transmission rangeof each other and

the signal strength between the nodes differs by less then 3 dBm. Moreover, all
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Figure 2.24:Three Backoff Sequences Contention Resolution - Average Number
of Nodes which are Part of a Collision depending on the Backoff
Distribution
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Figure 2.25:Four Backoff Sequences Contention Resolution - Average Number
of Nodes which are Part of a Collision depending on the Backoff
Distribution
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packets of simultaneous transmissions are lost which represents the worst-case

for collisions [32]. The nodes are positioned according to auniform distribution

within a square of 10 by 10 meters. Three different configurations of the protocol

are simulated. The first two configurations of the BPS-MAC protocol use a back-

off resolution with 3 backoff sequences. The duration of each sequence is four

slots which results in a maximum duration for the first contention resolution of 22

slots. The maximum backoff window is set to 32 slots to spreadthe traffic load

after the first contention resolution in case of an unsuccessful medium access.

The first configuration uses the uniform distribution for thecontention resolution

and is in the following referred to as BPS-4SEQ3-Uni. The second configuration

uses the Optimized_3 distribution and is thus abbreviated as BPS-4SEQ3-Opt_3.

In contrast to the previous configurations, the third configuration uses a single-

sequence backoff with uniform distributed slot selection.The duration of the

EBW and the maximum backoff window are set to 32 slots to get comparable

results. The abbreviation BPS-32SEQ1-Uni is used for this configuration.

Due to the fact that the CSMA protocol is the most common protocol in WSNs,

its performance is compared with the performance of the BPS-MAC protocol us-

ing the three specified configurations. The simulated CSMA protocol uses a Trun-

cated Binary Exponential Backoff Algorithm (TBEBA) to resolve contention on

the channel. The duration of a CSMA backoff slot is set to 30.51µs which corre-

sponds to the 32 kHz clock cycle of the micro controller. The TBEBA uses a SBW

and an EBW of 9 to calculate the number of backoff slots. The number of back-

off slots is then chosen uniformly distributed between zeroand two to the power

of the current backoff window. The algorithm increases the backoff window if a

busy medium is detected after the current backoff is transmitted which indicates

an unsuccessful medium access. The configuration of the CSMA-TBEBA proto-

col was chosen from a large set of simulated scenarios with more than 10 nodes

and data-centric event-driven traffic pattern. In addition, the simulation results

were verified by measurements in a testbed.

If not further mentioned, a CCA delay of 128µs is assumed, which represents

the Received Signal Strength Intensity (RSSI) average timeof 8 symbol periods.
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The data rate of the transceiver is set to 256 kb/s and the backoff slot duration of

the BPS-MAC protocol is set to the duration of the CCA delay. The results are

calculated from 20 simulation runs with different seeds which is quite sufficient

due to the low variance of the collected statistics. Each simulation was run for

1100 seconds and the statistics were collected after a transient phase of 100 sec-

onds. The traffic model started to generate packets after 50 seconds and stopped

10 seconds before the end of the simulation in order to allow the transmission

of all waiting packets. The simulated traffic patterns are shown in Table 2.2. The

delay results represent the average of the 99 % quantile while the reliability plots

show the mean reliability of the simulation runs. Due to the fact that the variance

of the collected statistics was very low, the results show only the mean instead of

the corresponding confidence intervals.

Table 2.2:Traffic Pattern

Pattern Name Parameter Distribution Range / Values

Burst Burst IAT uniform [9.9995; 10.0005] s
Packets per Burst constant 3
Packet IAT uniform [0.0000; 0.0010] s
Packet Size constant 1024 bit
Number of Sources - [10;20;30;40;50;

60;70;80;90;100]

CCA Delay Packet IAT uniform [0.0950; 0.1050] s
Packet Size constant 1024 bit
Number of Sources constant 10

Performance of the Protocols depending on the CCA Delay

The BPS-MAC protocol was designed to successfully resolve contention on the

medium independent from the sensing capabilities of the transceiver. In fact, the

probability of a successful contention resolution is not directly affected by the

CCA delay. Nonetheless, the backoff slot duration of the BPS-MAC protocols has

to be chosen with respect to the duration of the CCA delay and the period of time
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which is required by the transceiver to switch between receive and transmit mode.

The maximum of both factors represents the minimum threshold of the backoff

slot duration. As a result, a higher CCA delay will usually increase the duration

of contention resolution since the CCA delay is often higherthan the switching

time of the receiver. Therefore, the probability increasesthat more nodes compete

for the medium access during a single contention resolution. However, it is clear

that the impact of this effect varies according to the utilization of the medium,

the number of competing nodes, and the traffic pattern.

In the following, a closer look is taken on the reliability and the delay of the

protocols depending on their configuration and the durationof the CCA delay.

Typical transceivers for WSNs, like the CC2420 or the AT86RF231, have a high

CCA delay between 128µs and 192µs.

For this reason, the reliability and the delay of the protocols are simulated

while increasing the CCA delay from 32µs to 256µs in steps of 32µs in order

to evaluate the potential of the next generation of low-power transceivers. The

scenario consists of 10 source nodes which transmit traffic to a data sink accord-

ing to the burst traffic pattern described in Table 2.2.

Fig. 2.26 shows the reliability of the protocols depending on the CCA delay.

The reliability of the CSMA-TBEBA protocol decreases linearly from 99 % to

96 % if the CCA delay is increased from 32µs to 256µs. This result is no

real surprise since the protocol solely relies on the sensing capabilities of the

transceiver. Nevertheless, the reliability seems only to be high on the first look

since the number of nodes is relatively small and the utilization of the air interface

is approximately 40 %. The reliability of the BPS-MAC protocol with 3 backoff

sequences and the uniform distributed backoff slot selection is less affected by a

higher CCA delay. However, its reliability decreases from 99.8 % to 99.4 % as a

consequence of the higher number of competing nodes per contention resolution

due to the higher CCA delay. The same behavior can be recognized for the BPS-

32SEQ1-Uni configuration. The higher CCA delay increases the number of com-

peting nodes per contention resolution which increases thecollision probability.

The Optimized_3 distribution enables the BPS-MAC protocolwith 3 backoff se-
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Figure 2.26:Reliability depending on the CCA Delay of the Transceiver

quences to achieve a reliability of almost 100 % in most of thesimulation runs.

The high reliability is the consequence of the stepwise contention resolution and

the Optimized_3 distribution which significantly minimizes the number of com-

peting nodes already in the first sequence. Thus, the last twosequences can be

used for the remaining competing nodes.

The results of Fig. 2.27 show that the delay of the CSMA protocol is not af-

fected by the CCA delay. The delay of the protocol remains nearly constant since

its backoff slot duration is independent from the CCA delay.The very slight de-

crease of the delay results from the lower reliability in scenarios with a higher

CCA delay. The lowest delay in all scenarios is achieved by the BPS-4SEQ3-Uni

configuration. The slope of the curve reveals that the BPS-MAC protocol takes

a large benefit from transceivers with a low CCA delay. The non-linear increase

of the delay again results from the higher number of competing nodes due to the

longer contention resolution caused by the higher CCA delay. The BPS-4SEQ3-

Opt3 and the BPS-32SEQ1-Uni achieve a lower delay compared to the CSMA

protocol as long as the CCA delay remains below 224µs. A high increase of

the delay of the BPS-4SEQ3-Opt3 configuration can be recognized if the CCA
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Figure 2.27:99 % Quantile of the Delay depending on the CCA Delay of the
Transceiver

delay reaches 256µs. The delay of the BPS-4SEQ3-Opt3 is more affected by

the higher number of competitors due to the skewness of the optimized truncated

geometric distribution. The delay of the protocol becomes very low if the CCA

delay is below 192µs which is achieved by many low-power transceivers.

Performance of the Protocol depending on the Number of Sources

The results presented in the previous section have shown that the number of com-

peting nodes affects the reliability and the delay of the protocols in a different

way. Therefore, the focus of this section lies on the performance of the protocols

depending on the number of competing nodes. The number of source nodes is in-

creased from 10 to 100 in steps of 10 nodes in order to simulatethe impact of the

number of competitors. In addition, the nodes send traffic according to the burst

traffic pattern shown in Table 2.2. Thus, the nodes transmit 3packets approxi-

mately every 10 seconds which results in high peaks of the utilization. The burst

traffic pattern is similar to the event-driven traffic of structural health monitoring

applications. The CCA delay and the slot duration of the BPS-MAC protocol are
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set to 128µs which reflects the CCA delay of typical low-power transceivers,

like the CC2420 (Texas Instruments) and ATMELs AT86RF231.

Fig. 2.28 shows the impact that the number of competing nodeshave on the

reliability of the protocols to successfully transmit a packet. The reliability of the

CSMA protocol varies between 94.8 % and 92.4 %. It achieves the highest suc-

cess probability for the scenario with 10 source nodes. Thenthe reliability drops

sharply to 92.6 % if 20 nodes send traffic periodically to the sink. However, it

is interesting to notice that the reliability increases again to 93.6 % if the num-

ber of nodes is increased to 100. The increase is the consequence of the large

SBW and EBW which spreads the traffic load such that the collision probabil-

ity is decreased to some extend. Moreover, the probability that a node finds the

medium occupied increases with a higher number of sources nodes. Therefore,

the medium access becomes more deterministic. The BPS-32SEQ1-Uni and the

BPS-4SEQ3-Uni are affected in a similar way. Nevertheless,their reliability re-

mains on a high level between 98.8 % and 99.4 % independent from the number

of competing nodes. The reliability of the BPS-4SEQ3-Opt3 is less affected by

the number of source nodes. A reliability of 99.9 % was achieved even in the 100
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node scenario. Note that the average number of nodes which access the medium

within one CCA delay interval is far below 100 even in scenarios with correlated

traffic. Therefore, the BPS-MAC protocol is able to achieve this very high suc-

cess rate with only 3 backoff sequences. A fully synchronized medium access

would not generate any meaningful results for the CSMA protocol.

The results of Fig. 2.29 indicate that the delay of the protocols is affected in

a different way by the number of source nodes. The BPS-4SEQ3 configurations

achieved the lowest delay if the number of sources is less than 60. The lowest

delay in scenarios with more than 60 nodes is achieved by the CSMA protocol.

However, the price of the lower delay is paid by the higher packet loss rate of the

protocol. Note that acknowledgments and retransmissions would increase the de-

lay of the CSMA protocol beyond the delay of the BPS-MAC protocol. The high-

est delay can be recognized for the BPS-32SEQ1-Uni configuration. The reason

for its high delay compared to the other BPS-MAC configurations lies in its very

long backoff preamble. As a consequence of the sequential backoff resolution,

the probability is high that nodes detect a busy medium afterthe transmission of
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the first short preamble sequence. Therefore, the delay of the BPS-MAC proto-

col configurations with multiple backoff sequences is lowerthan the delay of the

single backoff configuration. The delay of the BPS-4SEQ3-Opt configuration in-

creases more than the delay of the other protocols if the number of source nodes

exceeds 80. This increase results from the skewness of the Optimized_3 distribu-

tion. The duration of the backoff sequences increases due tothe higher number of

competing nodes. Nonetheless, the delay is still acceptable for most applications

since 99 % of the packets arrive within 1.3 seconds. Note thatthe 95 % quantile

of the delay - which is not plotted - remains lower than one second even for the

100 source node scenario.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter, a closer look was taken on typical communication aspects of

WSNs. Several aspects were identified which are mainly responsible for the en-

ergy consumption and the performance limitation. Furthermore, communication

strategies were introduced which mitigate the impact of each aspect on the net-

work performance. Additionally, different classifications of MAC protocols were

discussed. The protocols are then classified according to their used medium ac-

cess mechanisms due to the fact that the medium access mechanism represents

a characteristic which does not depend on network parameters, e.g. the number

of nodes or the node density. The taxonomy of the MAC protocols is followed

by a survey of state-of-the-art MAC protocols for WSNs. However, the number

of MAC protocols for WSNs is almost countless [62]. Thus, thepresented sur-

vey only represents a small selection of MAC protocols whichare optimized for

WSNs. The protocols were selected with respect to their usedmedium access

procedures and energy saving strategies. Moreover, they are representative for

a large number of WSN MAC protocols since they provide the basis for many

medium access strategies.

Most MAC protocols neglect communication issues caused by low-power

transceivers. For this reason, the impact of the turnaroundtime and the CCA
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delay on the network performance were discussed. These issues become the lim-

iting performance factors in dense wireless networks with event-driven correlated

traffic patterns. We encountered the problem caused by a longturnaround time

and a high CCA delay in a structural health monitoring project in which we at-

tached sensor nodes to a metal plate in order to measure the stress of the plate.

The nodes were configured such that they transmit their sensed values to a central

node for a short interval if the sensed values exceeded a certain threshold. There-

fore, they started to transmit almost synchronously if the plate was stressed due

to the fact that they were placed within a small area. Furthermore, we relied on

the CSMA capabilities of the transceiver. Thus, the nodes were allowed to access

the medium if the CCA pin was indicating a free medium. As a consequence of

the synchronous transmission approximately 15 % of the packets were part of

a collision. Due to the fact that a high packet loss is unacceptable for real-time

monitoring applications, we started to develop the BPS-MACprotocol which was

introduced in Section 2.5. The BPS-MAC protocol directly addresses the commu-

nication issues caused by low-power transceivers. It can beeasily configured to

achieve an extraordinary high reliability for point-to-point communication with-

out the need of using acknowledgments. In addition, the protocol will take more

advantage of next generation low-power transceivers compared to CSMA-based

protocols since its performance improves with shorter CCA delays.
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Networks

Sensor networks have high requirements on the routing protocol due to the high

node density and the limited hardware resources. Scalability represents an im-

portant issue in WSNs since the nodes have to solve the problem of routing table

explosion [19]. Beside the problem of scalability, routingprotocols have to deal

with a large number of other challenges which arise from the characteristics of

WSNs.

First of all, links in WSNs are often unreliable [13, 14] and not stable as a

consequence of the low transmission power, the chip antennadesign, and the fact

that the nodes are often placed randomly distributed on the ground [63]. Further-

more, link breaks may be caused by e.g. asynchronous sleep times, interference,

moving obstacles, energy exhaustion, node failure or mobility [64].

Thus, the topology of the network changes frequently which represents a chal-

lenging problem for the routing protocol design since the sensor nodes are also

very limited in their computational power and memory. Moreover, the available

bandwidth of the low-power transceivers and the high node density of WSNs

have to be taken into account when designing a routing protocol.

The primary goal of routing protocols which are designed forWSNs is to

maintain energy efficient and reliable paths between different nodes in the net-

work without generating a lot of overhead. Note that sustaining a route from a

source to a destination may consume more bandwidth than is required to support

the data traffic flow. In order to optimize the communication,it is important to

know the characteristics of the traffic in advance.
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Some protocols [65–67] can be configured to achieve good performance in

different scenarios. However, the capability of the protocols to adapt themselves

to different network characteristics often comes at the price of increased com-

plexity. For this reason, the majority of the protocols is optimized for a certain

network architecture and application with a characteristic traffic pattern in order

to maximize the performance and the lifetime of the network.

As a consequence, the number of routing protocols is still increasing quickly

since many researchers and developers modify existing protocols or design new

protocols to meet the requirements of their network. In the following, different

taxonomies are discussed to give a better overview of the large number of pro-

tocols and their characteristic routing mechanisms. Moreover, the strategies and

characteristics of routing protocols are introduced in Section 3.1 to allow a further

classification.

The protocols have to fulfill certain tasks, e.g. route establishment, route main-

tenance, route repair, packet forwarding or disseminationof routing information,

which are independent from the strategy that is followed by the routing protocol.

These tasks are described in more detail in Section 3.2.

The topology which is generated by the protocols mainly depends on the used

routing metric. Thus, a closer look is taken on different routing metrics and their

impact on the network performance in Section 3.3. Furthermore, a short survey

of a selection of popular routing protocols is given in Section 3.4. The protocols

were selected with respect to their characteristic routingmechanisms in order to

highlight the different routing approaches.

Then, the Statistic-Based-Routing protocol is introducedin Section 3.5 which

outperforms a large number of popular routing protocols while maintaining sim-

plicity. We designed the protocol to meet the requirements of low-power WSNs.

Thus, the focus was laid on energy efficiency, low overhead, high reliability and

simplicity. The key features of the protocol are its continuous routing metric and

its flexibility. The protocol supports different routing strategies and can be opti-

mized for a wide range of applications. Finally, the chapteris concluded with a

summary.
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3.1 Classification of Routing Protocols

Routing protocols have a large number of characteristics, e.g. the routing tech-

nique, the route establishment procedure, and the protocoloperation, which can

be used for detailed classification. Often routing protocols are also classified ac-

cording to the generated network structure [68] since the network structure di-

rectly affects performance parameters, like scalability and overhead. The routing

protocols are then categorized into flat, hierarchical, andlocation-based proto-

cols.

Another possibility is to classify the routing protocols with respect to the pro-

tocol operation. The protocol operation can be multi-path-based, query-based,

negotiation-based, QoS-based, or coherent-based. In thismonograph, the classifi-

cation according to the protocol operation is adopted from [68] since it represents

a very clear way to classify the routing protocols.

Routing protocols which are designed for mesh and ad hoc networks are usu-

ally categorized according to the way they establish routesin the network [69].

This kind of classification is also very practicable for WSN routing protocols.

There exist three different categories. The first one is called proactive. Proactive

protocols try to establish and maintain routes before they are needed. The second

category is represented by reactive protocols which followthe contrary approach

where routes are only established or computed on demand. Thelast group con-

sists of hybrid protocols which combine the ideas of reactive and proactive route

establishment. Fig. 3.1 gives an overview of the routing taxonomy which is used

in this monograph.

3.1.1 Route Establishment

Routing protocols can follow different strategies to enable connectivity between

the nodes in the networks. The used strategy has a large impact on the perfor-

mance and the lifetime of the network. In the following, a closer look is taken on

the three different route establishment strategies. Moreover, their performance

under various conditions is discussed.
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Figure 3.1:Taxonomy of Routing Protocols

Reactive

Reactive protocols [65, 70–72] try to establish a route between two nodes in the

network if data has to be transmitted. Thus, they are usuallythe first choice for

low data-rate networks with a dynamic topology since they donot generate any

routing overhead in the absence of traffic [73]. Nonetheless, this strategy comes

with certain disadvantages, e.g. high delay due to the fact that a new route has

to be established before it is possible to start the data transmission. In addition,

reactive protocols should only be used in static or low mobile networks since they

are not able to detect link breaks as quickly as their proactive counterparts [74].

The majority of reactive routing protocols, like the Ad hoc On-Demand Dis-

tance Vector (AODV) [65] protocol, use timeouts in order to detect broken links.

Furthermore, most of them support a local repair feature to minimize the rout-

ing overhead in case of link breaks. Note that the routing overhead of reactive

protocols may become higher than the routing overhead of proactive protocols if

they have to frequently re-establish routes as a consequence of node failures or
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link breaks [73]. The protocols assume a link to be broken if no data has been

received from a neighbor along the route for a certain duration. Data-traffic in

WSNs is usually event-driven and highly correlated. Thus, the medium access

delay can become very high in the case that a large number of nodes try to access

the medium at the same time. There exist a large number of strategies on different

layers to mitigate the impact of synchronous medium access [31, 75, 76]. In the

case that the delay becomes higher than the timeout interval, reactive protocols

will try to repair the existing route or establish a new one since they assume the

route to be broken. For this reason, the protocols have to be configured carefully

to minimize the number of false positives. However, a large timeout interval de-

creases the capability of the protocols to detect links breaks which might lead to

a very low performance.

The traffic pattern has a large impact on the performance of protocols which

follow a reactive strategy. Routes are usually removed fromthe routing table of

the nodes after a certain time interval in order to minimize the memory consump-

tion. The protocols will establish a new route for every packet if the packet inter-

arrival time is longer than the route timeout. Most of the protocols use flooding

mechanisms to establish the routes. Thus, the routing overhead may become even

a multiple of the data traffic.

Proactive

Proactive routing protocols [4, 67, 77, 78] are most common in ad hoc and mesh

networks since these networks have higher demands on the delay compared to

WSNs. The advantage of proactive route establishment is that a lower delay can

be achieved due to the fact that all routes are established inadvance. Nonetheless,

this kind of protocols should only be applied if there are no constraints regarding

the energy efficiency and the available bandwidth since theyperiodically trans-

mit routing information [8]. It is clear that the energy consumption depends on

the duration of the transmission interval. Shorter intervals increase the routing

overhead and the energy consumption.

Another advantage of proactive protocols is that they are able to quickly de-
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tect link breaks as a consequence of the frequent network probing. However, the

consequence of frequent probing is high routing overhead which has to be taken

into account especially in large networks. Thus, scalability represents a serious

issue for proactive routing protocols. For this reason, proactive routing protocols

are mainly used in hierarchical or cluster-based networks to minimize the routing

overhead which is caused by the dissemination of routing information. Never-

theless, proactive strategies can also be applied to sensornetworks [79] if the

number of nodes which forward routing information is limited. Furthermore, the

broadcasting frequency can be reduced due to the fact that WSNs have fewer re-

quirements regarding the delay and the detection of broken links. Moreover, the

protocols may provide an attractive alternative to reactive protocols [80] if the

periodic transmission of routing information is constricted to short time intervals

during which communication is required.

Hybrid

Hybrid protocols [4, 81–85] combine different routing mechanisms and tech-

niques. Therefore, they do not fit into a single category. In the following, the

term hybrid protocol is used for protocols which use both reactive and proactive

mechanisms to maintain existing routes or to establish new routes. The majority

of hybrid protocols can be divided into two groups.

The first group does not transmit any routing information if no route is re-

quired. Only the source and the destination of an active route periodically trans-

mit routing information in order to keep the existing routesup-to-date. The ad-

vantage of this approach compared to reactive strategies isthat the routing proto-

col is able to quickly detect link breaks in active routes. Inaddition, the frequent

probing of the network allows the protocol to keep track of other paths between

the source and the destination which can be used immediatelyif the primary route

becomes unavailable. Thus, this kind of protocols achieve alow delay without

generating a lot of overhead due to the fact that nodes stop broadcasting routing

information if they are not further part of an existing route. The initiating packet

has a higher delay than consecutive packets since it has to bebuffered until a
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route between the source and the sink is established.

The efficiency of hybrid protocols strongly depends on the traffic pattern and

the configuration of the protocols. Routes in the network mayhave to be re-

established very often if the protocols use a too short routetimeout. As a result,

the delay of the protocol increases since a large number of packets have to be

stored in the waiting queues of the nodes until a new route is available. Hybrid

protocols which follow this strategy generate almost the same overhead as proac-

tive protocols in the case that the route timeout interval isset to a too large value.

Therefore, nodes in the network keep on sending routing information for a long

time even if the route is not further required [10]. WSNs are usually data-centric

which results in data aggregation along the route from the sources towards the

sink. For this reason, the sink frequently receives traffic from the nodes in the

network after a certain duration. Therefore, hybrid protocols provide a practical

solution to sensor networks in the case that the number of nodes which broadcast

routing information is limited [8].

The second group of hybrid protocols use proactive routing mechanisms for

short range communication and reactive routing techniquesfor long range com-

munication [85, 86]. Thus, they use periodic broadcast mechanisms to establish

and maintain routes to nodes which are reachable within two or three hops. The

protocols switch to a reactive mechanism similar to AODV if the destination is

further away. A similar approach is introduced in [87] wherethe authors propose

a routing protocol which adapts the link state exchange frequency depending on

the distance to the destination. As a consequence, the overhead is significantly

reduced since these kinds of protocols minimize the periodic flooding of routing

information.

3.1.2 Network Structure

The network structure represents one of the key characteristics of WSNs since

it is mainly responsible for the efficiency of the network. Routing protocols can

follow different strategies to build a stable and efficient topology. The most com-
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mon network structures are flat, hierarchical, and location-based. Flat structured

networks represent the simplest solution and are often applied in small or middle-

size networks where each node covers the same functions and responsibilities.

Hierarchical protocols try to cluster the nodes in the network in order to mini-

mize the routing overhead. Thus, they require more powerfulnodes which are

able to fulfill the function of cluster heads. Location-based protocols follow a

different approach to structure the network. Nodes that areplaced within a cer-

tain area are grouped instead of using a unique address for each node. Therefore,

the networks scale with their size and not with the number of nodes. However,

all three approaches have advantages and disadvantages which make them only a

practical solution for specific applications. In the following paragraphs, the three

network structures are introduced and discussed in more detail from the perspec-

tive of WSNs.

Flat

Sensor nodes are often randomly deployed on the ground or in areas where the

signal propagation is very limited. Therefore, the connectivity between the nodes

differs a lot and is also very hard to predict in advance. Moreover, the major-

ity of applied sensor networks consist of less than 200 nodes. For this reason,

routing protocols which build a flat network structure [4,70,72,88–91] represent

the most applied type of protocols in WSNs since they providea practical solu-

tion for small and medium-size networks without the need of acomplex network

structure algorithm. It is obvious that a flat network structure does not provide

the best solution for large or dense wireless networks due toscalability issues.

The inefficiency of the dissemination of routing information [92] can become a

serious problem in multi-hop sensor networks with a flat network structure due

to the limited bandwidth of the low-power transceivers.

Hierarchical

Sensor networks take advantage from a hierarchical networkstructure as soon as

the number of nodes and the node density becomes high. Hierarchical networks
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provide an optimal structure for the efficient exchange of routing information.

Furthermore, hierarchical protocols [28, 36, 64, 71, 93] are highly scalable since

they can build a multiple-tier architecture to simplify theaddressing of the nodes

by minimizing the routing table. In addition, data traffic isusually aggregated

along the path from the sensing nodes to the data sink. Therefore, the nodes along

the route consume more energy as a consequence of the frequent forwarding of

data packets. This problem is often compensated by nodes with less energy con-

straints. These nodes cover the function of cluster heads [93] and play a central

role in hierarchical protocols since they have to establishand maintain the topol-

ogy in the network. Cluster heads are also often responsiblefor synchronization,

scheduling and medium access of the other nodes. Hierarchical networks can be

easily optimized under different criteria due to the high performance of the clus-

ter heads. Nonetheless, the usage of more powerful nodes increases the deploy-

ment costs of the networks. Moreover, the cluster heads represent critical point

of failures since the failure of a cluster head will result inlarge changes of the

underlying topology.

Location-based Routing

Scalability represents a serious issue in WSNs, as already discussed in the intro-

duction of this chapter. The size of the routing table has to be considered when

deploying a WSN. Hierarchical protocols minimize the routing table by assign-

ing nodes to a cluster head. A similar approach is followed bylocation-based

routing protocols [85, 94–97] which group nodes with respect to their location.

This approach is very practical for applications, like agricultural monitoring, en-

vironment monitoring or boarder surveillance since these applications are mainly

interested in information which was gathered from a particular area. The disad-

vantage of this approach is that the nodes cannot be deployedrandomly if they are

not able to specify their current location. For this reason,location-based routing

protocols [98] are typically used for outdoor applicationswhere nodes may use

low-power GPS modules to measure their current position. However, the usage of

GPS modules increases the costs of the network. There existsa large number of
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other mechanisms to estimate the position of the nodes in thenetwork [99,100],

e.g. the deployment of seed nodes which can be used as anchor points [101] or

by using RSSI measurements [102]. Nonetheless, the position information is not

always of practical use for the routing protocol as a consequence of the irregular

communication range of the nodes. Furthermore, there mightbe no link between

two nodes which are close to each other since obstacles may block the signal

propagation.

3.1.3 Protocol Operation

Routing protocols can be also categorized with respect to their protocol oper-

ation [68]. This kind of categorization has the advantage ofbeing more appli-

cation oriented compared to the two previously discussed taxonomies. In the

following, the protocols are distinguished in negotiation-based and query-based

protocols. Moreover, the protocols are grouped whether they offer multi-path or

QoS support and depending on the used data processing technique. However, the

protocol-based classification is not as strict as the other classifications. Thus, a

routing protocol may fit into more than one category.

Negotiation-based Routing

Negotiation-based routing protocols directly address theproblem of duplicate

data transmission by using high-level data descriptors. The dissemination of du-

plicate data represents a serious issue for WSNs since it increases the energy

consumption. In the worst case, nodes may even retransmit the duplicate data

which will lead to data implosion and overlap. A large numberof protocols were

introduced in the late 90’s which are using negotiation-based routing techniques.

The most popular family of negotiation-based protocols is represented by the

SPIN [103] family. The main idea of these protocols is to exchange certain ne-

gotiation messages in order to verify the following data transmission. Thus, they

prevent the transmission of redundant data which increasesthe lifetime of the

network.
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Multi-Path

Multi-path routing protocols are often used to increase thefault tolerance of

wireless networks with unreliable data links [104]. The maintenance of multi-

ple routes increases the energy consumption and the traffic generation. However,

in some cases multi-path routing can be almost as energy efficient as single-

path routing if the data links are very lossy. Routing protocols often optimize the

routes between nodes in the network such that most of the traffic is routed along

a certain path in the network. Thus, the energy consumption of the nodes along

the path is very high which reduces the lifetime of the network. Multi-path rout-

ing protocols are able to mitigate this problem by occasionally using a set of near

optimal paths [105] to distribute the traffic load in the network. Moreover, it is ob-

vious that multi-path routing decreases the delay in the network since nodes may

immediately switch to backup routes if a route breaks or becomes congested [97].

Another advantage of multi-path routing is represented by the energy-efficient re-

covery from network failures which is often neglected. The resilience to network

failures, e.g. link breaks or node failures, can be further improved if the routes

are partially disjoint [106].

Query-based Routing

A WSN can be regarded as a large distributed data base in whicheach node holds

a small part of the overall information. This point of view has led to a new group

of routing protocols which are based on queries [72,89,91,107]. These protocols

try to optimize the communication in the network by using queries to request

information from a node. The queries are typically described in high-level lan-

guages in order to allow more complex requests. Thus, they minimize the routing

overhead due to the fact that even complex queries can be performed or described

by a single message. The query-based routing mechanisms aremainly used in a

reactive manner such that a node only sends data if it has received the correspond-

ing request.
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Quality of Service Support

Quality of Service (QoS) support in WSNs was neglected for a long time since

it was assumed that applications for WSNs are very delay and fault tolerant.

However, due to advantages in technology a large number of applications, e.g.

multimedia, surveillance, industrial process control, structural health monitoring

or health care, becomes interesting under economical aspects [108, 109]. Never-

theless, QoS support is very hard to achieve in WSNs as a consequence of the

low data rate and the hardware limitations compared to mesh and ad hoc net-

works. In [110] the authors introduced the most important QoS issues from the

perspective of WSNs. Moreover, they showed that the majority of the problems

are NP-complete and can thus only be approximated in real-time. For this reason,

only a small number of routing protocols for WSNs [96, 97] tryto support QoS

functionality.

Coherent-based Routing

The transceiver is usually the most energy-consuming part of a sensor node.

Therefore, routing protocols which are designed for wireless networks try to

aggregate and preprocess data in order to minimize the data transmission. Two

different strategies [111] can be followed by the protocols. The first strategy is

represented by a non-coherent approach where nodes performintensive prepro-

cessing of the raw data before forwarding the data to the nextaggregator. More-

over, the nodes collect data over longer periods to aggregate as much information

as possible. This effectively reduces the protocol overhead if the sensed values

are frequently collected. The second strategy is based on a coherent approach.

Nodes that follow a coherent strategy only perform minimum processing of the

data, e.g. timestamps and duplicate suppression. Further processing of the data

is done by major aggregators which usually have a higher computational power,

more memory space, and are less energy constraint. Both strategies require an

optimized topology such that they can take advantage from preprocessing and

data aggregation.
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3.2 Routing Tasks

Routing protocols have to perform various tasks which are independent of the

route establishment procedure, the network structure and the protocol operation.

The following four tasks are mandatory for every routing protocol in order to

establish routing functionality.

The first task is represented by the forwarding of data packets. The forward-

ing of data can be either based on local information, global information or on

information which is stored in the packet. Thus, a routing protocol has to pro-

vide packet evaluation mechanisms which build the second task. The received

information is then used to update the local routing table orthe next hop list.

Maintaining a valid topology by evaluating incoming routing information is the

third task which has to be performed by every routing protocol. In the case that a

node has no information how to reach a certain destination, it has to query other

nodes which is typically done by broadcasting a request in the network. The dis-

semination of routing information - the fourth task - is veryenergy consuming

due to the high node density in WSNs. Thus, a large number of strategies [76,92]

were developed to increase the efficiency of dissemination by using intelligent

forwarding of routing messages.

3.2.1 Forwarding

The forwarding of data packets is a mandatory task in multi-hop wireless net-

works. The applied forwarding strategies may distinguish depending on the re-

quirements of the network. Due to the large number of different forwarding tech-

niques, only a short overview of the most popular ones is given. A very practi-

cal strategy is to divide the network into active and passivenodes as introduced

in [10]. Passive nodes do neither forward routing messages nor data packets.

Thus, the active nodes build the backbone of the networks. Active nodes are usu-

ally less constraint in terms of energy, memory, and computational power.

The forwarding itself can be either based on local information or on informa-

tion which is stored in the packet [66]. Local information comes with a slight
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advantage in mobile networks where frequent topology changes occur as a con-

sequence of the link breaks. Information about the state of local links is in gen-

eral more up-to-date than the information of distant ones. For this reason, local

decision-based forwarding usually represents the better choice. However, it pre-

vents the originating node from choosing a desired route, e.g. the avoidance of

certain nodes or a particular area.

3.2.2 Processing

Processing describes how incoming routing messages are evaluated by a proto-

col. Note that the way a routing protocol evaluates incominginformation has a

large impact on its performance. First of all, routing protocols can be divided

into two groups. The first group is represented by protocols which only evaluate

routing messages which are directly addressed for the corresponding node. This

kind of protocols are mainly used in duty-cycled WSNs since nodes sleep most of

the time and will thus unlikely receive routing messages which are dedicated for

other nodes. In addition, these nodes are usually very limited in terms of energy

and computational power. Therefore, the network will not beable to take signif-

icant advantage from overheard traffic. Nonetheless, setting the MAC protocol

to promiscuous mode becomes an interesting choice as soon asthe nodes have

sufficient energy resources and computational power. Thus,the second group is

represented by protocols which take advantage from overheard traffic [9]. The

evaluation of packets which are not dedicated for this node,may be used to up-

date the information in the routing table. Due to the fact that traffic in WSNs is

typically aggregated on its way towards the sink, it is a goodidea to use this traf-

fic to quickly build up routing information. One of the first protocols which takes

advantage from overheard traffic is represented by the Dynamic Source Routing

(DSR) protocol [66, 70]. During the development of the simulation which was

used to compare reactive and proactive protocols [8], we found out that even the

performance of proactive protocols, like the Open Link State Routing (OLSR)

protocol [67], can be improved by taking advantage from overheard traffic.
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3.2.3 Topology

Establishing a valid topology becomes a very challenging task in sensor networks

due to the fact that the links are highly unreliable [13–16].As a consequence of

the frequent link breaks caused by node failures, interference or mobility, the

protocols have to provide mechanisms to quickly detect these topology changes.

Otherwise, the end-to-end connectivity cannot be assured especially in the case

that the destination is several hops away from the source. Most protocols use fre-

quent probing [67] to minimize the time to detect topology changes. However,

the frequent transmission of routing messages increases the overhead of the pro-

tocol which might even lead to congestion. Thus, the routingmessage interval

has to be chosen with respect to the estimated link duration time [112] and the

available bandwidth.

3.2.4 Dissemination of Routing Information

The dissemination of routing information represents the most critical task for

routing protocols since it directly affects the performance of the protocol in re-

spect to reliability and routing overhead. In case of an ideal dissemination [76],

all nodes in the network exchange data along shortest-path routes. Furthermore,

the nodes receive each piece of distinct data only once. Thus, the nodes do not

waste energy in terms of unnecessary retransmission and reception of packets.

Different kinds of strategies [92] can be applied to disseminate the information

depending on the network structure, the node density, the network size, and the

link reliability. In the following, several popular strategies are described in more

detail.

Flooding

Many routing protocols for WSNs still use ordinary flooding of informa-

tion due to simplicity reasons. Dissemination strategies,like Multi-point Relay

(MPR) [113] and network coding [114], are too complex to be frequently com-

puted on sensor hardware. Note that these algorithms scale with the node density
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which is often very high in WSNs in order to compensate node failures and unre-

liably links. Nonetheless, flooding represents the worst solution as a consequence

of the large amount of generated overhead. Moreover, simpleflooding often leads

to temporary contention in WSNs even if the duplicate transmission of informa-

tion is prevented. The bandwidth of low-power transceiversmakes flooding only

applicable in small or middle size sensor networks with weakenergy constraints.

The high number of retransmissions assures that all nodes inthe network receive

the corresponding information.

Gossiping

Another way to disseminate routing information is represented by gossiping

[75, 115] which is a probabilistic-based dissemination scheme. The difference

between gossiping and flooding is that nodes retransmit routing messages only

with a certain probability. Haas et al. [115] have shown thata retransmission

probability of 60 to 80 percent is sufficient in most networksto successfully dis-

seminate routing information among all nodes. Thus, gossiping is more efficient

than ordinary flooding since it requires fewer retransmissions. Nevertheless, gos-

siping should be only considered as dissemination strategyif the node density

is very high or if the topology is known in advance. Otherwise, there is a high

probability that some nodes in the network may not receive all routing messages.

MPR-based Approach

A very efficient approach to disseminate routing information is used by OLSR

[113]. The protocol uses a MPR-based approach to specify theforwarding nodes.

A MPR node is a node which is selected by one of its one hop neighbors (MPR

selector) to forward all received broadcast messages from this neighbor. The ba-

sic idea of the MPR-based approach is to select/calculate a minimum subset of

one hop neighbors such that all two hop neighbors receive a routing message if it

is forwarded by the minimum subset of one hop neighbor nodes.A comparison

of the pure flooding and the MPR-based approach is shown in Fig. 3.2. The figure

indicates that the approach is much more efficient than pure flooding. However,
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(a) Pure Flooding - 24 Retransmissions (b) MPR - 12 Retransmissions

Figure 3.2:Example - Flooding vs. MPR-based Forwarding

the MPR-based approach comes with some drawbacks. First of all it requires

precise knowledge of the one and two hop neighborhood. Thus,it requires the

frequent exchange of short range routing messages, e.g. hello messages. More-

over, links in WSNs are usually less stable and reliable thanlinks in mesh or ad

hoc networks [13] due to the low transmission power and the low gain of the chip

antennas. Therefore, a certain number of redundant transmissions are required to

assure that all nodes in the network receive the corresponding message. A MPR-

based approach is not able to fulfill the task of information dissemination in the

case of lossy and unstable links.

Other

There exists a large number of other dissemination schemes besides the ones

which were discussed in the three previous paragraphs. Mostof them are based

on the knowledge of the one hop neighborhood. A very simple scheme is rep-

resented by flooding with self-pruning [116]. In this scheme, nodes periodically

transmit hello messages which contain a list of all neighbornodes. Neighbors
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which receive the hello message only forward it if they reachadditional nodes.

Dominant pruning represents another popular neighbor-knowledge based

strategy. It uses the greedy set cover algorithm which represents an heuristic of

the MPR set calculation. Nodes periodically transmit routing messages which

contain a list of their neighbors and another list (subset) of neighbors which are

selected to forward the message. The forwarding nodes are chosen according to

the greedy set cover algorithm. The algorithm recursively choses one hop neigh-

bors which cover the most two hop neighbors.

Location-based dissemination schemes are also a very practical solution if po-

sition information is available. Ni et al. [75] introduced an approach where for-

warding nodes are selected depending on the additional coverage area. A thresh-

old is used to minimize the number of retransmissions. However, the approach

tends to use high distance links which are usually less reliable [14]. Thus, ac-

knowledgment mechanisms should be applied if this scheme isused.

3.3 Routing Metrics

Routing protocols try to establish and maintain optimized paths between the

nodes in the network. The routes are optimized according to the used routing met-

ric. The number of applied routing metrics is almost endless[117] since metrics

are also often combined in order to meet the requirements of acertain application.

3.3.1 Classification of Routing Metrics

In the beginning of digital communication routes were optimized with respect to

the number of hops. The hop count metric is still popular in nowadays networks

due to its simplicity and due to the fact that it is supported by the Internet Protocol

(IP). However, links between nodes in the network usually distinguish in band-

width, delay, reliability or other characteristics of interest. Most of these metrics

cannot be described by discrete values. Thus, state-of-the-art routing protocols

mainly use continuous metrics to optimize the routes in the network. Further-
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more, the majority of routing protocols which are designed for wireless networks

combine several metrics in order to find a trade-off between different character-

istics.

Discrete

As mentioned in the previous paragraph, discrete routing metrics are used to de-

scribe countable characteristics, e.g. hop count or numberof neighbors. Thus,

they are very limited in reflecting the quality of a link. For this reason, many

routes in the network may have the same costs, especially in dense networks,

even if the routes distinguish significantly in their performance. This can lead to

a low network performance or congestion on a certain path since the metric does

not take delay, reliability or available bandwidth into account. Moreover, con-

tinuous metrics like remaining energy can only be roughly described by discrete

metrics. For this reason, discrete metrics are only appliedin small WSNs where

nodes are very limited in computational power. Note that even a simple hop count

based metric may achieve a better performance than complex link quality metrics

in wireless networks as shown in [118].

Continuous

Continuous routing metrics are very common in wireless meshnetworks due

to the fact that they are less restricted in hardware and bandwidth limitations.

Therefore, mesh nodes are able consider more complex metrics, like the expected

number of retransmissions or the interference along a certain route. Continuous

routing metrics are also discrete from a mathematical pointof view due to the

bit-based number representation. They are mainly used to describe uncountable

characteristics, like interference or delay. In addition,continuous metrics can be

based on calculations which use discrete values as input, e.g. the exponential

weighted moving average of the node degree [9].

The latest generation of wireless sensor nodes offers enough computational

power to allow more complex calculations which make continuous routing met-

rics a practical solution for them as well. The four most popular continuous rout-
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ing metrics for WSNs are energy consumption, remaining battery power, reliabil-

ity and delay. Moreover, cross-layer approaches which takethe Signal-to-Noise

Ratio (SNR) and other link quality metrics into account become very popular

nowadays. The increased popularity results from the fact that the link layer func-

tionality which is provided by low-power transceivers has improved a lot during

the last few years.

Combined

Sensor networks are usually designed for a particular application which has spe-

cific requirements on the routing protocol. In addition, typical WSN applications

require an optimization in respect to different characteristics. For this reason,

mathematically combined metrics are used to achieve the desired behavior of

the routing protocol. The metrics are also often weighted differently to create

the desired characteristic. Another possibility is to simply add or multiply differ-

ent metrics. However, the mathematical combination of different metrics should

be only considered if all side-effects of the metric combination are fully under-

stood [117]. Otherwise, there is a big chance that the established routes are far

below the desired optimum [119].

3.3.2 Discussion of Different Routing Metrics

The classification in the previous subsection described thedifferences between

the routing metrics in terms of route differentiation and optimization potential.

The focus of this subsection lies on the characteristic of popular metrics and the

way they affect the topology in a network. Moreover, techniques are introduced

which can be used to deal with the problem of fast changing metrics in order to

establish stable routes.

Delay

Delay represents a fast changing metric which is often combined with discrete

metrics like hop count to allow further route differentiation. The advantage of
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delay-based metrics is that they can be used to balance the load evenly in the

network [120] due to the fact that links with low utilizationforward routing mes-

sages faster than links with higher utilization. As a result, the load is shifted

from links with high traffic load to links with low traffic load. Another advantage

of delay-based metrics is that they can be applied without generating additional

routing overhead since no additional header field is required.

However, due to the fast changing characteristic of the metric, additional fil-

tering mechanisms, e.g. sliding window or weighted moving average, have to be

applied [121]. Otherwise, short-term variations would result in an oscillation of

the routes. The size of the sliding window should be dynamically chosen depend-

ing on the current transmission rate to produce meaningful results.

The problem of filtering mechanisms is that they have to be adjusted to meet

the requirements of the network in terms of link change detection and stability

of established routes [117]. Delay-based metrics should specify a threshold to

minimize too frequent route changes which might have a negative effect on the

throughput of flow oriented transport protocols like TCP. This negative impact on

the TCP throughput was already recognized in the early stages of the Advanced

Research Projects Agency Network (ARPANET) [122].

Reliability

Many routing metrics for WSNs are based on reliability sincehigh reliable links

minimize the number of retransmissions which results in less energy consump-

tion. The reliability of a link usually remains on a certain level without much

variation. However, short temporary changes in the reliability can be caused by

interference of other wireless technologies which use the same frequency spec-

trum. These changes in reliability occur only sporadicallyand over a short time

interval. Thus, they can be compensated by the filtering mechanisms described

in the previous paragraph. The major problem is caused by persistent link breaks

as a result from mobility or node failure. For this reason, the applied filtering

mechanisms have to be configured such that short term changesare compensated

while still maintaining a short reaction time to detect persistent link breaks.
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A routing metric which is widely spread in WSNs is represented by the Ex-

pected Transmission Count (ETX) [123]. The metric reflects the estimated num-

ber of transmissions which are required to assure the successful reception of a

packet transmission over a link. It mainly follows the trendof link reliability and

is thus greatly affected by short term variations. Therefore, it is strongly recom-

mended to take the variance of the ETX metric [124] into account instead of

focusing on the average packet loss ratio.

Energy Consumption

The most complex routing metrics are those which take the energy consumption

into account. Energy consumption can be optimized in many different ways. It

is possible to optimize the energy consumption for a single node, a route or the

whole network. Thus, the metric also has to consider passiveenergy consump-

tion effects caused by the characteristics of the underlying MAC protocol, like

scheduling and overhearing. Overhearing has to be taken seriously since it in-

creases the energy consumption and results in a waste of bandwidth, especially in

high density wireless networks [25]. In the following it is assumed that a CSMA-

based MAC protocol is used due to the fact that they provide a basis for most

MAC protocols.There exist different optimization goals which can be targeted by

energy aware routing metrics.

The majority of the metrics tries to prolong the time until the first node in the

network runs out of energy [90, 120]. However, this kind of metric is not very

practical for two reasons. First of all, the number of nodes in a WSN is typically

chosen such that there are sufficient redundant nodes to compensate single node

failures. Moreover, the nodes around a source or a sink will always be the first

nodes which run out of energy since they receive and forward more traffic than

other nodes in the network. Energy aware routing metrics areonly able to slightly

mitigate the impact of the energy hole problem [125,126]. Furthermore, this kind

of optimization does not necessarily minimize the overall energy consumption.

Another energy aware strategy is to distribute the traffic load evenly in the net-

work by assigning the link costs with respect to the remaining battery power of
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the corresponding node [120]. This approach is similar to the previous one since

the nodes with the lowest remaining energy will be avoided bythe routing proto-

col. Nonetheless, this kind of strategy only performs well if the routing protocol

also considers the energy consumption of the nodes which arewithin the interfer-

ence range of a link. Otherwise, a node which has only a small amount of energy

left will quickly run out of energy in the case that it is surrounded by nodes with

high battery power. Note that the energy consumption of thisnode will remain

high since the surrounding nodes will be selected as forwarding nodes. Consider

a sensor network where nodes use LPL [45] to access the medium. In this case,

the low-energy node will wake up frequently due to ongoing transmissions in

its one hop neighborhood. The dissemination of the energy consumption does

not necessarily result in the minimization of the overall energy consumption [90]

due to the fact that longer routes are taken into account which require more re-

transmissions.

Other metrics try to maximize the time until the network getspartitioned. This

type of metrics require global knowledge of the network in terms of remaining

battery power, location of the nodes, interference range, transmission range, char-

acteristics of the underlying mac protocol and the likely traffic pattern. It easily

becomes obvious that such a metric can only be approximated since it is far too

complex to be calculated by low-power sensor nodes [127].

Hop Count

The hop count metric represents the simplest of all routing metrics. It is applied

by large number of popular routing protocols [65–67, 77] notonly due to sim-

plicity reasons. Surprisingly the simple hop count metric may outperform com-

plex link quality metrics in a large number of scenarios since it is not affected

by minor link quality changes. Thus, the metric generates a more stable topology

which may improve the throughput of flow oriented transport protocols. However,

the performance strongly depends on the topology, the underlying MAC proto-

col, the traffic patterns and the mechanisms provided by the routing protocol.

In [15] it was shown that Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector (DSDV) [77]
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routing takes a large benefit from ETX metrics while Dynamic Source Routing

(DSR) [66] is only slightly improved. Their results are based on scenarios where

nodes transmit small datagrams over a short period of time. Nonetheless, ETX-

based metrics perform better [118] as soon as the duration ofthe traffic flows in-

creases. Moreover, hop count based metrics tend to use long distance links which

are often less reliable [14]. In addition, these metrics do not consider delay and

packet loss. As a result, hop count based metrics will try to route traffic through

a bottleneck if it represents the shortest path to the destination.

Node Speed

Node speed is one of the less investigated routing metrics due to the fact that

nodes are in general not able to measure their speed. However, the link dura-

tion time is mainly affected by the speed of the nodes in the network [112]. The

link duration time specifies the duration from the point in time when the link was

established until it breaks as a consequence of the node movement. A routing pro-

tocol which is designed for mobile networks should considerthe current speed

of a node since it is usually correlated with the number of topology changes. The

performance of mobile wireless networks can be improved if fix or slow moving

nodes build a backbone for fast moving nodes since they are able to establish a

more stable topology. In [9] it was shown that it is possible to reduce the end-to-

end packet loss of AODV by approximately 15 percent if the forwarding nodes

are chosen in respect to their absolute speed. Furthermore,the results pointed out

that even a simple estimation of the relative node speed is able to significantly

improve the reliability in the network. A detailed description of this approach

is given in Section 3.5 since it is part of the extended functionality of the SBR

protocol.

3.4 Survey on Routing Protocols

In this section a short survey of five popular routing protocols which follow com-

pletely different strategies is given. The protocols were selected such that they
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cover almost the whole spectrum of the presented routing taxonomy. The basic

mechanisms of the protocols are adopted or used in a slightlymodified version

by a large number of routing protocols for wireless mesh, ad hoc and sensor net-

works. Some of the presented protocols were originally designed for wireless

mesh and ad hoc networks. However, it was shown in [128] that these protocols

outperform their sensor-specific counterparts in typical WSN scenarios.

3.4.1 Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector

AODV [65] is a reactive routing protocol which means that it only tries to estab-

lish end-to-end routes on demand. Such behavior is very useful in networks with

a very low traffic load to keep the routing overhead on a low level. The disad-

vantage of this strategy is that routes have to be established before data can be

transmitted. Therefore, reactive routing protocols have ahigher end-to-end delay

than proactive protocols which maintain end-to-end routeseven in the absence of

data traffic. Nevertheless, the maintaining of fresh routesresults in a large amount

of routing overhead. To keep things short only the basic mechanisms and routing

messages of AODV are introduced in this thesis.

Route Requests

Route Request (RREQ) are sent out by nodes to establish a route to a destina-

tion. The requests are broadcasted in the network and contain a unique sequence

number to allow differentiation. In addition, a hop count field is part of each re-

quest to prevent infinite retransmissions. Nodes that receive a request for the first

time or with a smaller hop count and do not have a valid route tothe destination

rebroadcast the request. The forwarding node updates its routing table before

broadcasting the request. The node from which the RREQ was received repre-

sents the next hop towards the originator of the request. A receiving node keeps

track of previously received requests to distinguish new requests from retrans-

missions. If a destination node recognizes its address in a new received RREQ, it

answers the request with a Route Reply (RREP).
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Route Replies

RREPs are transmitted by the destination of the RREQ and usually follow the re-

verse path of the RREQ back to the originator of the request. The RREP also has

a hop count field to prevent its infinite retransmission. Intermediate nodes only

forward the reply if they have received the reply for the firsttime and know of

a valid route to the destination. Thus, the path of the RREQ and the RREP may

distinguish in case of unidirectional links or asymmetric link speeds as indicated

by Fig. 3.3. Furthermore, the reply is broadcasted if the hopcount in the received

Source

Destination

Intermediate Node

Shortest Route

Alternative Route

Route Request Route Reply

Figure 3.3:AODV - Dissemination of Routing Messages

reply is smaller than the hop count of the shortest known route to the originator

of the reply. Recall that the data source is the originator ofthe RREQ and the

destination of the RREP whereas the data sink is the destination of the RREQ

and the originator of the RREP.
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Intermediate Route Replies

Intermediate nodes are also allowed to answer a RREQ directly with an interme-

diate route reply if they have a valid route to the destination. Intermediate replies

help to minimize the routing overhead since the retransmission of RREQ is re-

duced in a significant way. The node places its distance in number of hops to the

destination in the hop count field of the intermediate reply before it retransmits

the message.

Route Validity Time

The AODV protocol uses timers to specify the validity time ofroutes and links.

All replies contain a lifetime field to indicate to other nodes how long the route

should be considered valid. In addition, each valid route has an active route time

out. If no data packet is transmitted via this route for the duration of the active

route time out, the route is removed since the node assumes that the route is not

further needed.

End-to-End Route Selection

The protocol uses the sequence number in routing messages todifferentiate the

freshness of the received information. The second value forend-to-end route se-

lection is represented by the number of hops. AODV discards valid RREPs if the

number of hops is larger or equal than the current used route.Thus, AODV al-

ways uses the shortest end-to-end route for data transmission. In general, more

than one shortest path is available in a network. Therefore,the chosen next hop

is the one through which the first shortest path RREP is received. For this reason,

the topology can be slightly modified if the node delays the forwarding of hello

messages [120].

3.4.2 Dynamic Source Routing

The DSR protocol [66,70] adopts many mechanisms from AODV. The route es-

tablishment procedure is very similar in the way that it usesRREQ and RREP
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messages. The difference to AODV is that a forwarding node appends its address

to the routing message in order to provide the destination with the full knowl-

edge of the path between the source and the destination. In addition, the protocol

makes use of a large number of mechanisms to improve the performance of the

protocol. Instead of using frequent transmission of routing messages, nodes may

use passive acknowledgments [66,129] to detect link breaks. Thus, nodes listen to

the medium after they have forwarded a routing message. The nodes may be able

to hear the transmission of the next hop. If a node does not hear the forwarding

of the message within a certain period of time it assumes thatthe link to the next

hop is broken. Another mechanism which is used by DSR to improve its perfor-

mance is to piggyback small packets to RREQs. This mechanismmay increase

the throughput in a significant way if the piggybacked packetis an initial syn-

chronization packet opening a TCP connection [130]. Furthermore, DSR takes

advantage from using the promiscuous mode of the underlyingMAC protocol.

Thus, the protocol uses overheard routing messages to update the information in

the routing table. Additional mechanisms have been added tothe final version of

the protocol [66]. However, they are not addressed here since they are out of the

scope of this monograph.

3.4.3 Open Link State Routing

OLSR [67] represents one of the most popular proactive link state routing pro-

tocols. It was originally designed to meet the requirementsof large and dense

mobile ad hoc networks with multiple sources and sinks. However, the protocol

can be configured and modified such that it also becomes an interesting solu-

tion for WSNs [86]. In the following, the focus lies on the basic version of the

protocol.

The protocol uses two types of messages to disseminate the routing informa-

tion in the network. Hello messages are used by a node to exchange informa-

tion about its one hop neighborhood with its neighbors. The messages are not

forwarded since they are only designed to update and exchange local link in-
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formation. Note that the neighbors of a node are not necessarily able to directly

communicate with each other due to asymmetric transmissionrange [16]. Thus, a

node may use the information which is contained within a received hello message

to update its two hop neighborhood.

In addition, the protocol uses periodic topology control messages which con-

tain a list of nodes which have selected the originator of themessage as MPR

node. Topology control messages are only forwarded by MPR nodes which sig-

nificantly minimizes the routing overhead compared to ordinary flooding espe-

cially in dense networks as discussed in Section 3.2.4.

The route to a destination is calculated by each node individually by using

the information which is received via the topology control messages. For this

reason, the protocol requires a large amount of memory and a high computational

power in case of a large network size. As a consequence, the protocol can only be

applied to small or middle size WSNs due to the routing table explosion problem.

OLSR uses validity and expiration timers for neighbor and topology entries

which are used to calculate the routes. The timers have to be adapted in re-

spect to the mobility of the nodes and the net diameter. If toolong time intervals

are used in a highly mobile network, the protocol is not able to detect topology

changes quickly enough. Thus, the nodes disseminate already outdated informa-

tion. Moreover, the dissemination of topology control messages becomes ineffi-

cient if the MPR set is not calculated correctly due to outdated information. As a

result, the outdated information might even lead to a total collapse of the network

since a different topology is assumed.

3.4.4 Directed Diffusion

Directed-Diffusion [72,131] is a data-centric routing paradigm which is adopted

by a large number of routing protocols [4,88,90]. A data sinkperiodically broad-

casts interest messages. These messages hold the description of a sensing task

which can be performed by the network. The interest messagesare evaluated and

forwarded by the nodes. Furthermore, the nodes set up gradients in the direction
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from which the messages were received. The sensed data is then routed along

the gradients. As a result, it is possible to aggregate data and interests along the

routes towards the sink. Due to the periodic broadcasting ofinterest messages,

the protocol is able to discover new routes and link breaks between the source

and the sink. The following two paragraphs describe the Gradient Based Routing

(GBR) [90] protocol and the Minimum Cost Forwarding Algorithm (MCFA) [88]

in more detail which apply mechanisms similar to Directed Diffusion.

Gradient Based Routing

GBR [90] applies almost the same strategy as Directed Diffusion. Thus, a data

sink broadcasts messages which are forwarded by the other nodes. A broadcast

message contains a hop count field to indicate the distance tothe sink. Each time

the message is forwarded by a node, the hop count field is increased by one.

Therefore, a node simply uses the neighbor with the lowest height as next hop if

a message has to be forwarded to the sink.

Moreover, the authors of the GBR protocol introduced three different strate-

gies besides the standard version to optimize the chosen routes. The first scheme

is called stochastic-scheme. Due to the fact that the GBR only uses hop count

as routing metric there usually exists a large number of routes with equal length.

For this reason, they propose to randomly choose one of the shortest paths to dis-

tribute the traffic load. The energy-based scheme represents the second scheme

which takes the remaining energy of a node into account. If the energy level of

a node drops below 50 percent it increases its height in orderto minimize the

probability of being chosen as next hop by one of its neighbornodes. The third

scheme is stream-based. A node which is part of a data stream tells its neighbors

- except the one from which it receives the stream - that its height has increased.

Thus, it becomes less attractive for the other nodes to forward their data.

Minimum Cost Forwarding Algorithm

The MCFA [88] sets up gradients similar to the GBR protocol. Furthermore,

the sink broadcasts messages which contain a cost field instead of a hop count
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field. The cost field can hold any information, e.g. hop count,energy consump-

tion or delay. A variable cost field represents a more flexiblemetric compared

to the static hop count metric which is used by GBR. The idea ofthe MCFA is

that messages are only processed and forwarded according tothe value which is

stored in the cost field. Therefore, it does not require any addressing of the nodes.

Each node has only to maintain the minimum cost towards the sink in order to

know through which neighbor it can reach the sink. A node onlyretransmits a

broadcast message if the cost field in the message holds a value which is lower

than the minimum cost value. Moreover, it increases the value in the cost field

by its own costs before the message is forwarded. Thus, all nodes have to set

their costs to infinity during the initialization of the network. It is obvious that

this forwarding strategy will result in a massive broadcaststorm since a node will

frequently receive broadcast messages with a cost field which is lower than the

current minimum cost value. For this reason, a node delays the forwarding of the

message by a time which is proportional to the optimal costs including the costs

of the node itself. This mechanism reduces the routing overhead in a significant

way and makes MCFA a practical solution to sensor networks where nodes have

low computational power and a low amount of memory. The idea of delayed for-

warding is adopted by several routing protocols [10, 120] since it can be used to

modify the topology as shown in Subsection 3.5.5.

3.4.5 Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy

Flat routing protocols run into scalability problems [132]if the network size be-

comes too large. First of all, the routing table explosion limits the number of

nodes which are supported by a protocol. In addition, the dissemination of routing

information becomes very expensive in terms of energy consumption and routing

overhead. Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) [36] addresses

the problem of scalability by using a clustering mechanism.A static cluster algo-

rithm will results in a short lifetime of the cluster head nodes since they have to

aggregate and forward traffic of the nodes which are within their cluster. There-
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fore, the authors of LEACH propose a randomized rotation of the local cluster

heads in order to disseminate the energy consumption equally among the nodes

in the network. The protocol uses two phases to setup the network. During the

first phase a node which decides to become a cluster head exchanges advertise-

ment messages with its neighbors. The decision is performedin a probabilistic

way. Thus, nodes become a cluster head for one round with a pre-defined proba-

bility. This probability has to be chosen with respect to thenode density such that

the number of cluster heads is always close to the optimum. During the second

phase, the cluster heads assign a TDMA scheduling to their nodes and setup the

network topology. As a consequence of the data aggregation and the clustering,

the LEACH routing protocol is able to significantly increasethe lifetime of the

network compared to the majority of flat routing protocols.

3.4.6 Multipath Multi-Speed Protocol

The Multipath Multi-Speed Protocol (MMSPEED) [97] routingprotocol is one

of the few routing protocols for WSNs which try to guarantee QoS with respect

to reliability and delay. It is based on mechanisms providedby the SPEED [96]

protocol which forwards data packets depending on the virtual speed of a link.

The virtual speed can be regarded as the physical speed of a data packet in the

direction to the destination. Therefore, the protocol requires knowledge of the

position of the nodes and the delay of the link towards the next hop. The virtual

speed is calculated by the fraction of the change of the distance to the destination

and the link delay. An intermediate node only forwards a packet if the virtual

speed of a link to one of its neighbors is higher than the minimum speed which

is required by the packet. Otherwise, if the node does not know any link which

meets the requirements it drops the packet. Thus, the protocol guarantees that

almost all packets which are received by the destination meet the QoS require-

ments. However, dropping packets is not an option if a high reliability is required

by an application. For this reason, the protocol sets up multiple paths towards the

destination in order to improve the probability that one of the paths is fast enough
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to achieve the desired QoS in terms of delay and reliability.Due to the fact that

the reservation of bandwidth is not applicable in WSNs, the protocol creates mul-

tiple speed and reliability layers to minimize the probability that high QoS links

get congested by low priority best effort traffic.

3.5 Statistic-Based Routing Protocol

’Simplicity is prerequisite for reliability.’ Edsger Dijkstra

The SBR protocol was originally designed to meet the requirements of low-power

WSNs. Its primary goals are energy efficiency, low overhead,high reliability and

simplicity. Mechanisms from reactive and proactive protocols [72,78,87,88] were

adopted to build a more flexible protocol while maintaining simplicity and low

protocol overhead.

Edsger Dijkstra’s statement is correct in many ways. Often,the time to find an

optimized configuration is correlated with the complexity of the protocol. More-

over, many features in state-of-the art routing protocols only slightly increase

their performance in rare scenarios. Thus, these features represent unnecessary

complexity since no advantages are achieved in most of the cases. Therefore, the

major focus was laid on simplicity during the design phase ofthe SBR protocol.

The protocol generates reliable end-to-end routes with lowdelay in mobile

multi-hop wireless networks. It can be configured to operatelike a hybrid or a

proactive routing protocol depending on the capabilities and the requirements

of the network. The protocol uses a continuous adaptive metric to balance the

traffic load evenly in the network. Due to the continuous adaptive metric, accept-

able performance is achieved even for non-optimized configurations. Almost any

metric can be applied by the protocol since it uses the metricto calculate a for-

warding delay which allows the modification of the routes in the network. The

advantage of the delay-based approach lies in the fact that it only slightly affects

the topology. Moreover, the protocol is able to detect link breaks and unidirec-

tional links within a short period of time making it an attractive choice for indoor
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and mobile scenarios. The generated overhead mainly depends on the number of

data sinks [8]. Thus, it achieves a high performance in WSNs without generating

a large amount of overhead since the number of (mobile) sinksis usually small.

3.5.1 Basic Functionality

This subsection introduces the basic mechanisms of the SBR protocol starting

with the two different types of routing messages. Furthermore, the route estab-

lishment process in proactive and in hybrid mode are discussed. In addition, the

basic functionality of the routing table is explained by using a small example

topology.

Routing Messages

SBR defines two types of routing messages which are passed to the underlying

MAC and physical layer. Due to the fact that the latest available sensor nodes are

able to support the Internet Protocol [133,134], we focus inthe following on the

implementation of the protocol on top of the IP stack. Hello messages and short

hello messages are transmitted and received via UDP. Thus, the protocol uses

IP addresses to differentiate the nodes in the network. The messages are sent by

using the IP broadcast address. The dissemination of the messages is limited by

using a Time-To-Live value of one which is set in the IP header. However, it is

also possible to use multicast addresses to further limit the flooding.

Route Establishment

The protocol can operate either in proactive or in hybrid mode. In the proactive

mode all nodes in the network periodically transmit hello messages which are

disseminated in the network. A node receiving a hello message, rates the neigh-

bor through which the message was received using a cumulative function. The

cumulative function is discussed in detail in Subsection 3.5.3. The node stores

the calculated value in its routing table. If a node wants to transmit a packet to

a destination in the network it sends the packet to the neighbor with the highest
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routing entry. This neighbor is in the following referred toas best neighbor. The

best neighbor forwarding mechanism was adopted from the Better Approach to

Mobile Ad hoc Networking (BATMAN) protocol [78].

The routing table entries can be interpreted as gradients pointing towards the

destination. A cumulative continuous metric is used to distinguish routes with

equal hop length. Due to the cumulative metric more reliablelinks are preferred

over less reliable links. Packets are forwarded along the reverse route of the hello

messages. Therefore, the used links have to be bidirectional which makes an addi-

tional mechanism necessary to provide end-to-end connectivity if unidirectional

links are present.

In hybrid mode no hello messages are generated in the absenceof data traffic.

Thus, the amount of routing overhead in networks with low data rate and event

triggered communication is significantly reduced. In the case that a node wants

to transmit data packets to another node for which it does notknow a next hop it

starts to send out hello messages which cover the function ofroute requests [65].

Intermediate nodes only forward the message if the message is considered to be

new and received via the best neighbor. These requesting hello messages contain

the address of the destination. If a node recognizes its own address in a hello

message it starts to transmit hello messages by itself whichrepresent the reply of

the destination. The originating node stops the transmission of requesting hello

messages if a hello message from the destination is received. A destination node

stops the transmission of hello messages in the case that it does not receive any

data packet for a duration longer than active route timeout which is set by default

to three times the hello message interval.

Routing Table

The routing table stores values which correspond to the linkquality or any other

metric depending on the used routing entry increase algorithm. The value of a

neighbor is increased each time a new hello message is received via the neigh-

bor. If the entry is increased by one every time a new hello message is received

then the stored value directly corresponds to the number of received hello mes-
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sages. Table 3.1 represents a routing table example of node Bresulting from the

connectivity graph shown in Fig. 3.4.

D

A

E

B

SINK

C

Figure 3.4:Routing Table - Topology Example

Table 3.1:Routing Table Example
Node B Number of Received Hello Messages
Originator A C D E SINK
A 20 - - - -
C - 20 - - -
D 12 20 - 7 -
E - - - 18 -
SINK - 8 - 12 -

The columns represent the neighbors through which new hellomessages are

received. An empty column is the result of the fact that the node is not a neighbor.

Multiple values in a row point out that there exist multiple paths between this

node and the originator of the hello message. Entries on the diagonal from the

upper left to the lower right corner of the table indicate that the corresponding

node is a neighbor. The values in the table reflect the corresponding link quality.

Thus, node B should forward routing messages to node E if it wants to reach the
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sink since it receives more messages from the sink via node E.Thus, the path

B-C-SINK tends to be slower and/or less reliable than B-E-SINK.

Recapitulate the issue that a node which was the best neighbor for a long time

suddenly becomes unreachable. Due to the fact that its routing entry would be

very high compared to the other neighbors, it would take a long time for the for-

mer second best neighbor to become the neighbor with the highest entry. For this

reason, the entries in the routing table are decreased at periodic time intervals to

prevent them from increasing to far. The time interval is in the following referred

to as Decrease Routing Value Interval (DRVI).

The mechanism reduces the time that the protocol requires todetect link

breaks, and thus increases the end-to-end reliability in a significant way in mobile

networks. The idea of using a cumulative routing metric in combination with a

periodic decrease has not yet been applied by any other routing algorithm. Other

protocols try to find a trade-off between a short detection period and a unstable

routes by using a sliding window approach or a weighted moving average algo-

rithm [78,135]. In the next paragraph, a closer look is takenon the change of the

entries during a handover in order to give a better picture ofthe functionality of

the routing table.

3.5.2 Topology Changes

The behavior of the protocol during handover or topology changes is discussed

in this paragraph. In the following the term handover is usedsince it is more

practical for explanation. However, there is no differencebetween handover and

topology changes from the perspective of the routing protocol as long as the

network remains connected after the change.

First, we explain the increase and decrease of the entries inthe routing tables

when a mobile node X passes two fix nodes A and B. The functions which are

used to modify the routing values are called Increase Routing Value Function

(IRVF) and Decrease Routing Value Function (DRVF). To keep things as simple

as possible a constant increase and decrease value of one is assumed.
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Moreover, the DRVI is twice as long as the Hello Message Interval (HMI).

Fig. 3.5 shows the trajectory of node X and the transmission range of node A and

node B. Important points in time are marked by dashed lines. In addition, it is

assumed that no hello messages are lost due to interference and node X moves

with constant speed.

t
start

t
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t
loss

t
0

Node X Path

Figure 3.5:SBR - Handover Example

The behavior of the entries during the handover is shown in Fig. 3.6. Node X

enters the transmission range of node A at timeto resulting in the increase of

the routing value in node A. At timetstart node X can be reached by nodes A

and B. Therefore, the routing entry in node B increases, too.Node X leaves the

communication range of node A at timetloss. As a consequence, hello messages

which are transmitted by node X are only received by node B. Thus, the routing

value stored in node A decreases whereas the value in node B further increases.

No packets can be routed to node X betweentloss andthandover because the

routing value of the corresponding entry is still higher in node A. The protocol

assumes that node A is the node in charge to reach node X until the value in node

B becomes higher. The time period which is needed by the protocol to select the

correct node is referred to as downtime. No packets can be forwarded to node X

during the downtime.
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Figure 3.6:SBR - Linear Routing Value Function

However, linear functions do not represent the best choice because of their

limited capabilities to minimize the downtime [7]. Note that using a higher gra-

dient for the IRVF results in a higher routing value which hasto be decreased

later on by the DRVF. The only possibility to shorten the downtime with linear

functions is to use a higher gradient for the DRVF. In addition, a Maximum Rout-

ing Value (MRV) can be applied to further minimize the downtime. Nevertheless,

the gradients and the MRV have to be selected in respect to theset HMI and the

DRVI. Non-linear functions allow a significant reduction ofthe downtime if they

take the current routing entry value into account. The advantage of a non-linear

routing metric is introduced in Subsection 3.5.3.

3.5.3 Routing Metric

Different strategies can be followed to create a trade-off between short reaction

time and stable routes. Many popular protocols, like the BATMAN [78] protocol,

apply a strategy based on a sliding window to smooth the changes of the routing

values which results in more stable routes. Thus, the size ofthe sliding windows

has to be chosen with respect to the variation of the routing metric in order to
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generate the desired behavior. In addition, the routing values can be weighted

according to their freshness [135] which mitigates the impact of short temporary

changes of the routing values.

The increase and decrease of the values stored in the routingtable offer a way

to manipulate the time which is needed by the protocol to adapt itself to topology

changes. Instead of using a constant increase and decrease value it is also possible

to use functions to estimate the goodness of a path. The following characteristics

are required to shorten the downtime. The gradient of the IRVF should be high

for low values and low for high values. The gradient of the DRVF should be high

for high values and low for low values. In addition, the chosen IRVF has to be

asymptotic. Otherwise, a MRV has to be set to limit the routing entry values. Eqn.

3.1 and Eqn. 3.2 are used to increase and decrease the routingentries.

In+1 = 2In +
4

I2n + 1
I0 = 1, (3.1)

Dn+1 =
Dn

2
. (3.2)

The DRVF is usually directly called after the IRVF due to the fact that the

DRVI and the HMI are typically set to the same value by default. Thus, the value

of an entry asymptotically increases over time if no hello message is lost or faster

received through a different neighbor. The used functions have the advantage that

new entries increase quickly while entries of links, which break or become unre-

liable, slowly fade out of the routing table. This behavior decreases the downtime

as shown in Fig. 3.7. By comparing Fig. 3.6 with Fig. 3.7, it becomes obvious that

the progressive function provides a better performance than the linear function.

The following assumptions are made for the example in order to give a better

impression of the characteristics of the functions. The HMIand the DRVI are

set to the same duration. The increase is directly followed by the decrease. Hello

messages are independently lost and the distribution is chosen such that three

percent of the hello messages are discarded. Thus, the decrease function is called

slightly more often than the increase function. A typical development of the value
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Figure 3.7:SBR - Progressive Routing Value Function

within a routing entry is shown in Fig. 3.8. The decrease of the values are the

result of lost hello messages. Therefore, the decrease function is called two times

after another which decreases the value of the routing entry. The figure indicates

that the routing entry recovers quickly after a hello message loss. Moreover, the

decrease functions assures that the routing entry value hasan asymptotic behavior

if no hello message is lost. This behavior is essential to minimize the reaction time

of the protocol to detect link breaks since it prevents routing entry values from

increasing too high.

3.5.4 Extended Functionality

Extended functionality was added to the protocol to improveits performance in

large dense wireless networks where the probability that links have asymmetric

quality increases due to higher interference. Overhead represents another serious

issue in these networks since the available bandwidth has tobe shared among a

large number of competitors. Therefore, a passive mode was added to the proto-

col which is also discussed in this subsection.
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Figure 3.8:Snapshot of the Routing Value Function

Unidirectional Links

Short Hello Message (SHM)s are used by the protocol to detectunidirectional

links. These messages are similar to ordinary hello messages. The major differ-

ence is represented by the TTL value which is set to two. As a consequence, one

hop neighbors forward the message whereas two hop neighborsdiscard the mes-

sage because of the TTL value. The link to a neighbor is assumed to be bidirec-

tional if the originating node recognizes that the neighborforwards its hello mes-

sages. Thus, SBR takes advantage from passive acknowledgments which have to

be supported by the underlying MAC protocol.

The idea of passive acknowledgments was already introducedin [129] and

is still used by routing protocols like DSR [66]. The authorsof the BATMAN

protocol [78] plan to integrate an advanced passive acknowledgment mechanism

in the next version of their protocol. The idea of their mechanism is to count

the rebroadcasts of a nodes own broadcasts in order to calculate the echo quality.

The echo quality to a certain neighbor is given by the fraction of the number of its

own broadcasts and the number of rebroadcasts by the neighbor. In the case that

the neighbor periodically broadcasts messages, it is even possible to calculate the
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transmission quality. The transmission quality represents the probability that a

packet from the originator is successfully received by the neighbor.

This strategy can only be applied if all or at least the majority of the nodes in

the network are periodically broadcasting routing messages. In WSNs, the num-

ber of data sinks is usually very small compared to the numberof sensor nodes.

Moreover, the broadcast frequency which can be used is much lower compared

to high data-rate wireless networks. Thus, the advanced passive acknowledgment

mechanism is not practical for WSNs since the broadcast frequency is usually too

low to estimate the current link quality.

Therefore, the SBR protocol relies on the basic passive acknowledgment ap-

proach to detect whether a link to a neighbor is unidirectional or bidirectional. If

no routing message of a node is forwarded by one of its neighbor for a certain in-

terval, the link to this neighbor is marked as unidirectional. The interval duration

has to be chosen with respect to the HMI and the Short Hello Message Interval

(SHMI). Hello messages which are received via a unidirectional marked link are

discarded without further evaluation. The support of unidirectional links must be

turned off in the case that the MAC protocol does not support working in promis-

cuous mode. The usage of SHMs is still recommended in mobile networks since

it minimizes the time to detect link breaks. The idea of usingfrequent routing

message transmissions for short range topology change detection was inspired

by previous work from other researchers [86,87,136]. The authors of [136] intro-

duced a mechanism which sends routing messages depending onthe nodes mo-

bility rate. Another interesting approach was presented in[87] where the authors

adapt the routing message frequency depending on the distance to the destination.

Passive Nodes

In dense large networks where nodes are very limited in theircapabilities due to

energy limitation and low data rate of the wireless interface, most of the nodes

can be set to passive mode to improve the performance. Passive nodes distinguish

from ordinary nodes as they do not contribute in the forwarding of routing mes-

sages. The consequence of this passive behavior is that other nodes do not choose
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these nodes to forward any data traffic. However, even passive nodes broadcast

hello messages in proactive mode to enable other nodes to send them data pack-

ets. Passive nodes have to be selected such that the network is still connected.

The active nodes build then a backbone which can be used by allnodes in the net-

work. The idea of using passive nodes is inspired by previouswork [29,30,115]

of other researchers. They have shown that it is not necessary that all nodes in a

dense network participate in the dissemination of routing information in order to

reach almost every node in a network.

3.5.5 Delay-based Approach

Routing protocols which use discrete routing metrics, e.g.number of neighbors

or hop count, have the problem that the routing metric is not precise enough to

clearly identify a single best route towards the destination. This fact may lead to

problems in dense networks where there exist a large number of shortest paths

between two nodes in the grid. Most protocols choose the firstroute which is es-

tablished in order to distinguish between paths with equal costs. Another strategy

is to randomly choose one of the best routes to distribute thetraffic load evenly

in the network [90]. However, in the case that the protocol relies on the first es-

tablished route, the topology can be slightly modified by delayed forwarding of

routing messages [9, 88, 120]. The forwarding delay can be used to apply addi-

tional metrics to a routing protocol or to optimize the forwarding process [88].

The advantage of the approach is that it can be integrated in most protocols with-

out the need of major changes. In the following paragraphs, adelay-based ap-

proach is introduced which delays the forwarding of routingmessages in respect

to the change of the neighborhood of a node.

Routing Message Forwarding Delay

The packet loss in wireless networks strongly depends on themobility of the

network. The faster the speed of the nodes, the more frequentlink breaks occur

in the network [137]. Therefore many metrics for mobile networks focus on the
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link duration. The link duration represents the duration ofthe time interval during

which two nodes are within transmission range of each other.Previous research

concerned the link change rate [138] as routing metric whileothers used the av-

erage link duration [139] as stability criteria. The authors of [140] showed that

the high average of the link duration results from a small fraction of links which

have a high residual lifetime. Thus, they propose to select the link with the max-

imum expected residual lifetime according to the gathered statistical data. If the

nodes are equipped with a GPS module, it is possible to predict the movement of

the nodes in the near future [141]. They show that the duration of the remaining

connectivity time between two nodes can be estimated if the motion parameters

of two neighbors, e.g. speed, direction, and radio propagation range, are known.

Furthermore, the clocks of the nodes have to be synchronizedto allow a more

accurate estimation.

In general, sensor nodes are not equipped with a GPS module due to the en-

ergy consumption of the module and the additional hardware costs. Moreover,

many WSNs are designed for indoor scenarios where GPS position information

is not available. Therefore, we decided to develop a new approach which neither

requires position information nor clock synchronization.

The idea is to take advantage from nodes with correlated movement since the

relative movement speed is responsible for link breaks [9] rather than the absolute

speed. These nodes should be selected as next hop due to theirmore reliable

links as a consequence of their correlated movement. The problem is to detect

the correlated node movement if no position information is available.

Consider a scenario on a highway in one direction. There willbe some fast

driving cars, some with average speed, and some slow moving trucks. On the one

hand, if there are more trucks on the road than other cars, therouting protocol

should prefer trucks to forward data since their movement isstrongly correlated

resulting in a high link duration time and stable paths. On the other hand, fast

movement cars are also able to build a stable network if they represent the ma-

jority of cars on the highway due to their correlated movement.

Thus, a metric is required which can be used to estimate the current relative
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movement speed of a node. Each node is able to estimate its speed by keeping

track of the presence of its surrounding nodes. A change in its neighborhood

indicates that the node has moved away from the other nodes orone of the other

nodes has moved away from it.

Now consider another highway scenario in which there are only trucks and

one fast driving car. The neighborhood of the fast driving car changes quickly

since trucks frequently enter and leave the coverage area ofthe fast driving car.

The trucks only recognize a single change in their neighborhood when the fast

car enters and leaves their transmission range.

The basic idea is to delay the forwarding of routing messagesdepending on

the change of the neighborhood. More changes in the neighborhood result in a

higher delay of the routing messages. Therefore, the routing protocol chooses

nodes with a lower relative node speed since these nodes forward routing infor-

mation more quickly. It is obvious that a mobile node or a cluster of mobile nodes

with correlated movement may have peaks in their neighborhood change if they

move through certain areas, e.g. crossing of a road or an areaof high node density.

Thus, a mechanism is required to reduce the variation of the metric and make it

robust against short temporary changes. The exponential weighted moving aver-

age algorithm is used to minimize the impact of peaks. The neighborhood change

metric is calculated according to Eqn. 3.3

ǫτ = α · ǫτ−1 + (1− α) ·Xτ , α = 0.9. (3.3)

The chosen smoothing factorα represented the best trade-off between reaction

time and peak suppression in the simulated scenarios.Xτ is the number of

changes in the neighborhood list during the last observation interval. Note that

the number of changes in the neighborhood list reflects the number of detected

link changes in the one hop neighborhood of the node.

Neighborhood Change Detection

Changes in the neighborhood list are counted during each observation interval.
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The counter is increased by one each time a node is added to thelist or removed

from it.

Neighborhood List

The neighborhood list consists of neighbor entries. Each entry stores information

about the neighbor, e.g. time of last contact. If a node receives a packet for an-

other node it checks whether the originator of the packet is in the list. In the case

that the node is not in the list a new entry is created and inserted. Otherwise, the

existing corresponding entry is updated.

Neighbor Expiration Interval

The neighbor expiration interval has to be chosen carefullysince its optimal du-

ration depends on the traffic pattern. Each node keeps track of its surrounding

nodes by periodically transmitting hello messages. To minimize changes in the

neighborhood list if some nodes are temporarily unavailable, the neighbor expi-

ration interval is set by default to four times the duration of the hello message

interval.

Routing Message Forwarding Delay Calculation

The time a node delays the forwarding of a routing message is in the following

referred to as forwarding delay. The delayδ is calculated from the neighborhood

change metricǫ of the last observation interval according to Eqn. 3.4

δ =
∆h

λ
·
(

1− φ

ǫτ + φ

)

. (3.4)

The quotient of the hello message interval∆h andλ represents the maximum

forwarding delay. Thus,λ covers the function of a delay limiter. The second fac-

tor of Eqn. 3.4 is influenced byφ, and is used to divide the maximum forwarding

delay into smaller steps. A smallerφ value increases the delay for a smaller num-

ber of neighbor changes. A defaultφ value of ten is used since it results in a good
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accuracy of differentiation in a large spectrum of neighborhood list changes. The

additional delay has to be chosen according to the net diameter in number of

hops, the underlying medium access layer, and the traffic load of the network. In

most scenarios, an additional delay of several milliseconds is quite sufficient to

modify the topology of the network. The impact on the end-to-end delay of data

traffic is minimized due to the fact that only routing messages are delayed.

Impact of the Delay-based Message Forwarding on AODV and SBR

The OPNET Modeler 14.5 is used to simulate the impact of the delay-based ap-

proach on the end-to-end reliability and the selection of the forwarding nodes

of AODV and SBR with respect to their current relative speed.Instead of us-

ing the OPNET AODV model, the model is implemented as specified in the

RFC3561 [65]. The physical layer is replaced by a disc model which limits the

radio propagation range to 200 meters. Moreover, the signalstrength is calcu-

lated according to a free space model in order to minimize side effects caused

by asymmetric links. However, communication issues like interference are still

considered as long as the corresponding nodes are within theradio propagation

range of each other. Furthermore, the transmission data rate is set to 256 kb/s

which corresponds to the transmission rate of typical low-power transceivers like

the CC2420. The nodes use CSMA as MAC protocol with a simple back-off al-

gorithm. At the beginning of each simulation 100 mobile nodes are randomly

placed on a square of 1000 by 1000 meters.

All nodes move according to a random waypoint model [70] which is de-

scribed in detail in Subsection 4.2.2. The pause time is set to zero seconds to

generate continuous movement. In addition, the minimum node speed is set to

1 m/s which shortens the transient phase of the mobility model. The maximum

node speed is increased from 2 m/s to 20 m/s in steps of 2 m/s to simulate the

performance of the protocols under different node mobilitylevels. In general,

only sinks are mobile in WSNs. However, we have chosen this scenario to eval-

uate the performance of the routing protocols since it is more challenging for the

routing protocols due to the higher number of link breaks. 10nodes in the net-
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Table 3.2:AODV Configuration
Active Route Timeout 1.5 s
Hello Message Interval 0.8 s
Net Diameter 12
Net Traversal Time 1.4 s
Node Traversal Time 0.02 s

Table 3.3:SBR Configuration
Active Route Timeout 3.0 s
Hello Message Interval 4.0 s
Decrease Routing Interval 4.0 s
Short Hello Message Interval 4.0 s
Short Hello Message TTL 1
Hello Message Time-To-Live 12

work select a random destination at the beginning of the simulation. These nodes

generate packets according to an exponential distributionwith a mean value of 2

seconds and a constant packet size of 1024 bits. The packet size is the maximum

packet size of typical low-power transceivers like the CC2420. The traffic model

is started after 300 seconds to minimize the impact of the transient phase of the

random waypoint model.

The duration of the simulations is set to 1400 seconds. Statistics are collected

after 400 seconds to allow the stabilization of the network.The results are cal-

culated from 20 simulation runs with different seeds of the traffic and the mobil-

ity model. All error bars show the 99 percent confidence levelof the collected

statistics whereas histograms represent the average of 20 simulation runs. The

configurations of the routing protocols are shown in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3. In-

stead of using the default configuration of the AODV protocol, we decided to

use an optimized configuration in order to allow a more meaningful comparison.

The default configuration of the AODV protocol uses an activeroute timeout of 3
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seconds and a hello message interval of 1 seconds. These intervals are too long to

provide acceptable performance in mobile networks. Thus, we use a shorter time-

out and a smaller hello message interval to minimize the period of time which is

required by the protocol to detect topology changes. However, the chosen con-

figurations leave enough room for performance improvementsof the end-to-end

reliability of the protocols such that the impact of the delay-based approach can

be investigated.

Three different delay metrics are used to simulate the impact that the delayed

forwarding of routing messages has on the next hop selectionand on the reliabil-

ity. The first metric forwards the routing messages immediately. The second met-

ric calculates the forwarding delay according to the approach presented in this

section and is in the following referred to as Relative SpeedEstimation (RSE)

metric. The forwarding delay of the third metric is chosen with respect to the

current absolute node speed.

The end-to-end reliability of routing protocols is strongly correlated to the

movement pattern of the nodes in the network. For this reason, a closer look is

taken on the absolute speed of the nodes at the time they forward a packet. Fig.

3.9(a) and Fig. 3.9(b) present the normalized histogram of the absolute speed of

the nodes when forwarding a packet. Thus, a sample was collected each time a

node forwards a data packet. The results of both figures show that slow moving

nodes forward more traffic than faster nodes. This behavior is independent of

the protocol and the used metric. The shape of the distribution results from the

node speed distribution which is caused by the random waypoint mobility model

[112]. A detailed description of the random waypoint mobility model and its

characteristic node speed distribution is given in Subsection 4.2.2.

The figures point out that the node speed distribution of the forwarding nodes

can be modified by the delayed forwarding of the routing information. However,

a lower absolute node speed does not necessarily result in a longer link duration

since nodes could still move in opposite directions. If a cluster of nodes move in

the same direction with similar the speed their absolute speed can be neglected

in contrast to their relative speed.
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(a) AODV - Forwarding Node Speed Distribution
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(b) SBR - Forwarding Node Speed Distribution

Figure 3.9:Delay-based Approach - Forwarding Node Speed Distribution

The focus of this subsection lies on the reliability since our test scenarios re-

vealed that the delay of routing messages has no significant impact on the average

end-to-end delay of data packets. Fig. 3.10(a) and Fig. 3.10(b) show the reliability

of the different metrics and protocols depending on the maximum speed.
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(a) AODV - Reliability
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(b) SBR - Reliability

Figure 3.10:Delay-based Approach - Reliability Improvement

The results of Fig. 3.10(a) indicate that the RSE and the absolute speed metric

increase the performance of AODV in the case of more mobile scenarios. The

higher end-to-end reliability results from more stable routes as a consequence of

the longer link duration time. End-to-end reliability describes the probability that

a packet is successfully received by the sink via one or multiple hops.
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Fig. 3.10(b) points out that the SBR protocol achieves the highest end-to-end

reliability if its routing messages are delayed according to the RSE metric which

is in contrast to AODV where the absolute speed metric offered a slightly better

performance than the RSE metric. This effect can be explained as follows. Hello

messages are periodically flooded by the SBR protocol in the network which re-

sults in a higher routing overhead. Thus, the nodes have moreprecise information

of their neighborhood. For this reason, the SBR protocol takes more advantage

from the delayed forwarding of routing messages than AODV.

3.5.6 Simulative Performance Evaluation of the SBR
Protocol

The performance of OLSR, AODV, and the hybrid version of the SBR protocol

are compared in this subsection. OLSR and AODV are implemented as speci-

fied in the corresponding RFCs. The only exception is represented by the valid

time interval of the topology control messages in OLSR whichis decreased to

topology control interval plus hello interval. This changeis necessary in mobile

scenarios to minimize the period of time which is required byOLSR to detect

topology changes. Furthermore, it prevents the propagation of outdated routing

information.

The nodes can transmit data up to 256 kB/s within a radio rangeof 150 meters.

CSMA is used as medium access protocol. 50 mobile nodes are randomly placed

on a square of 1000 x 1000 meters. Thus, the node degree in thisscenario is

smaller than in the previous one in order to minimize the variance of the routing

protocol overhead. The movement is generated by a random waypoint model with

a minimum node speed of 1 m/s to prevent nodes from moving veryslowly for

a long period of time if the next waypoint is far away from the current position.

Furthermore, the nodes do not stop at a waypoint since the pause duration is set

to zero seconds. The maximum speed of the random waypoint model is increased

from 1 m/s to 15 m/s in steps of 2 m/s.
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All nodes generate packets according to an exponential distribution with a

mean value of 10 seconds and a constant packet size of 1024 bits. The higher

mean value of the packet inter-arrival time allows us to simulate the impact of

the inter-arrival time on the network performance. Therefore, we simulate the

performance of the protocols under the same traffic load but with different traffic

patterns.

Due to the short radio range and the high mobility, some nodestemporar-

ily have no neighbors. For this reason, 100 percent end-to-end reliability is not

achievable. Thus, the collected simulation results represent a relative perfor-

mance comparison. If a larger amount of overhead is taken into account, the

protocols can achieve a slightly higher end-to-end reliability.

Nonetheless, the scenario gives a good picture of how much mobility the pro-

tocols can handle. It is obvious that the end-to-end reliability can be increased by

decreasing the flooding intervals of proactive protocols. Therefore, only protocol

configurations are considered where the total amount of generated overhead is on

a reasonable level. The short hello interval and active route timeout of AODV are

necessary to compensate the frequent topology changes. Note that the parameters

serve different purposes in the protocols. Hello messages in AODV and OLSR are

used for neighbor detection and maintaining two hop neighborhood lists whereas

SBR disseminates the messages to spread routing information across the whole

network. The size of the messages is also different. In contrast to AODV and

SBR, OLSR hello messages may become very large in dense networks since

they contain a neighborhood list. The configurations of the routing protocols are

shown in Tables 3.4 to 3.6.

The duration of each simulation run is 1100 seconds. Statistics are collected

after a 100 second transient phase to mitigate the impact of the starting positions

of the nodes. A 100 second transient phase is sufficient for this scenario due to

the fact that the simulation represents a relative performance comparison.

The results are calculated from 20 simulation runs with different seeds of the

mobility model. The seeds of the traffic models are set to constant values to re-

duce the variance of the simulation results and allow a better comparison of the
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Table 3.4:AODV Configuration
Active Route Timeout 0.50 s
Hello Interval 0.25 s
Net Diameter 16
Net Traversal Time 0.35 s
Path Discovery Time 0.70 s
Node Traversal Time 0.02 s

Table 3.5:OLSR Configuration
Hello Interval 2.00 s
Refresh Interval 2.00 s
Duplication Hold Time 5.00 s
Topology Control Interval 4.00 s
Topology Control Expiration 6.00 s
Max Jitter 0.05 s

Table 3.6:SBR Configuration
Active Route Timeout 4.00 s
Hello Message Interval 1.00 s
Decrease Routing Interval 1.00 s
Hello Message Time-To-Live 16
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routing protocols. All error bars show the 99 percent confidence level of the col-

lected statistics.

Scenario A

In Scenario A each of the 50 mobile nodes selects a random destination at the be-

ginning of the simulation. Thus, some nodes receive traffic from more than one

node which results in a short packet inter-arrival time. Theinter-arrival time has a

large impact on the performance of reactive protocols, as soon as the inter-arrival

time is larger than the active route timeout. If no traffic is received for a time span

longer than the active route timeout, the route is marked as inactive. As a result,

the route has to be re-established or locally repaired for the next packet transmis-

sion. Due to the fact that some nodes are not selected as destination they do not

generate routing overhead in reactive and hybrid protocols. The results of Fig.

3.11 show that OLSR achieves the highest end-to-end reliability if the nodes are

moving very slowly. As a consequence, the neighborhood of the nodes changes

slowly, too. For this reason, the entries in the routing table of the SBR protocol

increase to a very high level. Therefore, the time until the values of unreachable
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Figure 3.11:Scenario A - Reliability
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nodes fall behind the values of new neighbors is longer than in more mobile sce-

narios. Thus, the protocol assumes that some nodes are stillreachable because of

their high routing entry. The protocol can be modified such that the entries in the

routing table decrease faster. A more frequent routing table update allows faster

topology change detection in SBR. The routing table update frequency can only

be increased to a certain level depending on the hello message interval. Too fre-

quent updates result in low routing entry values which limits the load-balancing

and multi-path capability of the protocol.

The low end-to-end reliability of AODV results from the active route timeout.

A link break is not detected until the connection to a node along the route ex-

pires. Thus, AODV may try to send traffic to a node for the duration of the active

route timeout without recognizing that this node is not reachable anymore. Ad-

ditionally, AODV has no fall back solution similar to SBR. SBR can select the

former second best next hop as forwarding node if the next hopis unreachable.

In contrast to SBR, AODV tries to re-establish a whole route or locally repair a

broken route.

Fig. 3.12 points out that the routing overhead of AODV and SBRremains on

the same level independent of the maximum node speed whereasthe overhead of

OLSR decreases. However, OLSR generates much more routing overhead than

AODV and SBR in scenarios with low mobility.

Scenario B

The traffic pattern in Scenario B is changed such that a singlenode is randomly

selected by all other nodes as destination at the beginning of the simulation. The

accumulated traffic leads to short packet inter-arrival times at the selected desti-

nation. Fig. 3.13 shows that the end-to-end reliability of the protocols in Scenario

B is similar to the reliability which is achieved in ScenarioA. This behavior is not

surprising since the results in Scenario A represent the average accessibility of

the nodes in the network. The results in Fig. 3.14 point out that the routing over-

head of the SBR protocol is several times smaller than the overhead of AODV

and OLSR while maintaining a high end-to-end reliability inthis scenario. The
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Figure 3.12:Scenario A - Overhead
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Figure 3.13:Scenario B - Reliability

low overhead can be explained as follows. Only data sinks transmit hello mes-

sages in SBR. Thus, the generated overhead directly corresponds to the number

of data sinks which makes the protocol most applicable in networks where the

number of data sinks is small. Another reason for the large difference in routing
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Figure 3.14:Scenario B - Overhead

overhead lies in the fact that all nodes take advantage from the hello messages

which are transmitted by the data sink since they can use the messages to update

their routing table entries.

A closer look at Fig. 3.14 reveals that the overhead generated by AODV in Sce-

nario B is smaller than in Scenario A. Two circumstances are responsible for the

reduced routing overhead. In AODV, each data source has to transmit a RREQ to

gain knowledge of the route to the destination. For this reason, the nodes around

the destination receive and forward route replies which aretransmitted by the

destination. Therefore, they know how to reach the destination and can answer

received RREQs directly with an intermediate route reply instead of forward-

ing the request to the destination. Thus, the flooding of requests is reduced in a

significant way.

Additionally, the nodes in the neighborhood of the destination have to forward

data packets more frequently to the destination than nodes further away from the

destination. Note that each node transmits packets according to an exponential

distribution with a mean value of 10 seconds which is much higher than the cho-

sen active route timeout of AODV. For this reason, less routetimeouts occur in
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the Scenario B since the data traffic accumulates on its way tothe destination. As

a consequence of the accumulated traffic, the nodes around the destination have

recent knowledge about their surrounding nodes. The smaller number of route

timeouts results in a smaller number of route requests whichfurther reduces the

overhead of AODV. The more accurate knowledge of the nodes around the des-

tination minimizes the number of routing messages which areneeded to locally

repair a broken route in this particular area of the network.

The routing overhead generated by OLSR remains on a constantlevel inde-

pendent of the mobility in Scenario B. Furthermore, the overhead is smaller than

in Scenario A. In this case, the different traffic pattern hasa great impact on the

one hop and two hop neighborhood lists of the nodes. The accumulated traffic

allows the nodes which are close to the destination to keep their neighborhood

lists up-to-date by listening to the transmissions of theirsurrounding nodes. Thus,

the nodes are able to calculate their MPR set more precisely which decreases the

number of retransmissions which are necessary to distribute the topology control

messages in the network.

In the previous scenarios, the performance of the SBR protocol was simu-

lated under various levels of mobility. The protocol achieved a high performance

in the simulated scenarios while generating a low amount of routing overhead.

However, we used optimized configurations for all protocolsin order to allow a

meaningful comparison. Some protocols like AODV and OLSR have to be con-

figured very carefully since several parameters depend on each other. As a conse-

quence, most users rely on the default configurations of the protocols which are

optimized for networks with very low mobility. The strengthof the SBR protocol

is its simplicity. The HMI and the DRVI are the two most relevant parameters

to tune the behavior of the protocols. Moreover, the defaultconfiguration pro-

vides a good performance in a large range of scenarios due to the adaptive and

the cumulative characteristics of the routing metric. A corresponding parameter

study is given in Section 4.3 where we simulate the performance of a multimedia

application in a mobile network depending on the HMI of the SBR protocol.
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3.6 Summary

Three different classifications of routing protocols were discussed in this chapter.

It was shown that the protocols can be classified according tothe way they es-

tablish routes, the network structure or the protocol operation. Moreover, a closer

look was taken on the elementary tasks which have to be performed by a routing

protocol. Forwarding, processing, topology establishment and the dissemination

of routing information are identified as the most important tasks. The topology of

a network is always optimized with respect to a certain metric. Routing metrics

may have different characteristics which have to be taken into account. Thus, a

taxonomy of routing metrics was given which classifies the metrics depending

on whether they are discrete, continuous or a combination ofseveral metrics. In

addition, the impact of slow changing and fast changing metrics was outlined.

Furthermore, a brief overview of techniques was given whichmitigate the prob-

lem caused by fast changing metrics. Reactive and proactiverouting protocols

were described in more detail in order to give a better understanding of the dif-

ferent kinds of strategies which can be applied to optimize the performance in a

multi-hop wireless network.

The SBR protocol was introduced which combines reactive andproactive

mechanisms to achieve optimal performance in various situations. The protocol

was originally designed to meet the requirements of low-power WSNs but can be

easily configured such that it achieves a high performance inmobile mesh and

ad hoc networks as well. The applied routing metric is cumulative and has adap-

tive characteristics. Thus, the protocol is able to quicklydetect topology changes

while maintaining stable routes. It can apply any routing metric by deferring

the forwarding of routing messages according to the currentrouting value. This

delay-based mechanism was introduced by giving an example how to improve

the performance in mobile networks by deferring the forwarding of routing mes-

sages with respect to the changes in the neighborhood of a node. Finally, the

performance of the SBR protocol was compared with the performance of the

reactive AODV and the proactive OLSR protocol.
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Routing protocols are often designed to meet the requirements of a certain ap-

plication. Thus, the protocols are optimized to achieve a high performance under

specific conditions, e.g. reliable links, constant bit ratetraffic patterns, and low

mobility. However, it is hard to estimate the performance ofrouting protocols

in advance since their performance is not solely influenced by their configura-

tion. Besides the configuration, the performance is strongly affected by the traffic

pattern, the movement of the nodes, the spatial node distribution, the underlying

MAC and physical layer.

The majority of the protocols show a predictable behavior instandard sce-

narios [128] as long as their configurations are close to the default settings.It is

often assumed that the nodes have no or little mobility. Furthermore, the default

configurations do not consider the available bandwidth of the underlying MAC

protocol. In this case, minor changes to the configuration result in predictable

changes of the protocol performance, e.g. an increase of thehello message inter-

val results in a decrease of the routing overhead.

Detailed knowledge of a routing protocol is required to estimate its perfor-

mance in non-standard scenarios.Mobility becomes a challenging problem for

protocols which try to establish end-to-end connectivity due to the fact that the

network topology changes frequently [112]. Moreover, wireless communication

issues, like unidirectional and unreliable links, have to be taken into account

which also have a great influence on the performance of the protocols [142].
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Performance comparison of different routing protocols in arealistic testbed is

often not possible. Thus, an estimation of their performance is typically given by

analysis or simulation. State-of-the-art routing protocols like DSR or OLSR are

very complex which makes it almost impossible to estimate their performance in

advance.

In addition, side-effects caused by the unreliable wireless communication and

the movement of the nodes can hardly be covered by analysis. Therefore, sim-

ulation represents the first choice to estimate the network performance if mea-

surements in a large testbed under realistic conditions arenot possible.However,

results from stochastic simulations have to be evaluated carefully in order to pro-

duce trustworthy results [143]. The comparison of routing protocols requires a

software or hardware framework which is able to provide the needed functional-

ity to the protocols, e.g. remaining battery power, link quality or position infor-

mation.

In this chapter, a modular simulation framework [5, 11] is introduced which

was used to evaluate and optimize MAC and routing protocols for WSNs. Fur-

thermore, a closer look is taken on common mobility patternsand their impact on

the performance of the network. Moreover, the most important issues of simula-

tive performance evaluation of routing protocols are discussed. Routing protocols

can be optimized in many different ways depending on the characteristics of the

protocols and the corresponding routing metric. Therefore, different optimization

techniques are introduced which can be applied to reactive and proactive proto-

cols. Simulation results should be always validated by measurements - if possible

- in order to proof the correctness of the simulation.

However, a single simulation framework might not provide sufficient func-

tionality. Thus, a simulation framework can be extended by other simulations

to build a larger more realistic co-simulation framework where different simula-

tion tools interact with each other. Another interesting approach is represented

by hardware-in-the-loop simulations which are a trade-offbetween simulations

and testbeds. The different evaluation techniques are described in more detail.

Finally, the chapter is concluded with a summary.
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4.1 Simulation Framework

The performance evaluation of routing protocols represents a challenging task

since their performance is affected by both, higher and lower layers. Thus, the

performance of the protocols has to be simulated in various scenarios with differ-

ent configurations to allow a meaningful performance comparison.

For this reason, a modular framework was implemented in OPNET which con-

sists of several process models. A process model can be regarded as a finite state

machine which has a large number of interfaces to interact with other process

models. A process model typically covers the functionalityof an ISO/OSI layer.

The framework consists of three parts which are responsiblefor different tasks.

The first part is represented by a set of process models which build the commu-

nication stack of each sensor node. This set of process models is supplemented

by a mobility process and a small energy consumption framework. The second

part is responsible for collecting global statistics. The global statistic collection

is implemented by a central process which receives callbacks from other process

models. The third part is represented by process models which offer interface

functionality between OPNET and other simulation tools. Moreover, these pro-

cess models provide gateway functionality between the simulated virtual network

and the real network.

The advantage of this modular framework is that a single module can be ex-

changed without the need of modifying the rest of the framework. Furthermore,

modules which are not needed can be easily removed to speed-up the simulation.

In addition, the framework has interfaces to interact with other simulations in

order to create larger co-simulations. The interfaces alsooffer the possibility to

interact with the real network. Thus, real network traffic can be routed through

the simulated virtual network to get a better picture of the perceived quality.

First, a short introduction to the OPNET Modeler is given in this section. The

introduction is followed by a description of the basic mechanisms of the frame-

work. Moreover, co-simulation and hardware-in-the-loop functionalities are dis-

cussed which are also part of the simulation framework.
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4.1.1 Introduction to the OPNET Modeler

OPNET Modeler is a commercial discrete-event simulator which is optimized for

analyzing and designing communication networks and protocols. The software is

able to simulate the whole ISO/OSI stack including a simplified physical layer.

The standard physical layer uses a free space propagation model [59]. Nonethe-

less, more complex propagation models, e.g. Longley-Rice [144] or Walfish-

Ikegami [145], can be applied which also take terrain information into account.

However, complex propagation models which consider signalpropagation rele-

vant terrain effects, like multi-path and shadowing, slow down the simulation.

For this reason, most simulations use the free space propagation model.

The software uses a hierarchical structure to modify or build a network. The

top level is represented by the network level. On this level it is possible to drag an

drop existing objects, e.g. workstations, routers, switches, and sensor nodes, into

the simulation scenario. Each object is described by a node model which consists

of several process models. A process model is responsible for a certain task and

may interact with other process models. This modular functionality is often used

to build a structure on the node level which reflects the ISO/OSI layers as shown

in Fig. 4.1.

The behavior of a process model is defined by a finite state machine. The finite

state machine consists of one or more states and transitions. Each state is divided

in an enter-state and an exit-state. The enter-state is executed if the finite state

machine enters this state while the exit-state of the current state is executed each

time the process receives an interrupt. Note that the conditions of transitions are

only checked after the execution of the exit-state. Thus, the finite state machine

may only change its state if an interrupt was scheduled for it. A process receives

an interrupt if the simulation event, which is currently executed, points to this

process.

Interrupts are usually triggered by timers or caused by packet arrivals which

are then evaluated in the exit-state of the current state or in the enter-state of the

following state. A transition always points from an exit-state to an enter-state. The
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Code Level

Figure 4.1:OPNET - Levels of Design

functions which are executed inside each state are written in C code which is then

used by the OPNET Modeler to build the simulation. The simulation time does

not advance during the execution of an enter-state or an exit-state. The simulation

time only advances between two consecutive events which is acharacteristic of

discrete-event simulators.

4.1.2 Basic Framework

The basic framework is a library which consists of several process models. The

process models can be combined and configured to simulate wireless nodes. Fig.

4.2 shows a node model which we implemented to compare the performance of

routing protocols in mobile wireless networks [8]. The arrows with the solid lines

indicate the packet flow while the dashed lines represent statistic-wires. Statistic-

wires are used by the OPNET kernel to propagate changes from one module to

another module. State changes of the receiver module radiorx and the transmit-

ter module radiotx are forwarded to the MAC module via statistic-wires. The

receiver and the transmitter are connected to the same antenna pattern which
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Figure 4.2:Basic Framework - Node Model

specifies the antenna gain and the orientation of the antenna. However, it is also

possible to use different antenna patterns for the receiverand transmitter modules.

Furthermore, a node model may have multiple receiver and transmitter modules.

In the following paragraphs the basic modules are describedwhich build the core

functionality of our framework.

Traffic Module

The Traffic Module is based on the OPNET standard traffic generation process,

but has advanced features. The module offers the possibility to generate single

packets and data bursts. Various distribution functions are supported which can

be used to generate the packet inter-arrival time, the burstinter-arrival time, the

packet size and the number of packets per burst.
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In addition, trace files captured by Wireshark1 or tcpdump2 can be used to

replay captured traffic. This feature was used in [11, 12] to generate data pack-

ets according to a previously recorded video trace. Moreover, external network

traffic can be captured and routed through the virtual network as long as the simu-

lation runs in real-time. Simulations which interact with areal network or devices

are referred to as hardware-in-the-loop simulations. Hardware-in-the-loop simu-

lations have several requirements on the simulation software which are discussed

in detail in Subsection 4.1.4.

Application Module

The application module is used to modify the incoming and outgoing data pack-

ets in order to simulate the behavior of different applications, like the buffer of

a video application or data aggregation. In addition, different kinds of retrans-

mission strategies and acknowledgment mechanisms are implemented to deter-

mine which strategy offers the best performance in the simulated scenario. Note

that the traffic pattern has a large impact on the performanceof reactive and

hybrid routing protocols since routes are only establishedand maintained on de-

mand [11]. Thus, it is essential to simulate the behavior of the application layer

to get more accurate results.

Routing Module
The network layer is represented by the routing module. AODV, OLSR, GBR,

MCFA and SBR are currently part of the framework. In fact, AODV and OLSR

are already included in the OPNET Modeler library. However,both were re-

implemented to speed-up the simulation since most of their features, like mul-

tiple gateway support, are not required in most WSN scenarios.

MAC Module

The MAC module is implemented such that typical transceivercharacteristics,

1Wireshark - Network Protocol Analyzer, http://www.wireshark.org/
2tcpdump - Packet Analyzer, http://www.tcpdump.org/
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like the CCA delay [32,50] and the turnaround time [51,146],can be simulated.

Statistic-wires are used to connect the transmitter and thereceiver with the MAC

process model. Thus, the MAC module is informed about their state changes, e.g.

busy radio channel, free radio channel or the end of the current transmission. The

gathered information can also be used to calculate the energy consumption of a

node.

The framework library includes the following MAC protocols, ALOHA,

CSMA, CSMA-TBEBA, BP-MAC, BPS-MAC and X-MAC. However, it ispos-

sible to replace the data link layer and the physical layer ofthe framework with

the OPNET standard models, e.g. to simulate the IEEE 802.11 MAC and physi-

cal layer as shown in [12].

Overhead Module

The overhead module is added to the framework in order to evaluate incoming

and outgoing packets. It generates local routing and MAC overhead statistics. In

addition, the statistics are forwarded to a central node which generates global pro-

tocol overhead statistics. These statistics are forwardedby using an interrupt pro-

cess routine which is provided by the OPNET kernel. The routine enables process

models of different node models to directly communicate with each other [5].

Physical Layer

This paragraph gives a short overview of the radio transceiver pipeline which is

used by the OPNET Modeler [59] to simulate the physical layer. The OPNET

Modeler divides the physical layer into 14 pipeline stages as shown in Fig. 4.3.

A packet is only forwarded to a receiver by the simulation kernel if it has suc-

cessfully passed all pipeline stages. Stage 0 is executed once at the beginning of

the simulation. This stage checks the settings of all receiver and transmitter pairs

within the simulation and determines whether communication between a pair is

possible. This mechanism speeds up the simulation if the nodes transmit on dif-

ferent channels. The transmission delay is calculated onceper transmission since

the nodes may have moved or changed the orientation of their antennas. The link
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Figure 4.3:OPNET Modeler - Physical Layer

closure stage determines whether the terrain or obstacles are blocking the signal

propagation such that no communication between this pair oftransmitter and re-

ceiver is possible. The packet is marked as invalid in the case that it does not pass

the link closure stage. Furthermore, the simulation abortsthe execution of the

pipeline due to the fact that there is no further need to calculate the other stages.

Stage 3 compares the settings of the transceiver and the receiver to classify the

transmission. The transmission is marked with a valid, a noise or an ignore flag

according to the transmission settings. The calculation isaborted if the packet is

marked with an ignore flag due to a channel mismatch. Therefore, the channel

match pipeline stage represents the optimal stage to modifythe simulated signal

propagation.
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A simple disc model can be simulated if the stage sets the flag of former valid

packets to noise if the distance between the receiver antenna and the antenna

of the transmitter is longer than the radius of the disc model. Thus, two nodes

are only able to exchange packets if the distance between them is shorter than

the radius of the disc model. However, the model still considers packets of fur-

ther distant nodes as noise. The disc model provides a simpleway to create the

desired node degree in the simulation [137]. Otherwise, thescenario size and

the transmission power have to be chosen such that the desired node density is

achieved. Moreover, it is possible to reduce the required computational power

of the simulation if the interference range is limited. Packets are marked with

an ignore flag if the distance between the transmitter and thereceiver is longer

than the interference range as shown in Fig. 4.4. Note that the simulation kernel

aborts the execution of the pipeline stage if a packet is marked with an ignore

Figure 4.4:Pipeline Stage - Disc Model
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flag which can be exploited to speed-up the simulation, especially in dense and

large network simulations. The tx antenna gain stage calculates the transmission

gain depending on the antenna pattern and the orientation ofthe antenna towards

the receiver antenna. Stage 5 is responsible for calculating the propagation delay.

The antenna gain of the receiver is calculated in stage 6. Stage 7 returns the re-

ceived power with respect to transmission power, distance between the antennas,

antenna gains, and transmission frequency.

Stages 8 through 12 are called one or several times for a single transmission

depending on the interference of other transmissions. Fig.4.5 shows an example

where two transmissions collide as a consequence of the hidden-node problem.

Receiver 1 and receiver 2 are very close to each other and within the overlap-

Node 1

Node 2

Receiver 1

Receiver 2

time

P1-Part 1 P1-Part 2

P2-Part 1 P2-Part 2

Packet 2

Packet 1

Figure 4.5:OPNET Modeler - Collision example

ping transmission range of node 1 and node 2. Moreover, node 1and node 2 are

not within transmission range. Thus, node 2 is not aware of the ongoing trans-

mission and starts its own transmission which results in a collision at receiver 1

and receiver 2. Therefore, stages 8 through 12 are called twice for both transmis-

sions. The allocated errors for each part are accumulated and stored in the corre-

sponding packet. Finally, the packet is passed to the last pipeline stage which is

responsible for the error correction. The stage determineswhether the packet is

forwarded to the receiver of the destination or discarded bythe simulation kernel.
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Mobility Module

The mobility module describes the movement of a node within the boundaries of

the simulation scenario. Our implementation is based on vectorized movement

which has several advantages since the precision of the nodes positions can be

set in the simulation kernel. The precision of the position information has a great

impact on the computational power which is required by the OPNET Modeler,

especially in large networks where all nodes are mobile. Themobility module

calculates the direction and the speed which is required to get from the current

position to the target position within a certain period of time. The mobility mod-

ule is able to generate movement according to the random waypoint [70], random

walk [147], random direction [148], manhattan [149], and the reference group

mobility model [138]. The characteristics of the mobility models are not further

described in this section since they are introduced in detail in Section 4.2.

Data Sink Module

The data sink module calculates the delay and the jitter of incoming packets.

Moreover, it generates local statistics, e.g. the number ofreceived packets and

the received data rate. The collected statistics are also forwarded to a central

node which generates global statistics.

4.1.3 Co-operative Simulation

Co-simulation is a simulation technique where different simulation tools are run-

ning in a co-operative way. The tools are usually synchronized and are responsi-

ble for the simulation of individual components which are part of a larger simula-

tion. Co-simulation offers a wide range of advantages sincecomplex simulations

can be divided into smaller ones which exchange informationduring the simula-

tion. In addition, it allows distributing the simulation tools on different computers

in order to speed-up the simulation by taking advantage fromhigher computa-

tional power. Moreover, optimized simulation tools can be used to simulate the

individual components regardless of the computing platforms.
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However, the simulation time of the individual tools has to be synchronized

which requires additional software. The most popular synchronization interface

is represented by the High Level Architecture (HLA) IEEE 1516-2000 standard

for modeling and simulation [150]. The synchronization andthe exchange of in-

formation of the individual tools are controlled by the Run Time Infrastructure

(RTI) which is a central component. The participating simulation tools may con-

nect to the RTI via UDP or TCP. Therefore, it is guaranteed that the exchange of

information is platform independent.

The simulation kernel of the OPNET Modeler has an HLA interface which

synchronizes OPNET with the simulation time of the RTI. Furthermore, HLA

messages can be directly mapped to virtual data packets which are sent to pro-

cess models in the OPNET simulation environment. Thus, external simulation

tools can communicate directly with the process models. This mechanism can be

used, e.g. to modify the position and the orientation of the nodes in the OPNET

simulation. The position information can be sent, e.g. froma flight simulator

to a MATLAB simulation, which is also participating in the HLA network. The

MATLAB software then transforms the gathered information into a format which

is supported by the OPNET Modeler and forwards it to the corresponding process

model in the OPNET simulation.

4.1.4 Hardware-In-The-Loop

In general, it is not possible to predict the performance of awireless network in

advance due to the fact that the communication stacks are toocomplex. Analysis

and simulation provide the first step to estimate the networkperformance. An-

other way is to take measurements from a testbed in order to get a better picture

of the impact of the different network characteristics. Nonetheless, testbeds are

usually much smaller than the target network. Thus, they arenot able to cover

all aspects of the target network, e.g. the behavior and the performance of the

network during a broadcast or temporary congestion.

The idea of hardware-in-the-loop simulations is to create avirtual network
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which is able to communicate and to interact with a real network. In the follow-

ing, the term virtual is used to point out that the corresponding packet or object is

part of the software domain while the term real is used to clearly identify an ex-

isting piece of hardware or network. It is possible to generate conditions similar

to those in a large network by extending a small testbed with avirtual network

as shown in Fig. 4.6. The figure shows a standard approach where a node in the
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Figure 4.6:Hardware-In-The-Loop - Testbed Extension

network functions as a gateway in order to connect the hardware domain with the

software domain. The gateway is divided into two parts. The first part is respon-

sible for the communication in the real network. Thus, the real gateway captures

traffic from the real network and forwards it to the virtual gateway. The virtual

gateway is a process within the OPNET simulation which maps each captured

packet to a virtual packet. Moreover, the virtual packet is transmitted in the simu-

lation via the interface node. The sink modules of the virtual nodes are modified

such that they give a feedback to the virtual gateway whetherthe packet was suc-

cessfully received or discarded. The virtual nodes may alsocommunicate with

the real sensor nodes. In this case, the virtual interface node passes the received

virtual packet to the real gateway which creates the corresponding packet and

transmits the packet via the real interface node.
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Network performance is often characterized by standard metrics, like the aver-

age delay and the packet loss rate. However, these metrics donot necessarily rep-

resent the perceived network performance of a user [151], especially in the case

that the received data is further processed. Consider an encoded video transmis-

sion where the loss of packets will lead to decoding errors atthe decoder/player

while delay can cause buffer under-runs. In both cases images are lost at the

player which usually freezes the video. Note that modern video-codecs compress

the original video by encoding only the differences betweenconsecutive frames.

Thus, the loss of a single image results in a distortion of allfollowing images

which are encoded based on the lost image. For this reason, itis important to

simulate the transmission of the original application traffic over a virtual network

as shown in Fig. 4.7.
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Figure 4.7:Hardware-In-The-Loop - Virtual Network

The simulation should run on a computer with at least two network interfaces

to minimize the delay caused by the real network traffic such that it can be ne-

glected compared to the virtual delay of the simulated network. Note that the

simulation has to run in real time in order to correctly delaypackets according

to the delay of the simulated virtual network. Otherwise, the simulated delay is

either too high in case that the simulation time proceeds slower than real-time or
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too low if the simulation is executed faster than real-time.The simulation discards

real packets which are not successfully transmitted in the virtual network. Thus,

the perceived application quality on computer A and computer B is affected by

the performance of the simulated network. Therefore, it is possible to get a direct

feedback from the simulation.

4.1.5 Video Quality Evaluation

The standard method to assess the performance of video transmission systems is

to calculate the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) betweenthe source and the

received (possibly distorted) video sequence. It is a differential metric which is

calculated image-wise and very similar to the well-known SNR but correlating

better with the human quality perception [152]. The PSNR calculation yields a

quality indicator for each image of the video sequence in relation to the original

image. Thus, this metric is only meaningful if the quality ofthe original image

sequence is high in terms of human perception which is not necessarily the case.

The compressed video will be already distorted if the video sequence is passed

through a state-of-the-art video encoder to reduce the bit-rate since modern

video-codecs – like MPEG-4 or H.264 – are usually lossy. A loss of packets will

lead to decoding errors at the decoder/player while delay can cause buffer under-

runs. Both will ultimately cause the loss of images at the player. Since modern

video-codecs make extensive use of the temporal redundancy(encoding only the

differences) in most videos, the loss of single images also leads to the distortion

of all following images that are differentially encoded based on the lost image.

Lost frames usually will cause the video player to "freeze" or to show the last

successfully received and decoded image. It is important for an image-by-image

metric to reproduce this behavior in case of transmission losses or delay in order

to avoid alignment issues between the source and the received video. For a better

illustration of the meaning of quality measures for non-experts, the ITU-R devel-

oped a quality indication scale which is tied to the quality impression of human

observers [153]. This scale is shown in Table 4.1.
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ITU-R recommendation BT.500 [153] further describes a methodology to gain

these quality indicators by subjective assessment series (by a group of humans).

Such a scale is often called Mean Opinion Score (MOS) and is used in several

quality assessment systems. A mapping of PSNR values to MOS values is intro-

duced in [154] which can be used to roughly estimate the humanquality percep-

tion for videos with relatively low motion. This mapping from PSNR to MOS is

shown in Table 4.2 and used in this paper. A MOS value is assigned to each im-

age according to Table 4.2 which is based on the PSNR values that are calculated

for every single image of a received video sequence. These values are averaged

over all images of a sequence to produce a single quality indicator for a video

transmission as proposed by the methodology described in [153].

4.1.6 Extended Framework

As a consequence of rapid improvements in technology and miniaturization, sen-

sor networks become an attractive solution for a large number of new appli-

cations [109]. At the moment, we can recognize a trend towards sensor nodes

which are equipped with high data rate wireless interfaces.The interfaces enable

the nodes to transmit multimedia content in a multi-hop wireless network. How-

ever, sensor nodes with Bluetooth or other high data rate wireless interfaces are

hardly available at the moment. Thus, simulation is the mostcommon approach

to estimate the performance of WMSNs.

Table 4.1:ITU-R quality and impair-
ment

Scale Quality Impairment

5 Excellent Imperceptible
4 Good Perceptible
3 Fair Slightly annoying
2 Poor Annoying
1 Bad Very annoying

Table 4.2:PSNR[dB] to MOS conver-
sion

PSNR MOS

> 37 5 (Excellent)
31 - 37 4 (Good)
25 - 31 3 (Fair)
20 - 25 2 (Poor)
< 20 1 (Bad)
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Simulation tools, like ns-2 [58] or OPNET Modeler [59], onlysupport standard

network performance metrics like packet delivery ratio, delay and jitter which do

not necessarily represent the perceived quality by the user. If we take a closer look

e.g. at video encoding and decoding, we recognize that the video quality over a

lossy link strongly depends on the way packets are lost. It isimportant to know

whether consecutive packets are lost as a consequence of topology changes, sin-

gle packets which might be caused by interference, or a low signal to noise ratio.

For this reason, we want to focus on quality metrics which reflect the perceived

quality of a video transmission in order to evaluate the performance of our net-

work.

Therefore, we decided to extend the framework by modifying the traffic mod-

ule and the data sink module in the OPNET Modeler simulation such that it can

read and write files according to the format used by the EvalVid [155] video eval-

uation framework. In the following, a brief description of video quality evalua-

tion is given. Furthermore, the Evalvid software is introduced which is integrated

in the extended simulation framework to evaluate wireless networks in terms of

QoE.

EvalVid

EvalVid [155] is a video evaluation framework which comes with a large library

to analyze the quality of video transmissions. The framework has a lot of advan-

tages compared to other video evaluation tools, e.g. [156] and [157]. Both tools

are commercial and mainly focus on the video evaluation. Moreover, they do not

offer an interface to connect them directly to other simulation tools like ns-2 or

OPNET. Another well known tool is represented by the Video Quality Metric

(VQM) Software [158]. This tool offers a large number of different metrics in

order to evaluate the quality of videos. However, just as itscommercial counter-

parts it does neither offer the functionality to create trace files nor an interface to

interact with network simulation tools for performance studies. The video qual-

ity evaluation tool Aquavit [159] offers almost the same functionality as EvalVid

but is not further developed. Therefore, it does not supportstate-of-the-art codecs
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like the H.264 [160]. For this reason, we decided to connect the EvalVid frame-

work to the OPNET simulation. The framework is used to compare the quality of

the source (encoded and already slightly distorted video) with the received video

quality in order to evaluate the performance of the simulated network. A detailed

flow diagram of the EvalVid framework is shown in Fig. 4.8.

A trace of the original video file is recorded, containing size and type of each

video packet which is transmitted over the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP).

The video can be either in raw format or already encoded. Notethat most state-of-

the-art encoders compress the information such that a slight quality loss is taken

into account. Therefore, the video source file is encoded andpassed through a

decoder if the source video is in raw format. This step is necessary to calculate

the perceived quality of the video with encoder losses but without network loss.

Thus, it is possible to calculate the degradation of the video quality which is

caused by the loss of information during the video encoding.

The trace file of the encoded source video is then used to generate packets in

the OPNET simulation. In addition, the OPNET simulation generates a receiver

dump file which represents the input for the EvalVid video evaluation tool. The

comparison of the sender and the receiver dump file enables EvalVid to calculate

the delay, jitter and the loss of packets and frames.

However, the trace file can also be used to replay traffic over areal or virtual

network to measure the perceived video quality. In the latter case, a setup as

shown in Fig. 4.7 is used where the source is represented by computer A, while

the destination of the video is represented by computer B. The advantage of this

setup is that the simulation gives a direct insight in the perceived video quality

of the simulated network. Nonetheless, the simulation has to run in real-time to

ensure that packets are exactly delayed as determined by thesimulation.

The data sink modules of the OPNET framework write a dump file of the

received packets which includes the creation time of the packet, the time of re-

ception, the sequence number, the frame type and the size of the packet. The

dump file is generated at the end of each simulation run and is used as input for

the evaluation tool to calculate packet/frame loss and delay statistics as well as
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reconstructing the received video files. The received videos are decoded using

FFmpeg1 in order to be able to calculate the statistics of the video quality in

terms of PSNR and MOS. The quality of the received video is affected by the

encoder losses and the network losses which reflects the perceived video quality.

4.2 Mobility Patterns

Mobility issues become more important nowadays since the number of mobile

communication devices is quickly increasing. The performance of a wireless net-

work and its topology is depending on the mobility pattern ofthe nodes. Thus,

it is essential to understand the characteristics of the synthetic mobility mod-

els [137,161,162] in order to create a realistic simulationenvironment.

It is often assumed that the nodes in a network should move fully randomly

within the simulation area to provide optimal performance evaluation conditions.

But what is random movement? Most researches would say that amobility model

generates random movement if the node density and the node speed are uniform

distributed. However, studies of real-world traces of mobile phone users have

shown that human mobility patterns do not follow these assumptions. Nowadays,

human mobility patterns become more important for WSNs since the number of

applications, like health monitoring or fire rescue, increases where users are car-

rying one or more sensor nodes with them. It was shown in [163]that human

trajectories have a high degree of temporal and spatial regularity. Moreover, each

individual has a time-independent characteristic movement pattern and a signifi-

cant probability to travel between a few highly frequented locations [164] which

results in correlated movement. Thus, it is questionable ifsuch a movement pat-

tern should be declared as random mobility.

This type of movement can be divided into different movementstates as indi-

cated in Fig. 4.9. The figure shows snapshots of the Marienplatz in Munich which

is one of the most crowded areas in the city center. By observing the movement

of the pedestrians over a longer period of time, we found out that their movement

1FFmpeg - Multimedia Framework,http://ffmpeg.org
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(a) Hotspot Nodes (b) Hopping Nodes

(c) Transit Nodes (d) Fix Nodes

Figure 4.9:Snapshot of Marienplatz in Munich

can be divided into four different groups. In the following,the pedestrians are re-

garded as nodes since the majority of the pedestrians are assumed to carry mobile

devices which are able to build a network.

The first group is represented by nodes which are moving in thearea around

a hotspot. These nodes only occasionally leave the area around a hotspot and

move to another hotspot. Furthermore, their node speed is very slow while being

close to a hotspot. The second group consists of hopping nodes which are moving

directly between different hotspots without remaining a long period of time at a

single hotspot. The third group of nodes is represented by transit nodes. Transit

nodes bypass crowded areas in order to move quickly from one point to another.

The last group are fix or very slow moving nodes, e.g. waiting pedestrians or

people which are visiting a pavement café. These observations point out that the

movement of humans has a high spatial regularity which is in coincidence with

the observations made in [163].
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In addition, the movement of nodes is usually bound or at least strongly in-

fluenced by the road network. The infrastructure and obstacles affect the human

movement such that it cannot be covered by simple mobility models like random

waypoint [165]. The usage of synthetic mobility models often results in an over-

estimation of the performance of wireless networks [166] which is caused by the

speed decay problem [167,168]. The problem is not further explained here since

it is described in detail in Subsection 4.2.2.

4.2.1 Characteristics of Mobility Patterns

Mobility models have a great impact on the performance of routing protocols

in wireless networks. Synthetic mobility models [161], like the random way-

point [70], the random walk [147], and the random direction [148] model, do

not generate random movement since their behavior is strongly affected by their

configuration and the shape of the used scenario.

The most substantial argument against the usage of the standard mobility mod-

els is that these models do not reflect typical movement of humans, which brings

us back to the question of the previous subsection. The best counter question is,

what is typical human movement and how could it be defined? Obviously, typical

movement is not reflected by a particular scenario [169], e.g. movement of stu-

dents on a campus, cars on the road, customers in a shopping mall or pedestrians

in the city center. The nodes in these scenarios show different movement patterns

which have a different impact on the network connectivity. Therefore, it is neces-

sary to define independent mobility characteristics in order to allow a meaningful

comparison between synthetic mobility models and real-world traces. Different

mobility characteristics can be used to compare and to evaluate the movement

of mobility models. In the following, we focus on six mobility characteristics to

give a more detailed insight of the generated movement of themost popular syn-

thetic mobility models.
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Link Duration

The link duration is the period of time during which two nodesare within trans-

mission range of each other. Link duration is an interestingconnectivity metric

since it is directly affected by the mobility pattern of the nodes. Different ap-

proaches were introduced in the last few years which try to optimize the chosen

links by concerning the average link duration [139], the link change rate [138] or

the probability density function of the link duration [140].

The estimation of the probability density function of the link duration is a very

promising approach. However, it is also the most complicated one. Moreover,it

cannot be applied to all sensor networks since it requires the frequent transmis-

sion of data packets or routing messages to quickly detect topology changes in

the network. In addition, the nodes have to keep track of the link duration of links

in the past to estimate the probability density function of the link duration. Note

that sensor nodes have very limited hardware resources. Thus, the solution that

was presented in [140] will become more attractive to the next generation of sen-

sor nodes which will have a higher computational power and a larger amount of

memory. Another analytical approach was presented in [170]where the authors

derive the probability density function of the link duration by focusing on the

relative movement speed and the transmission range of the nodes.

Spatial Node Distribution

The spatial node distribution in a wireless network is correlated with the node de-

gree. Therefore, the network topology and the network performance are strongly

affected by the spatial node distribution. Furthermore, the nodes are usually not

randomly distributed which has a great impact on the networkperformance. The

spatial node distribution which results from the used mobility model has to be

considered [171, 172] in order to allow a meaningful performance comparison

of different routing protocols. The authors of [171] showedthat the distribution

is influenced by the mobility parameters and the shape of the scenario. For this

reason, the size and the shape of a scenario should be chosen with respect to the

mobility model.
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Transient Phase

Most synthetic mobility models generate a characteristic spatial node distribu-

tion which depends on the mobility parameters and the shape of the scenario as

described in the previous paragraph. Thus, the spatial nodedistribution at the be-

ginning of a simulation should be chosen according to the characteristic spatial

node distribution of the used mobility model to minimize theduration of the tran-

sient phase. A more detailed description of different characteristic spatial node

distributions is presented in Subsection 4.2.2.

However, another aspect is often neglected when using synthetic mobility

models. The movement which is generated by synthetic mobility models, e.g.

random waypoint and random direction, can be divided into a movement phase

and a pause phase. The duration of the movement phase mainly depends on the

selected node speed since the travel distance is either limited by the algorithm

of the mobility models or the simulation plane. Thus, nodes which have cho-

sen a low speed remain in the movement phase for a long duration due to the

fact that they require a long period of time to reach the next decision point or the

border of the scenario. This behavior leads to the average node speed decay prob-

lem [167, 168]. For this reason, the performance of a networkincreases towards

the end of a simulation if the results are collected before the mobility model is in

a steady-state since the average node speed decreases during the transient phase.

Node Speed Distribution

Standard mobility models typically choose the node speed randomly distributed

between a minimum and a maximum value. Thus, it is often assumed that the

distribution of the speed of the nodes in the simulation reflects the distribution

which was used to select the speed of each individual node. However, this is not

necessarily the case since the node speed distribution is mainly affected by the al-

gorithm which is used by the mobility model to select the nextdestination and the

travel duration [9,168]. The impact of the used algorithm onthe node speed dis-

tribution is discussed in detail in Subsection 4.2.2 which also gives an overview

of the most popular synthetic mobility models.
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The node speed distribution is a good indicator for the end ofthe transient

phase [168]. Some mobility models, e.g. random waypoint, suffer from the node

speed decay problem. The number of slow moving nodes increases while the

number of fast moving nodes decreases over time until the mobility model is in

a steady-state. This behavior is indicated by the change of the node speed dis-

tribution during the transient phase. The duration of the transient phase mainly

depends on the configuration of the mobility model and is discussed in more de-

tail in the following subsection.

Correlated Movement

Correlated movement is a typical characteristic of human mobility [163] which

is neglected by the majority of developers of routing protocols since it is hard

to detect without position information. The term correlated movement is used in

this work if one or more nodes move in a similar direction withsimilar speed

such that they are able to communicate directly with each other over a longer pe-

riod of time. Therefore, temporary correlation of the movement is generated by

all mobility models. Nevertheless, the degree of the correlation depends on the

mobility model, its configuration and the shape of the simulation plane. Routing

protocols may take advantage from correlated movement by selecting neighbor

nodes with similar movement pattern as next hop [9].

Two factors are mainly responsible for correlated movementin real networks.

The first factor is represented by social relationships. These social ties [164] can

be regarded as a measure of the likelihood of geographic co-location. Moreover,

the authors of [164] introduced a synthetic mobility model which considers the

social interaction to generate more realistic movement. They showed that the

correlated movement also has an impact on the link duration,and thus on the

network performance. Movement restrictions are the secondfactor which further

increases the correlation of human movement. In real networks the movement is

limited by the road infrastructure and obstacles which force the movement into

certain directions and areas [165]. Thus, the possibility that two nodes remain

within the communication range of each other increases.
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Group Mobility

Group mobility models [138, 173] became very popular several years ago. The

models are inspired by mobile ad hoc networks where the collaboration of mem-

bers of the same group is common, e.g. police patrol, avalanche rescue, mili-

tary battlefield communications, medical assistance or firefighter scenarios. The

majority of synthetic group mobility models classify the nodes into two cate-

gories [161]. The first one is represented by the group leaders which move ac-

cording to a standard mobility model, e.g. random waypoint,random walk or

random direction. The second category are fellow nodes which follow the move-

ment of a group leader. Fellow nodes are only allowed to move within a certain

range around their group leader. Thus, the movement of nodesof the same group

is highly correlated. The generated movement is also very challenging for rout-

ing protocols since they have to distinguish between nodes of the same group and

other nodes in order to establish stable routes [11].

4.2.2 Survey on Mobility Patterns

This subsection gives a brief survey of a selection of the most popular synthetic

mobility models [137, 161] which are mainly used to evaluatemobile networks.

Note that the generated movement of the nodes does not necessarily reflect hu-

man mobility patterns [174]. However, the models are well investigated and can

be configured such that they generate different degrees of mobility in order to

evaluate the performance of routing protocols under different conditions. It has

to be kept in mind that there is no single model which covers all aspects of re-

alistic human movement due to the fact that the movement depends on the in-

frastructure and the environment [169]. Nevertheless, standard mobility patterns,

like random waypoint and random direction, can be easily modified [175,176] to

generate more human like movement.

In the following paragraphs the random waypoint, the randomwalk and the

random direction mobility model will be introduced in detail. Moreover, a closer

look is taken on the characteristics of the generated movement. In addition, the
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configuration parameters are discussed which have to be chosen with respect to

the shape and the size of the scenario to minimize unwanted characteristics.

Random Waypoint

Random waypoint mobility model was developed by Johnson andMaltz [70] in

1996. They developed the model in order evaluate the performance of the DSR

protocol in a mobile environment. The model provided a basisfor a large num-

ber of other synthetic mobility models and is still the most popular model due to

its simplicity. The model has certain characteristics which have to be considered

if it is used to evaluate the performance of a wireless network [167, 172]. The

algorithm of the model can be divided into five steps as shown in Algorithm 1.

1: Select a random destination within the scenario
2: Select a random speedspeed ∈ [speedMin; speedMax]
3: Move until the destination is reached
4: Wait a random period of time pause ∈ [pauseMin; pauseMax]
5: Goto step 1

Algorithm 1: Random Waypoint

At first glance, the algorithm seems to generate random movement since the

destination and the speed are randomly chosen. Thus, one mayassume that the

mobility model will generate a uniform spatial distribution of the nodes. How-

ever, neither the node speed nor the spatial node density follow a uniform distri-

bution. The non-uniform distribution of both characteristics results from step 3

of the algorithm. In the case that a node selects a low speed itrequires a longer

period of time until it reaches the next destination compared to faster moving

nodes. Therefore, the fraction of slow moving nodes increases over time while

the fraction of fast moving nodes decreases. Furthermore, there is a high proba-

bility that a node has to cross the center of a scenario to reach its next destination.

As a consequence, the node density in the center area of a scenario is higher than

the density along the border and in the corners [148].

Due to the fact that some characteristics are hard to understand without an
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Table 4.3:Random Waypoint - Configuration
speedMin 1 m/s
speedMax 20 m/s
pauseMin 0 s
pauseMax 0 s

example, we evaluate the random waypoint model by using the framework pre-

sented in Subsection 4.1.2. The size of the scenario is 1000 by 1000 meters. 100

nodes are placed evenly distributed in the scenario. In the following, a closer look

is taken on the generated movement after 100 s, 200 s, 400 s and800 s. The ran-

dom waypoint mobility model is configured according to the settings in Table 4.3

The pause parameters are set to 0 s to create continuous movement. The mini-

mum speed of 1 m/s was chosen to prevent nodes from moving veryslowly for

a long period of time. Consider a node which selects a speed close to zero. This

node would remain almost immobile for the whole simulation.For this reason,

the minimum speed should be set to a value higher than zero. However, in the

worst case a node which is in a corner of the scenario may choose the opposite

corner. Thus, the node will require more than 1400 s in our scenario to reach the

next destination if it selects a speed close to the minimum speed of 1 m/s.

This issue becomes clear by taking a look at the results of Fig. 4.10 which

shows the current node speed histogram for simulation durations between 100 s

and 800 s. The results confirm the previous statement that thepercentage of slow

moving nodes increases with the advancing of the simulationtime. Moreover, the

percentage of nodes with a speed of less than 2 m/s is lower than the percentage

of nodes with a speed between 2 m/s and 4 m/s which is in contrast to the previous

statement. This exception results from the configuration ofthe random waypoint

model. Note that the minimum speed is 1 m/s. Thus, the probability that a node

choses a speed between 2 m/s and 4 m/s is twice as high than selecting a speed of

less than 2 m/s. For this reason, a longer simulation duration is needed until the
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(d) 800 Seconds

Figure 4.10:Random Waypoint - Node Speed Histogram

fraction of nodes with a speed of less than 2 m/s becomes higher than the fraction

of nodes with a speed between 2 m/s and 4 m/s.

The difference between the figures indicates that the randomwaypoint model

has a long transient phase. In addition, the results point out that the node speed

distribution becomes more and more stable with the advancing of the simulation
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time. This behavior is reflected by the decreasing average node speed also known

as the node decay problem [167, 168]. The node speed distribution becomes al-

most stable after 800 s which coincides with the observationmade in [161] where

the authors recommend to discard the first 1000 s of the simulation.
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Figure 4.11:Random Waypoint - Node Density

The random waypoint model has a very characteristic spatialnode distribu-

tion as shown in Fig. 4.11. The figures show the normalized node density. The
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density is calculated such that the lowest density is represented by a value of

0 while the highest density is represented by a value of 1. Theresults indicate

that there is the highest node density in the center of the scenario. The density

is decreasing towards the border of the scenario which coincides with the results

presented in [176]. This effect becomes more dominant with the advancing of the

simulation time.

The characteristic spatial node distribution also affectsthe node degree and the

link duration which both have a great influence on the networkperformance. In

addition, the non-uniform spatial node distribution results in an oscillation of the

node degree (density waves) [148] from the perspective of a single node since

its node degree changes with its location. The node degree reaches the highest

values during the time when the node is close to the center of the scenario while

the lowest node degree is recognized in the areas close to theborder of the sce-

nario [177]. The density waves are very challenging for routing protocols since

they have to deal with frequent link breaks during this time period [148].

The evaluation of the random waypoint model has shown that the generated

movement results in a non-uniform spatial node distribution with the highest den-

sity in the center of the simulation plane. The non-uniform spatial node distribu-

tion represents a challenging environment for routing protocols due to the fact

that the node degree changes depending on the position of thenode. Therefore,

the random way point model is a practical solution for the performance evalua-

tion of protocols in mobile networks since it is simple to implement and generates

a challenging environment. Nevertheless, the random waypoint model has to be

configured with respect to the node decay problem. Furthermore, the long dura-

tion of the transient phase has to be considered to obtain meaningful results.

Random Walk

The random walk or drunkard mobility model was first mathematically analyzed

and explained by Einstein [147] in 1905. He described the motion of particles

suspended in a fluid at rest which follow the Brownian motion.The model has a

large number of interesting characteristics, e.g. it was proven that an object which
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moves in a one dimensional or two dimensional space according to the Brownian

motion always returns to its starting point [178]. Thus, no scenario boundaries

are required to assure that a mobile node remains in a certainarea. Nevertheless,

this is not a practical solution since it may take a long time until a node returns to

its starting point. In addition, there is a high probabilitythat the node moves far

away from its starting point until it returns which can result in a low node density

or even to a partitioning of the wireless network. Moreover,the model generates

memoryless movement [179] since it does not retain any knowledge regarding

its past locations and speed values. The model became very popular in computer

science due to its simplicity and is used and modified in many works [180–182].

The generated movement also represents a very efficient search and data collect-

ing pattern [182, 183]. Therefore, it is often applied in WSNs where a mobile

sink gathers data from fix nodes. Furthermore, the model is considered in routing

protocols to forward data due to its load-balancing characteristics [184].

The random walk model can be configured such that the nodes move according

to the Brownian motion. The generated movement almost follows the Brownian

motion if the distance between two consecutive movement steps is close to zero

and the nodes move continuously. However, in this case the calculation of the

model requires a lot of computational power which becomes clear by taking a

closer look on Algorithm 2. At the beginning of the movement phase, the nodes

1: Select a random speedspeed ∈ [speedMin; speedMax]
2: Select a random direction direction ∈ [0; 2π]
3: Move into that direction

a. for a predefined period of time
b. for a certain distance
c. if the border of the scenario is reached,

select a new direction (Bouncing rule)
4: Wait a random period of time pause ∈ [0; pauseMax]
5: Goto step 1

Algorithm 2: Random Walk Mobility Model
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select a random speed and a random direction. Then the nodes move into that

direction either for a predefined period of time or for a certain distance. The

duration of the movement period and the travel distance affect the average node

speed. If a node reaches the border of the scenario, it selects a new direction in

order to stay within the scenario boundaries. The movement phase ends after the

movement period or if the node has traveled the predefined distance. After the

movement phase is completed, the model waits a random time interval until it

starts the next movement phase and thus jumps back to step 1.

The random walk mobility model generates different movement patterns de-

pending on the duration of the movement period. The decisionwhether the dura-

tion of the movement phase is based on a predefined time interval or a predefined

travel distance mainly affects the node speed distributionand the duration of the

transient phase. Therefore, the characteristics of the time-based and the distance-

based random walk model are evaluated and compared in this subsection. Again,

a scenario size of 1000 by 1000 meters is used. 100 nodes are placed evenly

distributed in the simulation plane. The mobility models use the configurations

shown in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5.

First, we take a look at the node speed distribution of the time-based and the

distance-based random walk mobility models which are shownin Fig. 4.12 and

Fig. 4.13 respectively. The results of Fig. 4.12 point out that the node speed of the

time-based random walk model is uniform distributed. Note that the minimum

Table 4.4:Random Walk - Configura-
tion A - Time-based

speedMin 1 m/s
speedMax 20 m/s
pauseMin 0 s
pauseMax 0 s
Movement time-based
Movement Duration 10 s

Table 4.5:Random Walk - Configura-
tion B - Distance-based

speedMin 1 m/s
speedMax 20 m/s
pauseMin 0 s
pauseMax 0 s
Movement distance-based
Travel Distance 200 m
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Figure 4.12:Random Walk(time) - Node Speed Histogram

node speed is 1 m/s. For this reason, the probability that a node moves with

a speed between 2 m/s and 4 m/s is twice as high than the probability that a

node moves with a speed of less than 2 m/s. Thus, the simulatednode speed

distribution reflects the distribution which is used to select the node speed which

is the consequence of the time-based movement.
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Figure 4.13:Random Walk(distance) - Node Speed Histogram

The impact of the duration of the movement phase becomes obvious by eval-

uating the results shown in Fig 4.13. The histogram reveals similarities with the

node speed histogram of the random waypoint mobility model shown in Fig. 4.10

since both models suffer from the fact that the duration of the movement phase is

influenced by the distance towards the next destination. Thepercentage of slow
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moving nodes in the distance-based random walk scenario is higher compared to

the random waypoint scenario.

However, the main difference between both models is that nodes which apply

the distance-based random walk model always move the same distance during

each movement phase while the travel distance of the random waypoint model

depends on the current location of the node and the location of the next desti-

nation. Thus, the movement period of the random waypoint model is affected by

two random variables since the travel distance of the randomwaypoint model can

be regarded as an additional random variable. As a result, the distribution of the

movement duration of the distance-based random walk model and the random

waypoint model are different.

The histogram of the distance-based random walk model showsmore variation

than the histogram of the random waypoint model. Furthermore, the histograms

indicate that the random waypoint model has a shorter transient phase compared

to the distance-based random walk model.

The longer transient phase results from the fact that the distance-based random

walk model requires more time to generate a stable spatial node distribution as

shown in Fig. 4.14 and Fig. 4.15 compared to its time-based counterpart.

The long transient phase is caused by the high variation of the duration of the

movement phase. The duration of the movement phase mainly depends on the

current location of a node since the nodes in the center of thescenario may only

chose travel-distances up to1
2

√
2
√
1000 while nodes in a corner may travel twice

the distance during a single movement phase. Thus, the node speed distribution

becomes stable as soon as the spatial node distribution has stabilized.

Random Direction

The random direction mobility model was introduced in [148]as an alternative

to the popular random waypoint model which has certain unwanted characteris-

tics, like the high node density in the center of the scenarioand the long transient

phase. The authors were looking for a mobility model which generates an homo-

geneous spatial node distribution in order to determine theoptimum node density.
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Figure 4.14:Random Walk (time) - Node Density

An homogeneous spatial node distribution minimizes the variation of the node

degree [148] compared to the random waypoint model where nodes periodically

move through areas of high node density. The random direction model has some

distinctive features depending on the used bouncing rule inAlgorithm 3.

In the first step of the algorithm, the node selects a random direction. If the

node is located at the border of the simulation plane the new direction is chosen
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Figure 4.15:Random Walk (distance) - Node Density

such that the node remains within the scenario. The node thenchoses a random

speed and moves into this direction until it reaches the border of the scenario.

After reaching the border of the simulation plane, the node waits a random period

of time until it selects a new direction and speed.

In [176], the authors introduced two additional bouncing rules. They propose

to delete a node which reaches the border of the simulation plane and to replace
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1: Select a random direction direction ∈ [0; 2π]
(such that the node does not leave the scenario)

2: Select a random speedspeed ∈ [speedMin; speedMax]
3: Move until the border of the scenario is reached
4: Bouncing rule:

a. Wait a random period of time
pause ∈ [pauseMin; pauseMax]

b. Delete the node and replace it with a new node
c. Place the node at the other side of the simulation plane

5: Goto step 1

Algorithm 3: Random Direction Mobility Model

Table 4.6:Random Direction - Configuration
speedMin 1 m/s
speedMax 20 m/s
pauseMin 0 s
pauseMax 0 s

it with a new node. The position of the new node should be chosen with respect

to the initial spatial node distribution. The second rule tries to emulate a bound-

less scenario by placing the node at the opposite side of the simulation plane if

it reaches the border of the scenario. However, both bouncing rules do not rep-

resent an optimal choice for the simulation of a wireless scenario since former

established links will break at once after the corresponding bouncing rule is ap-

plied. For this reason, we focus on the original random direction mobility model

presented in [148] where nodes wait a random period of time ifthey reach the

border of the simulation plane.

Again, a simulation plane with a size of 1000 by 1000 meters isused in order

to allow a meaningful comparison with the other mobility models. Moreover,

100 nodes are placed at the same starting position as in the previous scenario.

The configuration of the random direction model is shown in Table 4.6.
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The evaluation of the random waypoint and the random walk model have

shown that the node speed distribution is mainly influenced by the travel dis-

tance. Note that the travel distance of the random directionmodel only depends

on the location of the node and the chosen direction. As a consequence, the du-

ration of the movement phase is influenced by the node speed which is reflected

by the node speed distribution shown in Fig. 4.16
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Figure 4.16:Random Direction - Node Speed Histogram
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The results point out that the percentage of slow moving nodes is increasing

due to the fact that slow nodes need more time to reach the nextdestination.

Therefore, the node speed distribution of the random direction model after 800 s

is similar to the corresponding node speed distribution of the random waypoint

and the distance-based random walk mobility model.

The random direction model generates a characteristic spatial node distribution

which has some differences compared to the generated spatial node distribution

of the other presented synthetic mobility models. Fig. 4.17shows the spatial node

distribution after 100 s, 200 s, 400 s and 800 s. The results indicate that the lowest

node density is in the center of the simulation plane. A higher density can be

recognized near the border and in the corners. The higher node density in the

corners is the consequence of the fact that the nodes choose arandom direction

rather than a next destination. Nodes near a corner only havean angle of slightly

more than 90 degrees to leave the corner. Thus, there is a highprobability that

a node which is near a corner needs more than one movement phase to leave

it. For this reason, the simulation plane should have the shape of a circle if an

even spatial node distribution is desired [185]. The cornereffect becomes more

dominant if the nodes pause for a certain time period after reaching the border.

Therefore, we decided to simulate continuous movement.

The impact of the corner effect can be mitigated if a delete and replace bounc-

ing rule is applied as proposed in [176]. Thus, a node which reaches the border

of the simulation plane is deleted and a new node is inserted at a random position

in the scenario. This bouncing rule affects the spatial nodedistribution such that

a slightly higher node density can be recognized in the center of the scenario. The

node density becomes lower towards the corner of the simulation plan. However,

the delete and replace bouncing rule is not a practical solution for the simulation

of wireless networks due to the fact that the frequent changeof the topology leads

to an underestimation of the network performance.

The results of Fig. 4.17 show that the spatial node distribution of the standard

random direction mobility model is still changing significantly after 400 s which

indicates that a long transient phase has to be taken into account.
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Figure 4.17:Random Direction - Node Density

4.2.3 Impact of Mobility on Routing

Routing protocols are affected differently by mobility depending on whether they

are reactive, proactive or hybrid. In addition, routing protocols which are based

link-state routing show a different behavior compared to distance-vector based

routing protocols. Proactive and hybrid protocols have a significant advantage
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over reactive protocols since they are able to quickly detect topology changes

due to the frequent probing of the network. Reactive protocols only detect link

breaks if they do not receive a response for a certain period of time. Thus, re-

active protocols have to use short timeouts in mobile scenarios. Otherwise, the

protocols require too much time to detect topology changes which results either

in a high packet loss rate or in a high delay if lost packets areretransmitted.

Overhead

The majority of reactive protocols applies route repair mechanisms in order to

re-establish broken routes. Therefore, the routing overhead of reactive protocols

usually increases with increased mobility since topology changes become more

frequent [73, 186]. However, the routing overhead is also affected by the active

route timeout which defines the valid time period of an activeroute. Note that

reactive protocols, like AODV, establish a new route for every single packet if the

packet inter-arrival time is longer than the active route time out. In this case, the

mobility has no significant impact on the routing overhead which is reflected by

the results in Subsection 3.5.6.

The overhead of proactive and hybrid protocols is not directly affected by the

mobility of the nodes in the network since both types of protocols periodically

transmit routing messages to maintain existing routes [73]. Nevertheless, the dis-

semination of routing information is influenced by the movement especially in

the case of OLSR which uses a MPR heuristic to select the forwarding nodes.

Thus, the calculated set of MPR forwarding nodes may containerrors which re-

sults in a less accurate dissemination of routing information. Moreover, errors in

the MPR forwarding set may even lead to a suppression of routing information

if links to nodes which are part of the MPR set are broken. The probability of

errors in the MPR forwarding set increases with increased mobility. As a result,

the routing overhead of OLSR decreases with increased mobility as shown in

Subsection 3.5.6.This is in contrast to the hybrid SBR protocol where the routing

overhead is not affected by the mobility since the forwarding of routing informa-

tion is done hop-wise.
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Delay

Reactive routing protocols are greatly affected by dynamictopology changes

since they have to frequently re-establish or repair brokenroutes. This is typi-

cally done by flooding routing information to detect new routes. Some reactive

protocols, like AODV, also make use of local repair mechanisms which limit

the flooding to a predefined number of hops. The mechanism which is used by

AODV is known as expanding ring search technique [65]. Its basic idea is to in-

crease the flooding range step by step since it is assumed thata flooding of the

whole network is not required to find an alternative route around the broken link.

This mechanism greatly minimizes the overhead of the routing protocol and thus

the network utilization. However, the delay increases in both cases since packets

have to be buffered until a new route is established or the existing route is re-

paired [187]. The delay of proactive and hybrid protocols isonly affected if the

established routes are based on inaccurate routing information. The time which

is needed to detect topology changes only depends on the network probing fre-

quency which is independent from the mobility in the network.

Reliability

The majority of WSNs is tolerant against packet loss since the high node density

results in redundancy which makes the network robust against minor loss of in-

formation. However, packet loss is only acceptable up to a certain rate due to the

fact that the retransmission of packets is usually not an option as a consequence

of the low data rate and energy constraints in WSNs.

Reactive protocols are only able to detect link breaks if they do not receive

any data via the broken link for a certain period of time. Thus, the packet loss

rate of reactive routing protocols mainly depends on the duration of the route

timeout and the link duration. The protocol has no influence on the link duration

since it is not able to modify the movement of the nodes. For this reason, reactive

protocols have to use short active route timeout intervals to quickly detect broken

links. In this case, the protocols are able achieve an acceptable reliability at the

cost of a higher routing overhead [8].
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Proactive and hybrid protocols are also able to increase their reliability in mo-

bile networks by transmitting routing information more frequently [11]. Never-

theless, the transmission frequency has to be chosen with respect to the node

density and the available bandwidth. Otherwise, the dissemination of routing in-

formation may result in congestion or collisions on the radio channel.

4.2.4 Real World Traces vs. Mobility Patterns

The introduction and discussion of the mobility models in the Subsection 4.2.2

has shown that the movement which is generated by synthetic mobility mod-

els does not reflect all aspects of human movement. Extensivestudies of real

world traces of mobile phone users [163] have shown that human movement

is affected by a large number of different factors, e.g. the available infrastruc-

ture, the transportation system between points of interests and individual fac-

tors(social bounds). Thus, the movement pattern of different individuals differs

greatly which makes it very complicated to find similaritiesthat can be used to

develop a realistic synthetic model. Their observations have shown that the move-

ment pattern of different individuals remains almost constant over a longer period

of time. The recorded traces revealed that the majority of users only travels over

short distances while others move regularly over more than hundred kilometers.

It was shown in many research papers that movement of humans and animals

can be approximated by Levy Flights [188]. Levy Flights represent a special case

of random walks where the travel distance between two movement steps follows

a heavy-tailed probability distribution. Thus, on the one hand the probability is

high that a node moves only a short distance between two consecutive movement

steps. On the other hand, there is a low probability that a node moves into one

direction for a long period of time. The heavy-tailed distribution of the travel

distance results in a different mobility pattern compared to the time-based and

the distance-based random walk models.

However, as discussed in the beginning of this section, the movement of in-

dividuals is influenced by many factors. Therefore, it is questionable whether a
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single mobility model can cover all aspects of human movement. Furthermore,

the question has to be answered whether a realistic mobilitymodel is required to

allow a meaningful simulative performance evaluation of different routing proto-

cols.

From the perspective of a routing protocol, it does not matter if the movement

itself is realistic or not as long as the environment which isgenerated by the mo-

bility model, e.g. link duration and node density, reflects the characteristics of the

target scenario. For this reason, it is recommended to evaluate the performance of

routing protocols in a large set of different mobile scenarios in order to get mean-

ingful benchmark which reflects the capabilities of the protocols. A performance

comparison in scenarios with different mobility models is necessary since the

performance of routing protocols varies greatly dependingon the used mobility

model [189].

4.3 Performance Studies

In this section, we focus on different simulation aspects, e.g. the scenario, the

wireless communication, the protocol parameters and the evaluation, which have

to be considered to get meaningful results from a simulation. Moreover, we

demonstrate how a small testbed can be used to validate a simulation.

4.3.1 Scenario

Scenarios for performance evaluation of routing protocolshave to be selected and

configured carefully since a large number of issues affect the performance of the

protocols. The characteristics of the underlying MAC protocol have a great im-

pact on the routing protocol due to the fact that the majorityof routing protocols

uses the broadcast mechanism of the MAC protocol to disseminate routing in-

formation. Thus, the dissemination of routing informationmay become a serious

problem if the messages have to be transmitted via a shared medium.
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The data rate of low-power transceivers for wireless sensornodes is usually

below 250 kb/s which has to be considered when setting up a simulation sce-

nario. The routing protocol has to be configured with respectto the high node

density and low data rate. Moreover, the mobility pattern ofthe nodes has to

be taken into account since the generated movement results in different network

characteristics, e.g. the spatial node distribution and the link duration. In addition,

the shape of the simulation plane has an impact on the mobility pattern and the

topology which is often neglected. Furthermore, the generated movement may

lead to a temporary partitioning of the network. Thus, the movement should be

evaluated in advance to verify whether the movement which isgenerated by the

synthetic mobility model meets the given requirements.

4.3.2 Wireless Communication

Many simulation tools, like ns-2 or OPNET Modeler, come withsimplified prop-

agation models, e.g. free space or disc model, which neglectmost of the char-

acteristics that have great impact on the communication in amulti-hop wireless

network [190]. Often, these models are even further simplified to allow the sim-

ulation of large-scale networks within a justifiable periodof time. The authors

of [142] summarized the typical assumptions which are oftenmade by simula-

tions, like circular transmission area, equal transmission range, and symmetric

links. Their research group showed in [191] that it is important to compare the

results from real experiments with the results of the simulation.

Technical characteristics of the simulated hardware, e.g.the CCA delay and

the turnaround time of transceivers, are also often neglected. The simulative per-

formance evaluation of the BPS-MAC protocol in Subsection 2.5.6 has shown

that the performance of a wireless network strongly dependson the capability

of the transceiver in terms of CCA delay and turnaround time.For this reason,

the validation of a simulation, which uses a simplified signal propagation model,

with a real testbed is indispensable [190].
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4.3.3 Protocol Parameters

Different performance metrics can be used to compare the performance of routing

protocols. Typical metrics are overhead, packet loss and delay. However, these

metrics are influenced by the scenario, the signal propagation, the underlying

MAC protocol and the mobility of the nodes. The standard configuration of rout-

ing protocols is usually optimized for scenarios with a low node density. Fur-

thermore, it is often assumed that nodes have no or little mobility. Moreover, the

majority of links are considered to be symmetric and reliable which is typically

not the case in real WSNs [32].

Therefore, the comparison of routing protocols which use the default config-

uration in non-standard scenarios will not lead to meaningful results. Instead,

optimized configurations have to be used in order to allow a fair comparison

of the protocols in terms of overhead, packet loss and delay.However, finding

optimized configurations is not an easy task since many routing protocols, e.g.

AODV and OLSR, have a large number of configuration parameters which have

to be chosen with respect to each other. Thus, the optimization of the configu-

ration of the protocols requires a detailed knowledge of each parameter and its

impact on the network performance. The protocols should be configured such that

they achieve the same performance for a particular metric, e.g. routing overhead.

The protocols should then be compared with respect to delay and packet loss.

4.3.4 Mobility

Besides asymmetric and unreliable links, mobility represents the most challeng-

ing problem for routing protocols. Mobility leads to frequent topology changes

which have to be detected quickly by the routing protocol in order to achieve high

reliability since wireless sensor nodes are usually not able buffer a large number

of packets. The link duration and the spatial node distribution are mainly respon-

sible for the link change rate. Therefore, the configurationof the routing protocol

has to be chosen with respect to these mobility characteristics. In addition, the

route establishment routine of the protocols has to be takeninto account due to
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the fact that reactive protocols are not able to detect topology changes as quickly

as their hybrid and proactive counterparts.

The results in Subsection 4.2.1 showed that the characteristic spatial node

distribution of synthetic mobility models varies depending on their configura-

tion. Furthermore, the shape of the simulation plane and theapplied bouncing

rule affect the spatial node distribution. Thus, the generated movement should be

evaluated in order to verify that the network does not get partitioned during the

simulation as a consequence of the used mobility model. Otherwise, the gathered

statistics, e.g. the simulated packet loss cannot be compared with scenarios where

nodes are connected during the whole simulation.

4.3.5 QoE-based Evaluation

In the beginning of Section 4.3, we outlined the importance of validating a sim-

ulation by using measurements from a real testbed. The testbed scenario has to

match with the used simulation scenario to validate and calibrate the simulation.

In this subsection we measure and simulate the performance of a video applica-

tion over a high data rate multi-hop wireless network in order to demonstrate a

QoE-based performance evaluation of the SBR protocol.

Therefore, we take a look at the perceived video quality instead of focusing

solely on the packet delivery ratio since the QoE is the target optimization metric

for this application. Furthermore, we discuss the parameters of the SBR protocol

and focus on their impact on the video quality during topology changes. Again,

the extended framework which was introduced in Subsection 4.1.6 is used to eval-

uate the perceived user quality.

Implementation

The programming language Java was used to implement the routing protocol to

allow its usage on different Operating Systems (OS). Most common OSs, e.g.

Linux and Windows, come with tools which allow the modification of their rout-

ing table without much effort. Therefore, the Java routing application has to de-
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tect which OS is used in order to know which commands are supported by the

OS. This enables us to manipulate routes in the table withoutthe need of notify-

ing other applications.

The implementation consists of three major packages. The first one is repre-

sented by the network package which is used to receive and transmit data packets

via the IEEE 802.11 interface. We use the Jpcap 0.72 library which is based on

WinPcap3 to grab packets from the interface. The second package covers con-

figuration, routing table, and time management functions, e.g. timer and statistic

tasks, which are then used by the routing protocol. The behavior of the routing

protocol and the used messages build the third package.

Incoming packets are detected and evaluated by a receiver task which sends a

callback to the routing task to further evaluate the packet.The routing task then

decides what actions have to be performed according to the content of the packet,

e.g. modification of the routing table, changing of routing entries, forwarding or

dropping of the packet. Additionally, periodic tasks, likethe hello message trans-

mission timer or the routing entry decrease timer, send callbacks to the routing

application.

A filter class was added to the network package which can be used to limit

the topology. Thus, we can restrict the topology of the testbed according to the

topology in the simulation. Furthermore, time triggered topology changes can be

used to study the behavior of the protocol to deal with link breaks depending on

its configuration.

Video Sequences

We selected one of the standard video sequences which is usedby a variety

of video encoding and transmission studies by, e. g. the Video Quality Experts

Group. This video sequence is called "Hall Monitor" and consists of 300 frames

in CIF resolution (352x288 pixel) with 30 Hz frame rate. It isa relatively low-

2Jpcap - Java-based Packet Capturing Library,http://netresearch.ics.uci.edu/
kfujii/jpcap/doc/

3WinPcap - Packet Capturing Library,http://www.winpcap.org/
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motion sequence such that the PSNR to MOS mapping shown in Table 4.2 can be

applied. Due to the fact that it is only 10 s long, we concatenated the sequence six

times. Since the video is recorded with a static camera and there is little motion in

the scene, the influence of this concatenation on the video encoder performance

is low – even at the junctions. The resulting one minute long video was then en-

coded with the state-of-the-art H.264 video encoder x264 [160] with an average

target bit-rate of 128 kb/s. A key-frame was encoded every second in order to

have a good balance between coding efficiency and error recovery capabilities.

To give a better impression of the video sequence used, Fig. 4.18 displays a sam-

ple image together with the bit-rate profile and the PSNR between the encoded

and the original video. A second video sequence with more motion was selected
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Figure 4.18:Profile of the Hall Video Clip

to stress the performance evaluation methodology with content appropriate for

entertainment applications.

Fig. 4.19 shows a sample image from the one minute long scene from the

Movie “Star Wars III”. The resolution is 360x216 pixels and the frame rate is

25 Hz. With current video encoding technology it is not possible to achieve an

acceptable PSNR with an average target bit-rate of 128 kb/s.Consequently, the

video clip was encoded with a target bit-rate of 256 kb/s. Thedifferent content

of the selected clips is also reflected in the variations of the size of the encoded

frames. While the only variations in the Hall clip are basically the different sizes
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Figure 4.19:Profile of the SW3 Video Clip

of the I and P frames, the frame size fluctuations in the SW3 clip are much higher.

We performed a set of test runs in a specific scenario in order to calibrate the

simulation with the measurements. Five wireless nodes are initially connected

to each other and transmit the encoded Hall video sequence using RTP [192]

from node 1 to node 5 as shown in Fig. 4.20. The nodes in the simulation and

the testbed are configured such that they are forced to build astring topology.

Thus, they are only able to receive messages from their direct neighbors. Node 5

represents an exception since it temporarily connects to the other nodes. We have

chosen this extraordinary example due to the fact that it is the worst case scenario

for the routing protocol. A description of the connectivityduring the simulation

and the measurement is given in Fig. 4.20. Note that u1, u2, and u3 are random

variables which are selected at the beginning of the simulation according to a

uniform distribution between -1 s and 1 s. The variables are required to shift the

disconnection times in order to avoid the alignment with I frames.

At the end of each interval, the direct connections between node 5 and node 1,

2, 3, and 4, respectively were detached which caused the system to find a new

route. This represents a relatively harsh scenario since abrupt disconnections rep-

resent the worst case for real-time applications. The most relevant routing pro-

tocol parameters are the hello message interval and the routing decrease interval

which are both set to 1 s. Due to the fact that the other parameters have no signif-
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Virtual
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Figure 4.20:Illustration of the Connectivity during the Video Transmission

icant impact in our scenario we skip their description sincea detailed description

of all parameters is given in Section 3.5.

Using EvalVid, traces of the video files were generated, containing the size

and type of each video packet transmitted over RTP. Additionally, IP-level packet

traces were created using Wireshark at the transmitting andreceiving node. These

traces were used by EvalVid to calculate packet and frame loss figures as well as

reconstructing the received (possibly distorted) video files. The received videos

were then decoded using FFmpeg to be able to calculate the PSNR and MOS

figures for the video quality evaluation. Fig. 4.21 comparesthe frame loss of the

measurements and the simulations while Fig. 4.22 shows the corresponding MOS

values for the received video. The overall frame loss is slightly higher for the

measurements which is caused by single packet losses due to interferences, multi-

path propagation, and moving obstacles. Moreover, the percentage of I frames

lost in the simulation was slightly higher which was quite surprising. A closer

look at the trace files revealed that the starting times of thedisconnections were

varying more during the measurements due to the human reaction time. Against,

in the simulations the disconnection interval was quite stable and accidentally

always during an I frame transmission. This effect is avoided in the following

parameter study by equally distributing the disconnectionintervals.
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Figure 4.21:Hall - Frame Loss
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Figure 4.22:Hall - Comparison of MOS

The bars in Fig. 4.22 show the percentage of frames with a certain MOS in

comparison to the reference videos (rightmost) MOS distribution. The reference

video reflects the coding loss and consists of 100% frames with a MOS of 4
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(good). In contrast to the raw frame loss these results include the quality degra-

dation caused by frames which could not be correctly decodeddue to losses of

previous frames. Though the I frame loss in the simulations was higher, the qual-

ity of the video was worse in the measured scenario. This is caused by the rare

random single packet losses during the measurements which influence all follow-

ing P frames after the packet loss until the next I frame. The impact that single

packet losses have on the MOS and PSNR depends on the used encoder and its

configuration, e.g. the I frame rate. Moreover, the type of video which is encoded,

e.g. action sequence or landscape stills, has a great impact.

Considering the differences between the measurements and the simulation,

the loss and MOS statistics are similar enough such that we can focus on the

simulation.In the following we want to demonstrate how to use the simulation

for performance evaluation and parameter optimization of the routing protocol

to achieve an acceptable video quality even in the case of abrupt disconnections.

Thus, we varied the hello message interval of SBR from 1.0 s down to 0.1 s in

steps of 0.1 s and transmitted the video 100 times for each setting. Again, the

multi-hop scenario with abrupt disconnections every 15 s issimulated. The exact

disconnection times were equally distributed in a window of±1 s to avoid the

exact alignment with an I frame.

Fig. 4.23 shows the resulting average frame loss as well as the average MOS

against the overhead of the routing protocol in percent of the video traffic for

the Hall clip. Though the frame loss varies between 1 % and 8 % the average

MOS only varies between about 3.7 and 3.8. The reason for thisis that each lost

frame can influence the following frames up to the next I frame. Thus, a loss of

consecutive P frames only has a slightly higher impact than the loss of a single

P frame. Moreover, the frames are fragmented in up to three IPpackets in this

scenario. A frame is dropped by the decoder if one or more of its fragments are

missing. Therefore, the loss of single fragment has the sameimpact on the MOS

than the loss of the whole frame.

Fig. 4.24 shows the percentage of frames with a certain MOS. Due to the fact

that the expressiveness of the average MOS is limited in caseof longer videos.
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Figure 4.23:Hall - Frame Loss (a) and Average MOS (b) against the Routing
Overhead

Fig. 4.25 shows the frame loss and MOS statistics for the high-motion scene

SW3. Although the frame loss rate is not higher than in the low-motion Hall clip,

the average MOS is suffering more from the losses. This results from the higher

differences between adjacent frames which lead to a higher sensitivity to lost

frames. Another factor is the appearance of frames with a very low MOS (1-2).

In fact, the disturbances of the video quality are short in both investigated cases.

Fig. 4.24 shows the number of frames with a certain MOS in comparison to

the undistorted reference. In contrast to the average MOS curves in Fig. 4.23(b)

and Fig. 4.25(b), it is shown here that the quality impact on the SW3 clip is much

smaller than on the Hall clip. This results from the faster recovering in case of

losses due to the higher number of intra-coded parts.

The overhead of the routing protocol rises exponentially with the downsizing

of the hello message interval. It is acceptable up to around 2-3 % of the applica-

tion traffic, since this is in the range of the protocol overhead of RTP (1.7 % in

this scenario). The relative routing overhead is lower for the SW3 scenario due to

the fact that the bit-rate is higher than in the Hall scenario. The MOS distribution

bars in Fig. 4.24 show that the difference in quality betweenthe hello message
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Figure 4.24:Percentage of Frames with certain MOS Values depending on the
Hello Message Interval

interval of 0.3 s and 0.4 s is not noticeable by human observer. Considering the

smaller overhead, a hello message interval of 0.4 s of the SBRprotocol would be

optimal in this scenario regarding the perceived video quality.
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Figure 4.25:SW3 - Frame Loss (a) and Average MOS (b) against the Routing
Overhead

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced our performance evaluation framework for wire-

less networks. The framework can be used to evaluate and compare the perfor-

mance of routing protocols in terms of overhead, packet loss, delay, jitter and

other performance metrics like QoE. External simulations can be attached to the

OPNET simulation in order to increase the functionality of the framework. Fur-

thermore, the framework allows the exchange of packets between virtual nodes

in the software domain and real sensor nodes in the hardware domain. This kind

of simulation is known as hardware-in-the-loop simulationand is supported by

the framework as long as the simulation can be run in real-time. Additionally,

the functionality of the extended framework was introducedand demonstrated

by evaluating the performance of a wireless network in termsof packet loss and

QoE.

The characterization and evaluation of synthetic mobilitymodels is another

central issue of this chapter. The evaluation of a selectionof the most popular

mobility models has shown that the generated movement has a great impact on

the spatial node distribution and the speed distribution. Moreover, the node degree
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and the link duration were identified as key characteristicsof the mobility models.

The influence of these characteristics on the performance ofrouting protocols was

outlined. Furthermore, a brief discussion of the differences between real world

traces and synthetic mobility pattern was given.

The third topic of this chapter is represented by the performance evaluation of

routing protocols in wireless networks. Therefore, the most important simulation

parameters and assumptions were discussed, e.g. the configuration of the proto-

cols and the simplification of the signal propagation model.Finally, an example

of a performance study of the SBR protocol in a mobile networkwas given. The

focus of the study was laid on the hello message interval which has a direct im-

pact on the perceived video quality.
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The development of the BPS-MAC protocol and the SBR protocolwere mo-

tivated by two major trends. The first trend is represented byWMSNs which

close the gap between typical WSNs and more powerful ad hoc networks. Sensor

nodes in WMSNs are usually equipped with a high data rate interface, like IEEE

802.11 or Bluetooth. Moreover, the nodes have a larger amount of memory avail-

able - compared to their WSN counterparts - in order to enableaudio and video

communication. These networks are often optimized for short-term monitoring

applications where nodes start to transmit multimedia dataas soon as an event is

recognized.

The second trend is driven by the technological advance in energy harvesting

and energy storing techniques which prolong the lifetime ofsensor networks. In

the early stages of WSNs energy harvesting techniques were mainly focused on

solar panels. Nowadays, techniques which focus on vibration and temperature

differences to harvest energy make sensor networks a practical solution for a

large number of long-term monitoring applications for the automotive and the

avionic industry. Especially the latter is interested in WSNs which are designed

for Structural Health Monitoring applications since wireless solutions provide a

practical way to minimize the weight of airplanes.

In this thesis, we introduced and discussed performance issues of MAC and

routing protocols in the context of WSNs. The key communication challenges

were outlined which result from the special characteristics of WSNs, e.g. lim-

ited hardware resources and high node density. Contention resolution represents

a performance critical task in dense WSNs since many MAC protocols solely rely

on the carrier-sense capabilities of low-power transceivers. Typical transceivers
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require a long period of time to detect a busy radio channel, especially in the

case that the transceiver has been switched off or has to be switched from trans-

mit to receive mode. The duration of the switching phase is often referred to

as turnaround time. Transceivers are not able to sense the medium during the

switching phase which leads to a large number of collisions in dense networks

with correlated event-driven traffic load. Moreover, the CCA delay - which is the

period of time that is required by a transceiver to detect thestate of the medium

- was identified as performance limitation factor for MAC protocols. The impact

of the CCA delay and the turnaround time on the network performance depends

on the node density and the correlation of the traffic. For this reason, CSMA

protocols with random access do not represent an optimal choice for structural

health monitoring applications since they have high demands in terms of delay

and reliability. Therefore, CSMA-based protocols have to apply acknowledgment

mechanisms in order to assure reliable connectivity. However, the transmission

of acknowledgments and the retransmission of packets increase the utilization of

the medium. As a result, the number of retransmissions may further increase due

to a higher collision probability as a consequence of the higher utilization. This

behavior may even lead to a collapse of the network dependingon the retrans-

mission strategy.

The BPS-MAC protocol was developed to directly address the limitations of

low-power transceivers. Its new sequential preamble-based contention resolution

reduces the number of competing nodes step by step which makes the proto-

col attractive to Structural Health Monitoring applications where the correlated

event-driven traffic represents a serious issue. It is able to deal with a high num-

ber of competing nodes due to the stepwise contention resolution. The contention

resolution mechanism of the protocol can be tuned in order toachieve the desired

trade-off between delay and reliability. The medium accessprocedure is indepen-

dent from the hardware capabilities of the transceiver and thus can be applied on

almost any sensor platform. Furthermore, the protocol willtake more advantage

of next generation low-power transceivers compared to CSMA-based protocols

since its performance improves with shorter CCA delays.
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Routing protocols are usually developed for a set of scenarios with a certain

traffic pattern and network architecture. However, the capability of the protocols

to adapt themselves to different network conditions is essential in the context

of WSNs. New trends, like WMSNs, come with additional requirements on the

routing protocol apart from the typical WSN requirements.

The SBR protocol provides new mechanisms and an adaptive routing metric

in order to achieve high performance in WSNs and WMSNs. The protocol is

designed such that it is able to deal with many of the challenges in mobile wireless

networks without the need of complex algorithms or a large amount of memory.

Its adaptive cumulative routing metric minimizes the time which is required by

the protocol to detect topology changes. The detection timeis short enough to

support a high perceived video quality even in the presence of frequent topology

changes due to unreliable links or mobility. SBR can operatein a proactive or in a

hybrid mode. The hybrid mode generates less routing overhead than the proactive

mode since no routing messages are transmitted in the absence of data traffic.

Thus, the hybrid mode should be used in typical WSN scenarioswhere nodes

have very limited energy resources. The routing overhead ofthe protocol scales

with the number of data sinks since routing messages are not generated by other

nodes. This makes the protocol a good choice for networks with a small number

of sinks. In addition, nodes can be set to a passive mode. Passive nodes may use

existing routes but do not forward any routing messages which minimizes their

energy consumption. This mechanism allows to assign the energy consuming

task of routing message forwarding to less energy constraint nodes. Furthermore,

these nodes are then used by the protocol to forward data packets which prolongs

the lifetime of the network. The proactive mode is dedicatedfor high data rate

wireless networks where routes should be established in advance to minimize the

delay in the network. Thus, the nodes periodically transmitrouting messages even

if no data packets have to be transmitted. The periodic transmission of routing

messages in combination with its adaptive cumulative metric allow the protocol

to quickly detect topology changes which results in a high perceived quality of

multimedia applications.
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List of Acronyms

AODV Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector

BATMAN Better Approach to Mobile Ad hoc Networking

BP-MAC Backoff Preamble-based MAC Protocol

BPS-MAC Backoff Preamble-based MAC Protocol with Sequential Con-

tention Resolution

CCA Clear Channel Assessment

CDMA Code Division Multiple Access

CSMA Carrier Sense Multiple Access

CTS Clear-To-Send

DRVF Decrease Routing Value Function

DRVI Decrease Routing Value Interval

DSDV Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector

DSR Dynamic Source Routing

ETX Expected Transmission Count

FDMA Frequency Division Multiple Access

GBR Gradient Based Routing

HLA High Level Architecture

HMI Hello Message Interval

IRVF Increase Routing Value Function

LEACH Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy

LPL Low-Power-Listening
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MAC Medium Access Control

MCFA Minimum Cost Forwarding Algorithm

MMSPEED Multipath Multi-Speed Protocol

MOS Mean Opinion Score

MPR Multi-point Relay

MRV Maximum Routing Value

OLSR Open Link State Routing

PSNR Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio

QoE Quality of Experience

QoS Quality of Service

RREP Route Reply

RREQ Route Request

RSE Relative Speed Estimation

RSSI Received Signal Strength Intensity

RTP Real-time Transport Protocol

RTS Ready-To-Send

S-MAC Sensor-MAC

SBR Statistic-Based Routing

SHM Short Hello Message

SHMI Short Hello Message Interval

SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio

TBEBA Truncated Binary Exponential Backoff Algorithm

TDMA Time Division Multiple Access

Wise-MAC Wireless Sensor MAC

WMSN Wireless Multimedia Sensor Network

WSN Wireless Sensor Network
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